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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Using the Products Together
This section briefly discusses using VM:Manager Suite products together. This section provides details on scheduling
other VM components with VM:Schedule and using other VM components with VM:Operator.

Scheduling Other VM Components With VM:Schedule
VM:Schedule can be used to decrease your prime-time workloads by having job requests run during off hours. You can
use VM:Schedule to delay the running of your requests, such as VMRGRW reports, to a later time and without user
interaction. However, your request may require the use of a tape. You can use VM:Tape within your VM:Schedule request
to automate your tape needs.

This sample EXEC can be used to process tape-dependent requests:

/*****************************************************/

/*                                                    */

/* This EXEC issues the CA VM:Tape MOUNT              */

/* command with the WAIT option for                   */

/* CA VM:Schedule requests that require the           */

/* use of a tape.                                     */

/*                                                    */

/* Requires:  Access to the VMTAPE MODULE             */

/*                                                    */

/*****************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

/* Replace 'volser' with actual tape volser           */

'VMTAPE MOUNT' volser '(WAIT' /* Request tape mount   */

If rc <> 0 Then Call error

/* Enter your tape processing commands here           */

'TAPE RUN'

'CP DET 181'

Exit rc 

error: 

'CP LOGOFF'

Exit rc

The VM:Tape MOUNT command instructs the operator to mount the specified tape (volser), which can be a specific tape
volume or a SCRATCH tape. The WAIT option specifies that the tape must be mounted and attached before the command
completes. If the tape is not mounted successfully, VM:Tape sends a message to the operator's console requesting
operator intervention. If the mount request does not complete successfully, VM:Tape issues a nonzero return code and the
EXEC branches to an error routine.

When the tape is mounted successfully, your EXEC can position the tape using the CMS TAPE command. For example,
to begin at the third physical file, add this command to the EXEC:

TAPE FSF 2

Then insert the commands to perform any tape processing you require. After the commands perform your actual tape
processing requests, the EXEC will rewind the tape (TAPE RUN), detach the tape drive (CP DET 181), and exit.

NOTE
For more information about the VM:Tape MOUNT command, refer to the VM:Tape Command Reference.
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Using Other VM:Manager Suite Products With VM:Operator
VM:Operator is a service virtual machine that automates z/VM operations by intercepting messages that would typically
be displayed on the single z/VM system operator console. VM:Operator processes the messages according to customized
routing tables and action routines.

You can issue some commands to another product from VM:Operator windows. You can also configure another product
to be a VM:Operator secondary user. This chapter describes this functionality, along with tips for highlighting critical
messages, in the context of VM:Manager Suite.

Issuing Product Commands from VM:Operator Windows
To issue product commands from the VM:Operator SYSTEM window add the appropriate PRODUCT record to the
VMOPER CONFIG file:

PRODUCT product-name userid

product-name
Denotes VMACCOUNT, VMARCHIVER, VMBACKUP, VMBATCH, VMDIRECTOR, VMOPERATOR,
VMSCHEDULE, VMSECURE, VMSPOOL, or VMTAPE.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine running the corresponding product.

The PRODUCT record identifies which service virtual machine VM:Operator is communicating with when invoking a
product command. The commands can be invoked from the SYSTEM window command line. The product command
actually invokes a VM:Operator macro (included with the VM:Operator program material) that communicates with the
other product.

In addition to the PRODUCT record, add authorizations to the configuration file of each product that you want the user
ID running VM:Operator to communicate with. For example, to give the user ID running VM:Operator privileges to issue
VM:Schedule operator commands, add this record to the VMSCHED CONFIG file where user ID is the user ID running
VM:Operator:

AUTHORIZ OPERATOR userid

Product server commands issued from EXECs should (where possible) be issued using CP SMSG. An EXEC attempting
to issue a product server command using the communication modules (drones) may produce unpredictable results.

The VM:Operator macros included on the distribution tape can be used as prototypes when converting your EXECs to
VM:Operator macros. When issuing product commands from VM:Operator macros, use the CMSNOLCK primitive and the
TEST primitive prefix. To do this, preface the call with TEST CMSNOLCK. For example:

'TEST CMSNOLCK VMTAPE QUERY MOUNT'

Restrictions

VM:Operator will use product communication modules to issue other product commands instead of using its internal
product-to-product interface. This adds greater flexibility to commands that can be issued from the SYSTEM window, but
there are still these restrictions:

• When VM:Operator issues a command to a product, VM:Operator cannot issue another command to that same
product until the first one finishes executing. For example, if a VMYIAMOP user is currently viewing a VM:Schedule
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screen, no other VMYIAMOP user or logon console can issue a VM:Schedule command until the first VMYIAMOP user
leaves the VM:Schedule screens.

• The VM:Spool command must be issued from the LOGON console and must be the only product command active at a
given time. For example, if a VM:Batch command is executing on a VMYIAMOP console, then a VM:Spool command
issued on the logon console will not be executed. Conversely, if a VM:Spool command is executing on the logon
console, a VM:Batch command issued on a VMYIAMOP console will be rejected.

Other VM:Manager Suite Products as VM:Operator SECUSERs
The VM:Operator SECUSER process provides the ability to have disconnected virtual machines running as secondary
user IDs in separate windows. Commands can be entered in these windows, and VM:Operator records all activity in its log
file.

The SECUSER process uses the Single Console Image Facility (SCIF).

Note: For more information about implementing the SECUSER process, see the VM:Operator Administration Guide.

There are benefits and drawbacks to defining SECUSERs in VM:Operator. The benefits are:

• All messages are logged in the VM:Operator log file.
• A separate REVIEW window can be configured to view a subset of the log file pertaining only to that particular user

ID's messages.
• The SECUSER window can be used to issue commands to disconnected service virtual machines and the responses

can be monitored in the same window.
• The SECUSER user exit is available for sites concerned with security associated with the SECUSER windows.
• SCIF messages will by default appear in the SYSTEM window as well as the SECUSER window.

Highlighting Critical Product Messages
This section provides an example of how you may want to configure VM:Operator to handle critical product messages.

VM:Operator can make critical messages issued by another Broadcom VM product more noticeable to the system
operator by causing the operator's terminal alarm to sound when the message is issued, then highlighting the message
and holding it on the screen until the operator takes corrective action and removes it.

For example, to make the VM:Secure message VMXRPW0957W more noticeable to the system operator, add this record
to the SYSTEM routing table or SYSTABLE on the 191 minidisk of the user ID running VM:Operator:

HOLD ALARM MSG VMSECURE *1 1 VMXRPW0957W

HOLD
Indicates the message is held on the operator's screen.

ALARM
Indicates the message is accompanied by a beep.

VMSECURE
Indicates the message to be detected will be sent by user ID VMSECURE.

*1
Indicates the message to be detected will be sent using the CP MSG or MSGNOH command.

1
Indicates the message should be searched for a match starting in column 1.

VMXRPW0957W
Indicates the message prefix to be detected.
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After adding this record, reload the routing table by either using the TABLE command or by ending and reinitializing
VM:Operator.

When VM:Operator detects a type *1 message (a MSG or MSGNOH message) from VM:Secure, it searches for the string
VMXRPW0957W in column 1. If VM:Operator finds a match, it highlights the message, sounds the terminal alarm, and
holds the message on the screen.
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Backing Up VM:Manager Suite Products
You can use VM:Backup to back up another VM product.

WARNING
If you back up the product while it is running, certain minidisks must be quiesced for backup processing.
Quiescing a minidisk ensures that it does not change while VM:Backup is writing its contents to tape.

This section describes the special processing required when backing up other VM products and identifies both the
minidisks that should be quiesced and those that do not have to be quiesced before being backed up by VM:Backup.

VM:Account
Use VM:Backup to back up the following VM:Account minidisks without quiescing them:

• The 191 (LOCAL) minidisk, containing the PROFILE EXEC, the VMACCT CONFIG file, and locally modified files
• The 192 (RUNTIME) minidisk, containing program material
• The 1C0 (CONTROL) minidisk, containing customer lists, project lists, and cost tables

To back up the VM:Account 1B0 (COLLECT) minidisk, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file. When
the backup runs, VM:Backup looks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user exit, code
the exit to issue return code 4. This code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the 1B0 minidisk. If
the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask VM:Account to quiesce the 1B0
minidisk.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Backup
documentation.

Requirement

Make sure that a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record exists in the VMACCT CONFIG file.

VM:Archiver
Use VM:Backup to back up these VM:Archiver minidisks without quiescing them:

• The 192 minidisk, containing program material
• The 191 minidisk, containing the PROFILE EXEC, the VMARCH CONFIG file, and locally modified files

To back up the VM:Archiver DASD pool minidisks, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file.

When the backup runs, VM:Backup checks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user
exit, code the exit to issue return code 4. This code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
VM:Archiver 192 and 191 minidisks. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Archiver uses the CP SMSG facility to
ask VM:Archiver to quiesce these minidisks.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Archiver
documentation.

Requirement

Enter the VM:Archiver service virtual machines that VM:Archiver is to use for jobs requiring tapes on the VM:Archiver
Define VM:ArchiverOptions screen.
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NOTE
For more information about this screen, see the Administrators section in the VM:Archiver documentation.

VM:Secure
You cannot use VM:Backup to back up all VM:Secure minidisks. This section describes the special backup processing
that is required and lists the utilities that you must use in addition to VM:Backup.

Use VM:Backup to back up these VM:Secure minidisks without quiescing them:

• The 192 (RUNTIME) minidisk containing program material
• The 194 (COMMON) minidisk that the Servant Facility uses. The files on this minidisk are created every time

VM:Secure is initialized with the Servant Facility activated. Therefore, no special processing for the 194 minidisk is
required.

The 1B3 minidisk is an IPLDISK that CMS does not access. Specify a physical backup format for this minidisk in the
VM:Backup exception file that is used to back up VM:Secure.

Select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file to back up these minidisks:

• The 191 (LOCAL) minidisk
• The 1B2 (HOLD) minidisk
• The 1B4 (RULE) minidisk (Only when VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed)

When the backup is run, VM:Backup checks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user exit,
code the exit to issue a return code of 4. This return code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
minidisks that are listed above. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask
VM:Secure to quiesce these minidisks. For more information about VMBEXIT2, see Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit.

To back up the 1B0 (DRCT) directory database minidisk, use the VM:Secure utilities VMXBKP01, VMXBKP02, and
VMXBKP03.

To back up the 1D0 (AUDT) audit database minidisk, use the AUDITEXT command.

NOTE
For more information about using these utilities and the AUDITEXT command, see the VM:Secure  Reference
Guide.

Requirement

Make sure that a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record exists in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file.

VM:Backup
To back up the VM:Spool 1B0 (DATABASE) and 1D0 (AUDT) minidisks, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup
exception file.

When the backup runs, VM:Backup looks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user
exit, code the exit to issue return code 4. This code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
VM:Backup 1B0 and 1D0 minidisks. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backupuses the CP SMSG facility to
ask VM:Backup to quiesce these minidisks.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Backup
documentation.

Requirement

Make sure that a GRANT QUIESCE TO VMBACKUP record exists in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.
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VM:Tape
Use the VM:Tape VMTBKP utility to back up these VM:Tape minidisks:

• 1D0 minidisk, containing the AUDIT file
• 1B0 minidisk, containing the Tape Management Catalog (TMC) file

Let VM:Backup back up all VM:Tape minidisks with the NO QUIESCE option (the default) to ensure that the VM:Tape 191
and 192 minidisks are backed up.

NOTE
For more information about using the VMTBKP utility, see the Administrators section in the VM:Tape
documentation.
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Product-Pair Interfaces
A product-pair interface is the use of two products together to provide an additional capability that is not provided by either
of the products separately.

Some product-pair interfaces are enabled by placing a PRODUCT record in the product configuration file. The PRODUCT
record has the dual purpose of identifying the communicating service virtual machine user ID and activating the interface.

Any product that requires changes or additions to its directory entry or configuration file to implement an interface must be
shut down before the changes are made. The product must then be restarted following the changes.

NOTE
For more information about directory entries and configuration files, refer to the administration section of
the product's documentation. For VM:Backup, refer to the System Programmers Reference section of the
documentation.

Assumptions

These instructions make the following assumptions:

• Each product runs on the recommended (default) product user ID. If this is not the case at your site, substitute your
user IDs in place of the defaults.

• VMANAGER is the maintenance user ID and the system administrator for all products. If this is not the case at your
site, substitute your user IDs in place of the defaults.

• You are running all products at their most current release level. This ensures optimum performance, functionality, and
support.

Identifying Interface Functions

This table summarizes interface functions.

Interface Function Summary Interface Function Summary

Charge for Archive storage

Batch resource usage

Migrated SFS files

Spool-space usage

Tape mounts

Tape volume storage

Enforce budget limits

Facilitate VM:Account installation

Force periodic change of logon passwords

Hold messages on the operator console for Other VM products

VM:Spool

VM:Tape

Other VM products

Manage tapes for VM:Backup

VM:Spool
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Monitor Critical system messages

VM:Tape activity messages

Move Archived files to and from tape

High-use minidisks

Little-used files to less expensive storage media

Schedule Periodic backups

VM:Archiver functions

VM:Secure (both with and without security products) database
backups

VM:Secure (both with and without security products) audit file data
extracts

Other VM products

Transfer security privileges to VM:Backup

VM:Batch

Use tapes for and from batch jobs

Use VM:Secure Rules Facility to Control VM:Schedule CANCEL, QUERY, and SCHEDULE
requests

Control access to tapes

Validate account number changes

VM:Account and VM:Archiver
The VM:Account and  interface enables you to determine how much data is stored on VM:Archiver. This is useful
information if you are trying to encourage archive usage by charging less for archive storage than for storage on users'
minidisks.

You can control which archive storage types (ONLINE, STAGE, or TAPE) are accounted for in batch and exception
accounting. A charging strategy can be set and VM:Account reports can be used to determine the breakdown of
resources and costs attributed to each of the three storage types.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Verify that there is an OPTION ACCT record in the VMARCH directory entry.
2. Log on to VMANAGER.
3. Enter the VM:Archiver CONFIG command to display the Manage Configuration Options screen.
4. Select option 6, Define accounting controls.
5. On the Define Accounting Controls screen, do the following:

a. Enter the user ID of the VM:Account service virtual machine.
b. Enter y in response to the question of VM:Archiver accounting for storage.
c. Enter x beside each storage type for which you want to account. You may charge for one, two, or all three types of

storage.
d. Specify the date on which you want accounting to begin. This can be a date in the future. However, the date cannot

be earlier than the default date displaying in the field.
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e. Press PF9 to save your work.
f. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.

6. Log on to VMACCT.
7. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
8. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE VMARCH record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the user ID of the  service virtual machine. This record activates the VM:Account
side of the interface.

9. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
10. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
11. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to edit the ARCHIVE COSTABLE file. This file contains costing

information for VM:Archiver accounting records (datatype A9).

VM:Account and VM:Batch
The VM:Account and VM:Batch interface enables you to charge and report separately on VM:Batch and interactive
resource usage. You can also charge users who run jobs on a remote system (even one on which their user IDs are not
defined).

This interface can decrease the prime-time workload by charging users less for batch jobs that run during off hours than
those that run during the peak operating periods.

Enable this interface if you have coded a VM:Batchaccount user exit that allows users to submit jobs to be charged to an
account number that is not their default account number. The interface will ensure that these jobs will be charged to the
account number specified when the job was submitted, rather than the user's default account number, even if the jobs use
VM:Account PACKAGE or PROJECT accounting.

The interface also provides a solution to the loss of user ID/accounting information when performing an SQL function
through VM:Batch. With the interface implemented and the VM:Account version of the SQL ARIUXIT in place,
VM:Account will supply the correct user ID and account number to SQL to place in its accounting records.

How the Interface Works

• VM:Batch sends VM:Account information describing the batch job, including the job number, job name, user ID, job
class, priority, and account number to be charged.

• VM:Account places this information in a table for later use.
• VM:Account encodes a special 8-byte account number and sends this information to VM:Batch.
• VM:Batch uses this encoded account number when setting the accounting information that will appear in the CP

accounting records for the batch job.
• When VM:Account receives the CP accounting records produced by the batch jobs, VM:Account uses the encoded

account number to search the table during the costing process and uses the information in the table to supply the
correct user ID, job name, job class, priority, and account number in the costed record.

If VM:Account is not available at the beginning of the batch job, VM:Batch sends a C0/H0 record describing the batch
job to the VM:Account reader. VM:Batch then creates an encoded account number that contains binary zeros in the first
six bytes and the hexadecimal batch job number in the remaining two bytes, and uses this account number when setting
the accounting information that will appear in the CP accounting records for the job. VM:Account performs accounting for
these records when the VM:Account service virtual machine becomes available, by reading the C0/H0 (Event) record first
and using this information when costing the job records.

VM:Batch jobs produce C1 (session), C2 (dedicated device), and C3 (TDISK) records for processing by VM:Account.

Note: For more information about these accounting records, see the VM:Account System Administrator's Guide.
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Restrictions and Requirements

Only one VM:Batch service virtual machine can be interfaced to VM:Account. If there are two or more VM:Batch systems
interfaced with VM:Account, users may get charged for jobs they did not submit.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT VMACCT record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Account service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Batch
side of the interface.

4. Make sure there is an ACCT option in the VMBATCH directory entry OPTION statement. This option allows VM:Batch
to create accounting records.

5. Log on to VMACCT.
6. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
7. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account
side of the interface.

8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
10. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to update the VMBATCH COSTABLE file.

VM:Account and VM:Secure
The VM:Account and VM:Secure interface provides three functions. You can:

• Change and validate account numbers dynamically
• Enforce budget limits
• Use VM:Secure to facilitate VM:Account installation

This page presents how each function works, any restrictions or requirements that apply, and instructions about how to
implement each function.

NOTE
Unless otherwise stated, VM:Secure refers to both the with security and without security variations of the
product.

Changing and Validating Account Numbers

This VM:Account/VM:Secure interface function enables you to change the account number of a virtual machine
dynamically. The function then verifies those changes. Account number changes specified by a user take effect
immediately and remain in effect until changed again. Changes that a directory manager makes take effect at next logon
time and remain in effect until changed again. A directory manager can change an account number for another user only
when the user is not logged on.

This interface function prevents managers from creating user IDs with account numbers that VM:Account has not verified.

How the Interface Works

This section describes how VM:Secure validates account number changes under two scenarios: with and without
VM:Account defined to VM:Secure.
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VM:Account Not Defined in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG File

VM:Secure determines whether a user can use a given account number. This determination is made by checking the
*AC= (account number) special comments in the user's directory entry or through the VM:Secure ACCOUNT user exit. If
the new account number satisfies an account comment or criteria set up in the ACCOUNT exit, the new account number
is considered valid by VM:Secure. In this case, the new account number is updated as requested (next logon, temporary,
or immediate). If a *AC= special comment is not found and the ACCOUNT exit is not installed or does not accept the new
account number, the new account number is rejected.

VM:Account Defined in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG File

VM:Secure passes the new account number to VM:Account after determining that the user can use the account number.
(This determination is done with the logic described in VM:Account Not Defined in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG
File, above.) VM:Account validates account numbers by checking the project account list on the customer account list. If
the account number is found to be invalid, the account number is rejected. VM:Account also updates its internal tables by
closing the user's accounting information with the old account number and initializing it with the new account number.

The existence of a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file causes account number
change procedures to be more precise. If someone other than the user tries to change the account number, VM:Secure
checks to see whether the user is logged on. If the user is not logged on, VM:Secure prevents the change from being
made.

The process for changing account numbers is:

• The directory entry file of the user is scanned for any *AC= special comments. Such comments indicate which account
numbers the user is allowed to use. If a match is found, the new account number is considered valid. In this case, the
ACCOUNT user exit routine is not called.

• If the new account number is not found in a *AC= special comment, the ACCOUNT user exit is called to verify the
change. If the exit is not installed, or if the exit rejects the change, the new account number is considered invalid. In
this case, an error condition is generated.

• If either a *AC= special comment or the ACCOUNT user exit validates the account number, the VM:Account interface
is processed. If the interface has been implemented, VM:Account is called to verify that the new account number is
valid.  also changes the account number in the VMDBK of the user with DIAGNOSE X'84'. The return code that is
received from VM:Account determines the subsequent processing of the account number change, as follows:

0
The change is accepted. The directory entry file is updated and processing is complete.

4
VM:Account is suspended. An error condition is generated and the account number is not updated.

8
The new account number is invalid because it cannot be mapped back to a customer. The directory is not updated
and an error condition is generated.

-1
VM:Account is not running but is installed (according to the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file). To prevent
invalid account numbers from getting into the directory, VM:Secure does not allow account numbers to be set or
changed when VM:Account is not running.

• If the VM:Account/VM:Secure interface has not been implemented, the new account number is updated in the CP
directory according to the schedule specified: at the next logon change, immediately, or temporarily.

A user requests an account number change using the VM:Secure USER or MAINT ACCOUNT command. A directory
manager requests an account number change using the VM:Secure MANAGE or MAINT MANAGE command.
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Restrictions and Requirements

To allow account numbers to be assigned or changed, use the VM:Secure *AC= special comment, the ACCOUNT user
exit, or both.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Add a *AC= special comment to the appropriate directory entries or enable the ACCOUNT user exit.

– The *AC= special comment contains a list of valid account numbers for a user ID. A directory entry can contain
one or more *AC= special comments. Add a *AC= special comment to user IDs that need to change their account
numbers.

– The ACCOUNT user exit is used to accept or reject account number changes. VMXEXIT4 is the filename of the
prototype ACCOUNT user exit downloaded during installation.

Note: You do not need both the *AC= special comment and the ACCOUNT user exit. The *AC= special comment
or the ACCOUNT user exit validates account number changes. If both exist, the *AC= special comment takes
precedence.

3. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
4. Make sure that a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT VMACCT record is in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Account service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Secure side of the interface.

5. Log on to VMACCT.
6. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
7. Verify the contents of the VMACCT CONFIG file.

If you are interfacing VM:Account with VM:Secure, ensure that a PRODUCT VMSECURE VMSECURE record is
present.
The PRODUCT configuration file record provides VM:Account with the VM:Secure or VM:Director service virtual
machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account side of the interface.

8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
10. If you are charging by account, ensure that the CUSTOMER ACCTLIST file contains a customer-id for all valid account

numbers. If you are charging by project, ensure that the PROJECT ACCTLIST file contains a project name for all valid
account numbers.

Enforcing Budget Limits

This VM:Account/VM:Secure interface function uses the VM:Account BUDGET user exit to enforce budget limits. The
BUDGET user exit can be set up to enforce budget limits by these methods:

• Sending a warning message to a user ID that exceeds its budget
• Logging the user ID off
• Changing budget limit of the user ID
• Changing the password of the user ID logon to NOLOG.

How the Interface Works

If the VM:Account BUDGET user exit changes the password to NOLOG, the user cannot log on to the user ID. The
NOLOG password remains in effect until an authorized user changes it.

With the interface, VM:Account calls VM:Secure to issue the NOLOG command. When VM:Secure executes this
command, both the source directory and object directory are updated. Updating the source directory ensures that the
NOLOG password remains in effect until an authorized user changes it. If only the object directory is updated, the change
is overridden when the source directory is recompiled.
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Without the interface, the VM:Account BUDGET user exit changes the user password to NOLOG only in the object
directory.

Restrictions and Requirements

The VM:Account BUDGET user exit must be enabled.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
3. Make sure that a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT VMACCT record exists in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. The

configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Account service virtual machine user ID, and activates the
VM:Secure side of the interface.

4. Log on to VMACCT.
5. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
6. Create a BUDGET user exit that meets the requirements of your site. Put this user exit on the VM:Account 191

minidisk. Sample user exits reside on the product materials VMSES/E sample disk. These samples have filetypes of
XASSEMBL and XEXEC.

7. Ensure that a USEREXIT BUDGET record exists in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file record identifies
the user exit to VM:Account.

8. Verify the contents of the VMACCT CONFIG file.
9. If you are interfacing VM:Account with VM:Secure: Ensure that a PRODUCT VMSECURE VMSECURE record is

present.
10. If you are interfacing VM:Account with VM:Director: Ensure that a PRODUCT VMDIRECTOR VMDIRECT record is

present.
11. The PRODUCT configuration file record provides VM:Account with the VM:Director or VM:Secure service virtual

machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account side of the interface.
12. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
13. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.

Using VM:Secure to Facilitate VM:Account Installation

When installing VM:Account, the system administrator user ID (VMANAGER) can run the VMJSCD utility. This utility
verifies that no user ID contains invalid characters. The utility also creates the CUSTOMER ACCTLIST and PROJECTS
ACCTLIST files. These files facilitate the mapping between customers (user IDs or groups of user IDs), account numbers,
and project names.

Normally, the input to the VMJSCD utility is the CP source directory file. Allowing the system administrator access to this
file can cause concerns about security. However, if you are using VM:Secure, the system administrator does not require a
link to the minidisk containing your VM user directory. The VM:Secure EXTRACT command creates a condensed source
directory file that contains the following statements:

• USER
• ACCOUNT
• ACIGROUP
• DEDICATE
• MDISK

The condensed source directory file contains these statements for every user ID with logon passwords masked and
minidisk passwords deleted. The resulting condensed source directory can be used as input to the VM:Account VMJSCD
utility.
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Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Ensure that you have access to the VMJSCD MODULE on the VMACCT 170 minidisk. This minidisk must be

accessed to execute Steps 5 and 6.
3. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG AUTHORIZ command.
4. Ensure that a GRANT EXTRACT TO VMANAGER record is in the VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file. This

configuration file record authorizes VMANAGER to issue the VM:Secure EXTRACT command.
5. Enter the VM:Secure EXTRACT command. The resulting file is named EXTRACT DIRECT A. (A nonzero return code

indicates that VM:Secure is not available.)
6. Enter this command to run the VMJSCD utility:

VMJSCD EXTRACT DIRECT A (CUSTOMER

7. A file that is named CUSTOMER ACCTLIST is written to the VMANAGER A-disk.
8. If you are setting up project accounting, run the VMJSCD utility by entering this command:

VMJSCD EXTRACT DIRECT A (PROJECTS

9. A file that is named PROJECTS ACCTLIST is written to the VMANAGER A-disk.

VM:Account and VM:Spool
The VM:Account/VM:Spool interface enables you to charge users for spool-space usage. The VM:Spool worker machine
(VMLWORK) uses DIAG X'4C' to send the accounting records to CP which can then be costed and reported on by
VM:Account.

This interface deters users from using spool space as an alternate storage area and helps pinpoint those users that abuse
the spool area, giving you the opportunity to show them the advantages of using VM:Archiver (if installed) as an alternate
storage facility, or simply getting out-of-date files deleted from their online space.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Verify that there is an OPTION ACCT record in the VMLWORK directory entry.
2. Log on to VMSPOOL.
3. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
4. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMACCOUNT VMACCT record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Spool with the VM:Account service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Spool
side of the interface.

5. Make sure there is a DATABASE ACCOUNT record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file record
creates accounting records based on information stored in the VM:Spool database file.

6. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
7. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
8. Log on to VMACCT.
9. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
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10. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMSPOOL VMSPOOL record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file
record provides VM:Account with the VM:Spool service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account
side of the interface.

11. Make sure there is a SPECIAL SPOOL VMLWORK record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file record
provides VM:Account with the VM:Spool worker machine user ID. This user ID creates datatype AB spool accounting
records for VM:Account to process.

12. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
13. Enter the #CP DISCONN to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
14. Enter the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to create the SPOOL COSTABLE file. The SPOOL COSTABLE

file specifies the rates to be charged for spool space usage. Costing for spool-space usage is determined by the user's
spool distribution code, the type of spool file, and class of the spool file.

VM:Account and VM:Tape
The VM:Account and VM:Tape interface provides two functions that enable you to:

• Charge users for tape mounts
• Charge users for storing tape volumes

This interface allows you to maintain control of tape usage and storage, thereby controlling costs that would usually be
allocated as overhead. It also helps in the effort to recycle tapes by indicating tapes owned by and charged to users that
are not being used. These tapes can be scratched and returned to general use.

Details on how each function works, any restrictions or requirements that apply, and instructions about how to implement
each function are presented in the sections that follow.

Charging for Tape Mounts

The VM:Account and VM:Tape interface enables you to charge users for tape mounts. The VM:Tape VMTEXIT4 user exit
can be used to create accounting records for tape mounts. These accounting records are subsequently used to charge
users for the tape mounts.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Verify that there is an OPTION ACCT record in the VMTAPE directory entry.
2. Log on to VMTAPE.
3. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
4. Implement the VMTEXIT4 exit. There is a prototype exit named VMTEXIT4 5ASSEMBL on the product materials

VMSES/E sample disk.
Note: For more information, see the VM:Tape Administration Guide.
– Edit the user exit using XEDIT; the text in the file tells you what modifications are necessary.
– File the VMTEXIT4 5ASSEMBL file, change the filetype to ASSEMBLE, and assemble the file.
– Place the changed ASSEMBLE file and resulting TEXT file on the VM:Tape 191 (LOCAL) minidisk.

5. Make sure that there is a USEREXIT USREXIT4 VMTEXIT4 record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration
file record specifies the name of the user exit that receives control after attaching the successfully mounted tape to the
us.

6. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
7. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
8. Log on to VMACCT.
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9. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
10. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID and enables the tape input/output
feature. This record activates the VM:Account side of the interface.

11. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
12. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
13. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to add a cost per mount record to the TAPMOUNT COSTABLE

file. VM:Account uses this file to apply charges to tape mount accounting records (datatype A6) created by the
VM:Tape VMTEXIT4 user exit.

Charging for Tape Volume Storage

With this function of the VM:Account/VM:Tape interface, you can charge users for storing tape volumes. Accounting
records for tape volume storage (datatype A3) are created by executing the VM:Account VMJTVA tape storage
accounting utility. VMJTVA generates one accounting record for each user who owns a tape (or tapes). This record
reflects the number of days for tape volume storage.

Restrictions and Requirements

To ensure that accurate accounting records are generated, execute the VM:Account VMJTVA utility before the VM:Tape
SCRATCH command is run.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
Ensure that VMANAGER has a link to the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC) on the VM:Tape 1B0 minidisk
(CMSTMC).

2. Create an EXEC called TVCHG EXEC that invokes the VMJTVA utility.

/*******************************************************

*                                                      *

*                    TVCHG EXEC                        *

*                                                      *

* This EXEC uses VMJTVA to charge users for storage    *

*     of tape volumes.                                 *

*                                                      *

* Requires:  Access to the CA VM:Tape TMC.             *

*            Access to the VMJTVA utility.             *

*            Modification to VMJTVA command line.      *

*                                                      *

*******************************************************/

Address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'CP LINK VMTAPE 1B0 199 RR'

'ACCESS 199 C'

'FILEDEF TVA DISK VMTAPE TMC C'

'VMJTVA TVA (option-list)'/* specify utility options  */

If rc <> 0 Then 

     $reason = 'FAILED'

Else

     $reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE STOP'

'CP MSG * VMJTVA' $reason
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If rc <> '0' Then 'CP LOGOFF'

Exit

If VMANAGER is already linked to the VM:Tape CMSTMC (1B0) minidisk, delete this line from the TVCHG EXEC:

'CP LINK VMTAPE 1B0 199 RR'

If you delete this line, change the FILEDEF line in the EXEC to read as follows, where x is the access mode of the
VM:Tape CMSTMC minidisk:

'FILEDEF TVA VMTAPE TMC x'

3. Log on to VMACCT.
4. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
5. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file record

provides VM:Account with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Account side of
the interface.

6. Make sure there is a SPECIAL TAPEVOLS VMANAGER record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file
record identifies VMANAGER to VM:Account as the user ID that executes the VMJTVA utility.

7. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
8. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
9. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to add a charge rate per day record to the VOLUMES COSTABLE

file. VM:Account uses this file to apply costs to the accounting records that the VMJTVA utility creates.

VM:Archiver and VM:Backup
The VM:Archiver and VM:Backupp interface enables you to use an efficient, economical alternative to DASD storage: tape
storage.

VM:Archiver uses the interface with VM:Backup to:

• Move STAGE and ONLINE files to tape storage and to copy user minidisks and files from minidisks and directories to
tape storage (archive).

• Retrieve (recall) archived data on tape to minidisks, directories, and virtual readers.
• Copy and merge unexpired and unpurged data on existing tape sets to new tape sets. (This is known as merge/purge/

copy.) Merge/purge/copy has the effect of removing expired and purged data from a tape set.
• Reinitialize tapes that the merge/purge/copy jobs have processed.

Contents

How the Interface Works

VM:Archiveruses theVM:Backup Template Programming Interface (TPI) to create a job that archives data to, or recalls
data from, tape storage. VM:Archiver also uses the TPI to create merge/purge/copy and reinitialization jobs. VM:Archiver
creates $TEMPLAT and $XCEPT files that define the files and domains to be archived and recalled.

When the $TEMPLAT and $XCEPT files have been created for a job, VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup IMPORT
command to copy the files to the VM:Backup service virtual machine and convert them to a VM:Backup internal format
template. When the files have been successfully imported, VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command to start
the processing of the job by VM:Backup.

While processing the job, VM:Backup writes job completion information in a keyword data report on the VM:Backup
report minidisk. When VM:Backup finishes processing the job, it issues the VM:Archiver JOBEND command to notify
VM:Archiver that the job has completed.
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Upon job completion, VM:Archiver issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to copy the keyword data report to a
VM:Archiver minidisk. VM:Archiver uses the information in the keyword data report to update its database. For archive or
recall jobs, VM:Archiver also uses this information to notify users of the outcome of their archive or recall requests.

In addition to creating the keyword data report described above, VM:Backup sends the VM:Backup Backup and Restore
Job Detail reports to the user ID identified on the VM:Archiver Define VM:Backup Options screen.

Archiving Files and Minidisks

The VM:Archiver SUBMIT ARCHIVES command builds a TPI job that specifies files and domains to be copied to tape
storage. VM:Archiver also specifies the names of the VM:Backup resource pools to be used for each archive tape copy
being created. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and consequently is obtaining tape volumes through VM:Tape,
your site can use scratch tapes.

When trying to copy data from a user's minidisk, VM:Backup obtains a read-only link to the minidisk; the user does not
need to detach the minidisk. How VM:Backup proceeds depends on if it is attempting to back up a file or minidisk.

• If VM:Backup is trying to back up a file/If the minidisk on which the file resides changes, VM:Backup tries again a
specified number of times. (You set the number of times that VM:Backup tries on the VM:Archiver Define VM:Backup
Options screen.) If the minidisk is still changing after the specified number of tries, VM:Backup skips the file and does
not back it up.

• If VM:Backup is trying to back up a minidisk/If the minidisk changes, VM:Backup tries again a specified number of
times. (You set the number of times that VM:Backup tries on the VM:Backup Define VM:Backup Options screen.) If
the minidisk is still changing after the specified number of tries, VM:Backup instead makes a physical backup of the
minidisk.

Recalling Files and Minidisks From Tape

The VM:Archiver SUBMIT RECALLS command builds a TPI job that specifies the files and domains to be retrieved from
tape storage, and the location to which these files and minidisks are to be restored.

For the files and domains being recalled directly to a minidisk, VM:Backup tries to obtain a read/write link to the target
minidisk. The user and anyone else who is linked read/write must detach this minidisk to enable VM:Backup to obtain the
link. VM:Backup notifies VM:Archiver of the success or failure of the recall requests.

Submitting Jobs When VM:Backup Is Not Available

If a job is submitted when VM:Backupis not running, VM:Archiver will have already created the TPI files and the job will be
in BUILT status. This job can be resubmitted when VM:Backup becomes available.

Implementation
top

Configuring the Interface for VM:Backup

1. Log on to the VM:Backup service virtual machine that you want to interface with VM:Archiver.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VM:Backup.
3. Use the XEDIT command to edit the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
4. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE VMARCH record present. This configuration file record provides

VM:Backup with the  service virtual machine user ID. This record allows VM:Archiver to use VM:Backup to archive,
recall, and merge/purge/copy files, and reinitialize tapes.

5. If a REPORTDISK minidisk is not yet defined for VM:Backup, define one and add a REPORTDISK record. This
configuration file record sets up the minidisk that enables VM:Backup to create keyword data reports. These reports
list the outcome of jobs that VM:Archiver submits to VM:Backup.

6. Enter the FILE command to save the changes to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
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7. You will probably need to increase the size of these VM:Backup minidisks:
– 191 (local files)
– 1E0 (system files)
– 1D1 (restart recovery files)
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if necessary.

8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VM:Backup.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VM:Backup running disconnected.
10. Log on to VMANAGER.
11. Enter vmbackup. The VM:Backup System Administrator Main Menu displays.
12. Verify that the names of the Shared File System (SFS) file pools that users of VM:Archiver will have access to are

identified to VM:Backup.
a. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select option 1. The Manage Configuration Options menu displays.
b. Select option 4; the Identify SFS File Pools screen displays. Verify that the names of the SFS file pools listed are

those that VM:Archiverwill access. If not, add the SFS file pool names that VM:Archiver will access to the list.
Note: For more information about defining SFS file pools to VM:Backup, see the VM:Backup System
Administrator's Guide.

c. When finished, press PF9 to save your changes. Press PF3 to return to the Manage Configuration Options menu.
Press PF3 again to return to the System Administrator Main Menu.

13. Create the resource pools to be used for VM:Archiver jobs. (VM:Backup resource pools define the media, density, and
other characteristics used during VM:Archiver jobs.)
a. Before creating the VM:Archiver resource pool, you must first suspend VM:Backup. Select option 8 from the

System Administrator Main Menu. The Perform Operator Functions menu displays. Select option 4. The End,
Suspend, or Resume Processing screen displays. Select option 3 to suspend processing temporarily.

b. Press PF3 until you return to the System Administrator Main Menu.
c. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select option 3. The Manage Resource Pools screen displays.
d. The default pool name used by VM:Archiver is VMARCHIV. If you are going to use the default VM:Archiver pool

name, create a resource pool on this screen with the name VMARCHIV.
If you are not using the default VM:Archiver pool name, create a resource pool for each pool to be used in
VM:Archiver jobs. For more information about creating resource pools, refer to the VM:Backup Administrators
documentation. The resource pools must match the resource pools that are defined in VM:Archiver for the
VMBACKUP.VMARCHIVER data set.
When finished, press PF3 to return to the System Administrator Main Menu.

e. Resume VM:Backup by selecting option 8 from the System Administrator Main Menu. The Perform Operator
Functions menu displays. Select option 4. The End, Suspend, or Resume Processing screen displays. Select
option 4 to resume suspended processing.

14. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.
15. For each file pool that you identified in Step 9, verify that the following record is in the DMSPARMS file of the

corresponding SFS server to define the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine as an administrator for that
file pool:
ADMIN VMBACKUP

16. Enter vmadmin vmbackup . The Product Administration screen opens for VM:Backup.
17. Open the VMSERVER NAMES file. Note the user ID and virtual address of the disks in the Public and Altpublic tags.

Configuring the Interface for VM:Archiver

1. Ensure that VM:Archiver has LINKs and ACCESS to the VM:Backup Public disk. Read-only access mode is adequate.
Use any available file mode. If you will be running in the alternative environment, also provide LINK and ACCESS to
the VM:Backup Altpublic disk, .

2. Ensure that VM:Archiver is initialized.
3. Log on to VMANAGER.
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4. Enter the VMARCH CONFIG command. VM:Archiver displays the Manage Configuration Options menu.
5. On the Manage Configuration Options menu, select option 2. VM:Archiver displays the Define Tape Controls screen.
6. On the Define Tape Controls screen, the default pool name (VMARCHIV) and corresponding data set name display.

If you are not using the default pool name, enter the names of the resource pools created during configuration of the
VM:Backup interface, as well as the data set names to be used for each archive tape copy to be created. You can
specify one primary tape and up to four copies.

7. When finished, press PF9 to file your changes. VM:Archiver returns you to the Manage Configuration Options menu.
8. On the Manage Configuration Options menu, select option 3. VM:Archiver displays the Define VM:Backup Options

screen.
9. The Define VM:Backup Options screen displays the names of the VM:Backup service virtual machines being used

for each type of job. The default name is VMBACKUP. If the name of your VM:Backup service virtual machine is not
VMBACKUP, enter the service virtual machine name being used for each type of job.
Note: The name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine for ARCHIVE, MPC, and REINIT jobs must be the same.

10. When finished, press PF9 to file your changes. VM:Archiver returns you to the Manage Configuration Options menu.
11. Press PF3 to exit the Manage Configuration Options screen, then press PF3 again until you return to CMS.

VM:Archiver and VM:Schedule
The VM:Archiver and VM:Schedule interface offers more flexible scheduling capabilities than the VM:Archiver internal
scheduler (the EVENT command). For example, VM:Schedule recognizes holidays and weekends; the VM:Archiver
EVENT command does not.

Restrictions and Requirements

Use VM:Schedule to replace VM:Archiver-scheduled events. Then, use the VM:Archiver EVENT DELETE command to
remove these events; this prevents VM:Archiver and VM:Schedule from both submitting jobs.

Scheduling Archive Submissions An Example

To schedule archive submissions and batched recall requests:

1. Log on to VMSCHED.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSCHED.
3. Make sure there are RANGE HOLIDAY records in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. These configuration file records

specify dates and times to be associated with holidays, and allow requests to be scheduled around these dates.
4. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSCHED.
5. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSCHED running disconnected.
6. Log on to VMANAGER.
7. Create an EXEC (SUBJOBS EXEC) that submits VM:Archiver batched recall requests and submits VM:Archiver

archive submissions. A sample SUBJOBS EXEC follows.

/******************************************************

*                 SUBJOBS EXEC                        *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC submits archive and batched recall        *

* requests and logs off the VMANAGER userid if        *

* VMANAGER is running disconnected.                   *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC should NOT be run from the                *

* CA VM:Archiver service virtual machine.             *

*                                                     *

* Requires:  VMANAGER to be authorized as an operator *
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* in CA VM:Archiver                                   *

*                                                     *

******************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMARCH SUBMIT RECALLS'         /* Submit recalls     */

If rc <> 0 Then

   $recall/reason = 'FAILED'

Else

   $recall/reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP MSG * VMARCH RECALL SUBMISSIONS' $recall/reason

'VMARCH SUBMIT ARCHIVES'        /* Submit archives   */

If rc <> 0 Then

   $archive/reason = 'FAILED'

Else $archive/reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP MSG * VMARCH ARCHIVES SUBMISSIONS' $archive/reason

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE STOP'

Exit

8. You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the SUBJOBS EXEC to run at a specified time. For
example, to schedule the SUBJOBS EXEC to run between 11:00 p.m. and midnight, Monday through Friday, every
day except holidays, enter:

VMSCHED SCHEDULE VMA2 SUBJOBS (AT 23:00 WITHIN 1 ON MON-FRI AGAIN WEEKLY OUTSIDE HOLIDAY LOGOFF YES

Scheduling the ACCOUNT Command An Example

To schedule the VM:Archiver ACCOUNT command:

1. Create an EXEC (ACCT EXEC) that issues the ACCOUNT command. A sample ACCT EXEC follows.

/******************************************************

*                      ACCT EXEC                      *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC issues the CA VM:Archiver ACCOUNT         *

* command and logs off the VMANAGER userid if         *

* VMANAGER is running disconnected.                   *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC should NOT be run from the                *

* CA VM:Archiver service virtual machine.             *

*                                                     *

* Requires:  VMANAGER to be authorized as an operator *

* in CA VM:Archiver                                   *

*                                                     *

******************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMARCH ACCOUNT'              /* Execute ACCOUNT     */

If rc <> 0 Then

    $reason = 'FAILED'

Else

    $reason = 'COMPLETED'

'CP MSG * VMARCH ACCOUNT SUBMISSION' $reason

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE CLOSE STOP'
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Exit

2. You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the ACCT EXEC to run at a specified time. For
example, to schedule the ACCT EXEC to run between 11:00 p.m. and midnight, Monday through Friday, every day
except holidays, enter:

VMSCHED SCHEDULE VMA3 ACCT (AT 23:00 WITHIN 1 ON MON-FRI AGAIN

WEEKLY OUTSIDE HOLIDAY LOGOFF YES

VM:Backup and VM:Schedule
The VM:Backup and VM:Schedule interface enables you to use VM:Schedule to issue the VM:Backup SUBMIT
command, specifying the template name and submit time desired.

How the Interface Works

VM:Schedule can be set up to run an EXEC that issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command for the desired template. For
example, at your site, full backups are run every Sunday afternoon, incremental backups are run Monday through Friday,
and a monthly backup is run on the last Sunday of every month, in place of the regular Sunday backup. VMANAGER is
the user ID that schedules the backup jobs. Template and EXEC names are as follows:

• The name of the Sunday full backup template (and the name of the VM:Schedule EXEC that starts it) is BSUNDAY.
• The name of the daily incremental backup template (and the name of the VM:Schedule EXEC that starts it) is BDAILY.
• The name of the monthly full backup template (and the name of the VM:Schedule EXEC that starts it) is BMONTH.

Restrictions and Requirements

The EXEC created to issue the VM:Backup SUBMIT command runs on the VM:Schedule user ID. Executing the SUBMIT
command can take several minutes for very large jobs. The VM:Schedule machine will be tied up while the SUBMIT
command executes; other requests scheduled for the same time period may not execute. Therefore, you may want
to use another method to submit the backup jobs if you need to initiate other requests while VM:Schedule executes
the VM:Backup SUBMIT command. For example, you could create a special VM:Schedule user ID for submitting the
backup jobs. Or, you could use the CP SMSG facility to enter the SUBMIT command; this allows VM:Schedule to continue
working while VM:Backup processes the command. However, you will see no return codes.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMSCHED.
2. ENTER the END command to shut down VMSCHED.
3. Create EXECs to submit the backup jobs.

Following are three sample EXECs to run the backup jobs BSUNDAY, BDAILY, and BMONTH if you are interfacing
VM:Schedule with VM:Backup:
/*             BSUNDAY EXEC                             */

/*EXEC to submit full backup run every Sunday           */

'VMBACKUP SUBMIT BSUNDAY'

saverc = rc

If saverc = 0 Then

'CP MSG OPERATOR Problems submitting backup job BSUNDAY'

Exit saverc

/*                    BDAILY EXEC                      */

/*EXEC to submit daily backups run Monday thru Friday  */

'VMBACKUP SUBMIT BDAILY'

saverc = rc
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If saverc = 0 Then

   'CP MSG OPERATOR Problems submitting backup job BDAILY'

Exit saverc

/*             BMONTH EXEC                             */

/* EXEC to submit monthly full backup run              */

/* the last Sunday of every month.                     */

'VMBACKUP SUBMIT BMONTH'

saverc = rc

If saverc = 0 Then 

'CP MSG OPERATOR Problems submitting backup job BMONTH'

Exit saverc

4. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BSUNDAY VMANAGER record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file.
5. This configuration file record allows VMANAGER to issue the VM:Schedule BSUNDAY EXEC.
6. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BDAILY VMANAGER record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This configuration file

record allows VMANAGER to issue the VM:Schedule BDAILY EXEC.
7. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BMONTH VMANAGER record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This configuration file

record allows VMANAGER to issue the VM:Schedule BMONTH EXEC.
8. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSCHED.
9. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSCHED running disconnected.
10. Log on to VMANAGER.
11. Give VM:Schedule the authorizations necessary to run VM:Backup backup requests.

a. Enter vmbackup. The VM:Backup System Administrator Main Menu displays.
b. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select option 2. The Manage Authorizations screen displays.
c. Press PF5 to insert a new line. Type vmsched in the Userid field. Type an x in the Operator field.
d. Press PF9 to save your work. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.

12. Enter the VM:Schedule EXEC command to schedule your backups. For example, to run the BDAILY backup, where
daily is the VM:Schedule request name and BDAILY is the EXEC name:
VMSCHED EXEC DAILY BDAILY (ON MON-FRI AT 20:00 WITHIN 1 AGAIN WEEKLY

13. To run the BSUNDAY backup, where weekly is the VM:Schedule request name and BSUNDAY is the EXEC name:
VMSCHED EXEC WEEKLY BSUNDAY (ON SUN AT 2:00 WITHIN 1 AGAIN WEEKLY

14. To run the BMONTH backup, where monthly is the VM:Schedule request name and BMONTH is the EXEC name:
VMSCHED EXEC MONTHLY BMONTH (ON SUN AT 2:00 WITHIN 1 FROM L SUN M AGAIN MONTHLY

 Note: For more information about using the VM:Schedule User's Guide.
15. Log off VMANAGER.

Note: If you are using the Surrogate Facility, the user ID that starts the job (in this case, VMSCHED) must be able to
link to all minidisks to be backed up. For more information, see . VM:Schedule/VM:Secure.

VM:Backup and VM:Secure
The VM:Backup and VM:Secure interface provides additional security to your VM:Backup system and ensures the
integrity of VM:Secure data backed up by VM:Backup. By enabling this interface, you can use:

• VM:Secure Rules Facility to control the minidisk linking capabilities of VM:Backup.
• VM:Backup to back up or restore to minidisks whose passwords were encrypted by the VM:Secure Password

Encryption Facility.
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VM:Secure Rules Facility

The VM:Secure Rules Facility provides a database of site-defined rules that controls access to virtual machines and
minidisks, and controls the transfer of data between virtual machines. The Rules Facility also filters certain CP commands
to determine whether a request should be accepted or rejected.

Installing the Rules Facility is optional.

Note: For more information, see the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide. Based on rules defined in the database, the Rules
Facility can be used to control VM:Backup minidisk linking during backup and restore job processing.

VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility

The VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility (PEF) allows you to encrypt logon and minidisk passwords. VM:Secure
maintains these passwords in encrypted form in the CP object directory and in the VM:Secure directory database. This
feature is available only if the VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
3. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMBACKUP vmbackup record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file.

This configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Backup service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Secure side of the interface and establishes VM:Secure QUIESCE and SURROGAT authorizations
for VM:Backup.

4. Enter the VM:Secure RULES SYSTEM command. The system puts you in XEDIT.
5. Make sure that there is an ACCEPT vmbackup LINK * * (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure system override rules file.

This rule allows VM:Backup to link to a user's minidisks.
Note: If the VMBACKUP CONFIG file contains the NODIAG84 record, the NOPASS option is required on the
VM:Secure LINK rule. See the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide for more information about the LINK rule. When
running on a VM/ESA (ESA feature) system, the VM:Backup directory requires the OPTION LNKNOPAS statement.

6. Make sure that there is an ACCEPT vmbackup SPOOL (HISTORY rule in the VM:Secure system override rules file.
This rule allows VM:Backup to send files to the users' virtual reader or printer.

7. If you are using the VM:Archiver and VM:Backup interface and the Surrogate Facility, make sure that there is an
ACCEPT vmarch LINK * * (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure system override rules file. This rule ensures that vmarch
can link to all minidisks without specifying a minidisk password.

8. Make sure that there is a CPACTION VM:Backup ACCEPT record in the VM:Secure CP configuration file (VMXRPI
CONFIG). This record allows VM:Backup to access your VM system when VM:Secure is not available. In a disaster
recovery situation, it may be necessary for VM:Backup to continue to execute (and use CP LINK and SPOOL
commands).
If the CPACTION VMBACKUP ACCEPT record already exists, quit the file and go to Step 9.
If this record does not exist, add it and save the file. You must then regenerate the CP product. Follow the instructions
in the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide for installing local replacement text decks, and perform a CP SYSGEN following
the instructions appropriate for your system.

9. Make sure that there are IUCV DUALPASS and IUCV ALLOW statements in the VMBACKUP directory entry.
– The IUCV DUALPASS directory entry statement is required when the VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility

is installed. Refer to the VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide for more information about the VM:Secure Password
Encryption Facility and IUCV DUALPASS.

– The IUCV ALLOW directory entry statement allows VM:Backup to communicate with other products and to perform
its own authorization checking.
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VM:Backup and VM:Tape
The VM:Backup and VM:Tape interface enables VM:Backup to ask VM:Tape to handle VM:Backup tape mounts and
scratch tape requests.

Setting Up the Interface

The following table explains the four ways to set up VM:Backup and VM:Tape using this interface.

VM:Tape pool selection..

..without the Autopick facility ...with the Autopick facility

Your operator mounts scratch tapes from the pool VM:Tape
selects according to pool assignment rules. VM:Tape validates the
tapes.

The Autopick facility selects tapes from a pool according to pool
assignment rules.
If there is no pool assigned, the Autopick facility selects tapes from
its general scratch pool.

You allow VM:Tape to select the pool based on pool assignment
rules. If no pools are defined, VM:Tape will request that the
operator mount from the general scratch pool.

Occasionally, VM:Backup may need to remount a previously
mounted tape. VM:Tape will not select the same NEXT tape,
because the PICKLIST has been updated and the previously
selected NEXT tape is no longer available for scratch mount
usage.

VM:Tape reserves an additional drive of each medium and density.
VM:Tape does this so it can read internal labels of tapes and
pass these labels to VM:Backup. VM:Backup can then update
the trailer label on the preceding tape to point to the next tape. If
the TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is used, VM:Backup
does not update the trailer label.

VM:Tape reserves the
exact number of tape drives required to perform the job. With the
Autopick facility, VM:Tape dictates the next tape to be mounted;
therefore, VM:Tape knows the volser of that next tape.VM:Tape
is able to pass the volser of the next tape to VM:Backup so
VM:Backup can update the trailer label of the current tape with
next-tape information without mounting that next tape. If the
TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is used, VM:Backup
does not update the trailer label.

Setting up the Interface (Continued)

Specific pools...

... without the Autopick facility ... with the Autopick facility

You must define one or more VM:Tape scratch pools for use by
VM:Backup. The names of these pools must match.
(For example, a VM:Backup pool referred to as DAILY must be
known to VM:Tape as DAILY.)

You must define one or more VM:Tape scratch pools for use
by VM:Backup. The names of these pools must match. (For
example, a VM:Backup pool referred to as DAILY must be known
to VM:Tape as DAILY.)

VM:Backup requests mounts from a specific pool using the POOL
option of the MOUNT command.

VM:Backup requests mounts from a specific pool using the POOL
option of the MOUNT Command.

Your operator selects scratch tapes for the requested scratch pool
and VM:Tape validates them.

The Autopick facility selects tapes from the VM:Tape scratch pool
requested by VM:Backup.
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VM:Tape reserves an additional drive of each medium and density.
VM:Tape does this so it can read internal labels of tapes and pass
these labels to VM:Backup.
vcan then update the trailer label on the preceding tape to point
to the next tape. If the TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is
used, VM:Backup does not update the trailer label

VM:Tape reserves the exact number of tape drives required to
perform the job. With the Autopick facility, VM:Tape dictates the
NEXT tape to be mounted; therefore, VM:Tape knows the volser
of that next tape.VM:Tape is able to pass the volser of the next
tape to VM:Backup so VM:Backup can update the trailer label of
the current tape with next-tape information without mounting that
next tape. If the TAPECHAIN NO configuration file record is used,
VM:Backup does not update the trailer label.

 

Using the RESERVE Record and the Autopick Facility

For backup jobs and output tapes for MPC jobs, the following chart describes how drives are obtained and how many
drives are obtained depending on whether the VMBACKUP CONFIG file contains a RESERVE ON record or RESERVE
OFF record and whether the VM:Tape Autopick facility is in use:

When RESERVE ON record is in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file ...

... without the Autopick facility ... with the Autopick facility

VM:Backup reserves drives before issuing mount requests.
When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape processes the
request immediately because the reserved drive is available for
VM:Backup to use.
Because the Autopick facility is not in use, VM:Tape reserves an
additional drive of each medium and density for the duration of the
job. The job waits until all required drives are reserved, including
the additional drives. If you do not want all drives unavailable
for the duration of the job or to have the job wait for all drives to
be reserved, place a RESERVE OFF record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file

VM:Backup reserves drives before issuing mount requests.
When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape processes the
request immediately because the reserved drive is available for
VM:Backup to use.
Because the Autopick facility is in use, VM:Tape reserves the
exact number of tape drives required to perform the job.

When RESERVE OFF record is in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file ...

... without the Autopick facility ... with the Autopick facility

VM:Backup does not reserve drives before issuing mount
requests. When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape
queues the request with all other mount requests if tape drives are
not available.

VM:Backup does not reserve drives before issuing mount
requests. When VM:Backup requires a tape mount, VM:Tape
queues the request with all other mount requests if tape drives are
not available.

How the Interface Works

When using this interface and creating resource pools for VM:Backup jobs, the VM:Backup Modify Resource Pool system
administrator screen gives you the option of allowing VM:Tape to select a pool or having VM:Backup request a mount from
a specific pool. If you choose to have VM:Backup specify scratch mounts from a specific pool, VM:Backup will specify the
POOL option on mount commands for backup jobs. For this reason, the VM:Backup scratch tape pool definitions must
have the same name on both VM:Backup and VM:Tape. (For example, the VM:Backup resource pool DAILY must be
known to VM:Tape as DAILY.)

If you use the Autopick facility, do not use the ACCEPT parameter to avoid unnecessary remounting of tapes. Use
VM:Tape scratch pools assigned only for the use of VM:Backup to provide an additional degree of protection for your
VM:Backup tapes.
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Any tape to be used by VM:Backup for backup or restore jobs must be in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC).
If you are running multiple systems and you do not share a common TMC, tapes used by one system are not available on
the other systems.

Following is an outline of the events that occur during a backup job and a restore job.

Backup Job Processing

1. VM:Backup verifies that VM:Tape is available. VM:Tape creates or updates the VM:Backup JOBIDS file.
2. If VM:Tape is down, VM:Backup queues the job and tries it again every five minutes. You can cancel the job, put it on

hold, or reinitialize VM:Tape.
3. If RESERVE is enabled, VM:Backup asks VM:Tape to reserve the tape drives it requires to complete the job. If the

Autopick facility is not implemented, VM:Tape reserves an extra drive of each medium and density.
4. If all tape drives that VM:Backup requires are not available, the reserved tape drives are released. VM:Backup tries the

reservation every five minutes until either all of the tape drives become available or you cancel the job.
5. VM:Tape selects the next tape volume to use in the job:

a. If the Autopick facility is implemented, VM:Tape selects a tape, updates the PICKLIST file, and returns the volser to
VM:Backup. VM:Tape defers the physical tape mount.

b. If the Autopick facility is not implemented, the operator selects and mounts a scratch volume. VM:Tape validates
the volser, its status, and pool assignment and returns the volser information to VM:Backup.

6. The tape is mounted:
a. If the Autopick facility is implemented, the operator mounts the tape selected by the Autopick facility in the previous

step.
b. If the Autopick facility is not implemented, VM:Tape detaches the tape drive on which a scratch tape was mounted

and attaches it to VM:Backup.
7. The job begins. If additional tape volumes are required, Steps 3 and 4 (above) are repeated as necessary.
8. VM:Backup sends an END JOB signal to VM:Tape to release the tape drives.
9. VM:Tape waits for an END JOB signal from VM:Backup before cleaning up after the job and making them available

for general use. If the VM:Backup job does not complete successfully, VM:Tape sets the expiration date of the volsers
used in the job to make them eligible to be scratched.
If for some reason VM:Tape is unavailable or experiences a problem, VM:Backup attempts to send the END JOB
signal every five seconds. A message appears giving the operator the option to finish the job or reinitialize VM:Tape.

Restore Job Processing

1. VM:Backup verifies that VM:Tape is available. VM:Tape creates or updates the VMBACKUP JOBIDS file.
If VM:Tape is down, VM:Backup queues the job and tries it again every five minutes. You can cancel the job or
initialize VM:Tape.

2. VM:Backup sends VM:Tape a list of volsers to be processed. VM:Tape returns a list of densities for the volumes.
If VM:Tape is down, VM:Backup waits five minutes and tries the command again.

3. VM:Backup asks VM:Tape to mount one of the tapes listed.
a. All tape copies with the same medium and density are listed. Any of the tapes can satisfy the request.
b. If none of the tapes listed can be found but another tape copy with a different density is available, the operator can

reject the mount request. VM:Backup will generate a new mount request of the backup at a different density.
4. VM:Backup detaches the tape drive and makes it available for general use.
5. VM:Tape waits for an END JOB signal from VM:Backup before cleaning up after the job.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.
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Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

This configuration file record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Backup service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Tape side of the interface.
Note: You need to perform Steps 4, 5, and 6 only if you are implementing the interface so that VM:Backup specifies
the pool to use instead of allowing VM:Tape to select the pool named by assignment rules when the scratch pool is
configured.

4. Ensure that there is a POOLASGN record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This record specifies the fileid of the file
containing the scratch pool assignment rules.
This file defines the assignment rules for the scratch pools listed. These rules require that the DSN be an asterisk (*),
the JOB be the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine, and the POOL identifier follow standard naming
conventions. For example:

DSN=*,JOB=VMBACKUP,POOL=DAILY

5. Make sure there is a POOLNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies the fileid
of the file containing the scratch pool definitions. Each scratch pool is defined as a list of volsers belonging to the pool.
The scratch pool definition file lists the ranges of tapes associated with the scratch pool. For example, the entry would
be similar to:

SCRPOOL=DAILY,RANGE=000001-000100,RANGE=999000-999999

6. Verify that the files specified on the POOLASGN and POOLNAME VMTAPE CONFIG file records represent existing
files and that the files contain the correct VM:Backup information. If the files do not exist, create them and add the
correct VM:Backup information.

7. If the CVM:Backup volsers are not specified on a SERIES record, you must add the new range to the VMTAPE
CONFIG file and run the VMTBUILD utility to add the volser entries to the TMC (CMS TMCs only). Refer to the
VM:Tape Administration Guide for information about this utility.

8. If you are using the VM:Tape tape positioning user exit (VMTEXIT7), make sure you exclude VM:Backup from having
its tape positioned.

9. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
10. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
11. Log on to VMBACKUP.
12. Make sure neither the VMBEXIT1 nor VMBEXIT5 user exits exist on any accessed minidisk.
13. Enter the END command to shut down VMBACKUP.
14. Make sure there is only one PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Backup with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID and activates the VM:Backup side of
the interface.

15. If you want to disable the RESERVE drive function, add a RESERVE OFF record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
16. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMBACKUP.
17. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMBACKUP running disconnected.
18. Log on to VMANAGER.
19. Enter vmbackup. The System Administrator Main Menu displays.
20. Select option 3. The Manage Resource Pools screen displays.
21. Create one or more resource pools for use by your backup jobs following the instructions on the screens. If you allow

VM:Backup to specify a pool to VM:Tape, make sure the resource pool name matches the VM:Tape pool name.
22. Update your job templates to reference the resource pools.
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VM:Batch and VM:Schedule
The VM:Batch and VM:Schedule interface combines the powerful batch processing capabilities of VM:Batch with the
flexibility of VM:Schedule scheduling. You can now run batch jobs that are only eligible to run during specific time periods,
or jobs that are run repeatedly on a regular schedule. You can also cancel one or more runs of a job, change scheduling
parameters after a job has been submitted, run a job in addition to its scheduled runs, and display information about all
types of scheduled tasks at once.

How the Interface Works

• VM:Batch has a SCHEDULE option that passes a string of VM:Schedule scheduling options to the VM:Schedule
service virtual machine.

• VM:Schedule checks the options for syntax. If any options have incorrect syntax, VM:Schedule will issue an error
message and the job submission or change is halted.

• Once the scheduling syntax is correct, VM:Schedule creates a BATCH request for that user's VM:Batch job. This
request runs on the VM:Schedule service virtual machine (not your user ID) and is named BATnnnn, where nnnn is the
unique jobid designated by VM:Batch.

• The BATCH request will run on the VM:Schedule service virtual machine at the requested times. The BATCH request
issues a VM:Batch READY command for the waiting VM:Batch job.

• The VM:Schedule database is updated with the status of the VM:Batch job.
• After the VM:Batch job has successfully initiated, the VM:Schedule request is considered completed.
• When the next scheduled run time arises, the process repeats itself.
• VM:Schedule repeats the job for the scheduled number of times and then ends the job and removes it from the

system.

Restrictions and Requirements

If VM:Schedule is not available, the SUBMIT, CHANGE, and STATUS WHEN commands will fail. Repeat the failed
command when VM:Schedule is available.

If VM:Batch is not available when VM:Schedule tries to start a job, the READY command will fail and be retried.

Recommendations

• Use the VM:Batch Staging Facility when using the VM:Batch/VM:Schedule interface. If users have scheduled
VM:Batch jobs, the files associated with the user's jobs can be in the system for a long time. The Staging Facility
ensures that these job files are stored on disk, rather than in spool file space.

• Give SKIPPASS authorization to all VM:Schedule users who will be using the interface. SKIPPASS authorization
will prevent users from being prompted for their LOGON passwords when accessing VM:Schedule screen through
VM:Batch.

• Give NOPASS authority to any local VM:Schedule users able to update other users' scheduling options.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMSCHED.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSCHED.
3. Use XEDIT to edit the VMSCHED CONFIG file.
4. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Schedule with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Batch
side of the interface.

5. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ BATCH * record in the VMSCHED CONFIG file. This record allows users on your
system the ability to make use of this interface. Users not authorized for BATCH will not be allowed access to the
VM:Batch/VM:Schedule interface.
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6. Save your configuration file changes.
7. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSCHED.
8. Log on to VMBATCH.
9. Enter the END command to shut down VMBATCH.
10. XEDIT the VMBATCH CONFIG file.
11. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMSCHEDULE VMSCHED record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Schedule service virtual machine userid. This record activates the
VM:Schedule side of the interface.

12. Save your configuration file changes.
13. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMBATCH.

VM:Batch and VM:Secure
This interface provides two functions:

• The first interface function enables a VM:Batch worker machine to use the CP Surrogate Facility to assume the rule
privileges of the submitting user ID.

• The second function enables you to create user rules for the worker machines that allow the worker machines to be
autologged by VM:Batch without a password.

Restrictions and Requirements

You must have the VM:Secure Rules Facility installed. For installation instructions, see the VM:Secure Rules Facility
Guide.

Implementation

To implement both interface functions:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
3. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the interface.

To implement the second interface function, follow these steps:

1. For each VM:Batch worker machine:
a. Enter the VM:Secure RULES USER VMBATnnnn command.
b. Ensure that there is an ACCEPT vmbatch AUTOLOG (NOPASS rule in the VM:Secure user rules file.
These rules allow each VM:Batch worker machine to be autologged without passwords.

2. Log on to VMANAGER.
3. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
4. Remove the password parameter from the WORKER records in the VMBATCH CONFIG file, if present.
5. Ensure that there is a PRODUCT VMSECURE VMSECURE record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Secure service virtual machine user ID.
6. Enter the FILE command to save the changes.
7. Enter the VM:Secure EDIT VMBATCH command.
8. Ensure that there is an IUCV DUALPASS statement in the VMBATCH directory entry.
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VM:Batch and VM:Tape
The VM:Batch and VM:Tape interface enhances and controls the use of tape drives and tape volumes by VM:Batch jobs.
It provides two major functions, each of which has several benefits:

1. All VM:Tape commands issued by the worker during the VM:Batch job are treated by VM:Tape as if they were issued
by the user ID that owns the batch job. This part of the interface has these effects:
– The VM:Batch job can use all VM:Tape volumes that the owner of the batch job has access to, and any new tape

created during the job will be owned by the user ID that owns the batch job (rather than the worker machine user
ID).

– VM:Batch requests VM:Tape to set up an alternate user ID relationship. All VM:Tape authorizations that the batch
job owner may have are also granted to the batch worker machine while the job is executing. These authorizations
are specified on AUTHORIZ records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

– If you are using the VM:Secure Rules Facility, all VM:Secure rules controlling VM:Tape commands for the batch job
owner are also in effect for the batch worker machine during job execution. This will cause VM:Tape CATALOG,
LIST, and MOUNT commands issued from a batch job to succeed or fail based on VM:Secure rules processing, just
as if the command were issued by the job owner.

2. Before starting each job, VM:Batch interfaces with VM:Tape to reserve the requested number and type of tape drives
required by the job, ensuring that they will be available when the job executes. This part of the interface has these
effects:
– VM:Batch requests VM:Tape to reserve tape drives. When a VM:Batch job starts, all tape drives requested by

the job will be immediately available, reducing unsuccessful job runs or prolonged run times due to tape drive
availability.

– Batch jobs that require VM:Tape services will not be started if VM:Tape is not available, increasing the reliability of
your VM:Batch jobs. Such jobs will remain in the job queue and will be initiated when VM:Tape becomes available.

– The reserve drive function, with the VM:Tape AUTHORIZ RESONLY configuration file record, can control and limit
the number of tape drives available to VM:Batch jobs. This allows the system administrator to control the use of
valuable resources by placing limits on the number and type of drives available to each batch job class, to each
user ID, to groups of VM:Batch users, and to the entire VM:Batch system.

– All mounts will select only reserved drives for users with RESONLY authorization. When no reserved drives
are available the request will hold in a pending state if QUEUE (the default) is indicated and will be cancelled if
NOQUEUE is indicated.

How the Interface Works

The following example illustrates what happens when a user submits a job to VM:Batch that requires two VM:Tape
volumes to be mounted.

1. User ETHEL submits a VM:Batch job, specifying that two tape drives of 38K density will be required:

VMBATCH SUBMIT COPYTAPE EXEC A (NAME COPYTAPE VMTAPE (DEN 38K)

2. When ETHEL's job reaches the top of the job queue, VM:Batch selects a worker machine to run the job and sets the
worker as a VM:Tape alternate user ID for ETHEL, which would allow it to access ETHEL's tapes. Then VM:Batch tries
to reserve two 38k tape drives for that worker. If VM:Tape indicates that the needed drives are not free, VM:Batch will
not start the job and clears the alternate user set for the worker. The job will be tried again later.

3. When two drives are available, the reserve attempt will be successful and the drives will be reserved for use by the
worker machine (but not attached to the worker). These drives will remain reserved for the worker throughout the
execution of this job, regardless of how many times they are attached and detached during the job.
The worker machine is then autologged and ETHEL's job, COPYTAPE EXEC, is started.

4. ETHEL's job may issue two mount requests. For example:

VMTAPE MOUNT * DSN ORIGINAL.TAPE (READ WAIT
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VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH DSN COPY.ONE (WRITE WAIT

VM:Tape allows the worker machine to mount ETHEL's tape, and will make ETHEL the owner of the scratch tape
mounted. Each of these mounts uses one of the tape drives which has been reserved for this job. Note the use of
the WAIT option -- this will pause execution of the job until the volume is mounted, at which point the job will resume.
Because your site may have defined either WAIT or NOWAIT on the VM:Tape DEFWAIT record as the default, it is
good practice to always specify the WAIT option for VM:Tape MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands in batch jobs.

5. If ETHEL's job issues a third VM:Tape MOUNT command, the result depends upon whether the worker machine
running the job is specified on an AUTHORIZ RESONLY record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. If the worker is specified
on the AUTHORIZ RESONLY record, the mount request will fail because the worker can only obtain drives that have
been previously reserved for it by VM:Batch. If three tape drives were needed, the job request should have specified
VMTAPE (DEN 38k), or the EXEC should rewind and unload one of the tape volumes and detach the drive before
issuing the third mount request.
If the worker is not defined as RESONLY, the mount request will be processed normally by VM:Tape, causing the job
to halt execution until the drive allocation and tape mount are completed.

6. After ETHEL's job has finished running, the worker notifies VM:Batch that the job is ending and logs off.
7. VM:Batch then cancels any pending mount or allocate requests which may be left over from the job, clears the

VM:Tape alternate user ID relationship between the worker machine and ETHEL, and then releases the two 38k drives
so that VM:Tape can assign them to the next request.

Restrictions and Requirements

Usually, the WAIT option should be specified on the VM:Tape MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands. If NOWAIT is
specified (or is the default), the job will continue executing as soon as the VM:Tape command is completed and before the
actual tape mount is completed.

If the worker machine user IDs are specified on AUTHORIZ RESONLY records in the VM:Tape configuration file, then
they can only use the drives reserved for them. VM:Batch jobs that issue VM:Tape MOUNT or ALLOCATE commands
must specify either the VMTAPE UNIT or VMTAPE DEN option or the TAPxxxx option on the VM:Batch SUBMIT
command to indicate the number and type of tape drives required. If this is not done, the VM:Tape command will fail
because no drives were reserved before the job started.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBATCH VMBATCH record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Batch service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Tape side of
the interface.

4. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ RESONLY VMBATnnnn record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file for the VM:Batch
worker machines. These configuration file records require the VM:Batch worker machines to obtain tape drives that
have been previously reserved for them.

5. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
6. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
7. Log on to VMANAGER.
8. Enter the VM:Batch CONFIGUR command.
9. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape record in the VMBATCH CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Batch with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the VM:Batch side
of the interface.

10. Enter the FILE command to save the changes.
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VM:Operator and VM:Spool
The VM:Operator and VM:Spool interface holds VM:Spool spool-space warning messages on the operator console and
dynamically updates them through the SPOOLMON process.

When VM:Spool is in control, most of the VM:Operator I/O handling and some of its IUCV handling are disabled. IUCV
messages are retained in the CP message queue. If the number of messages in this queue exceeds the number specified
for MSGLIMIT in the OPERATOR directory entry (the IUCV *MSG or IUCV ANY record), CP begins displaying the
messages on the console and VM:Operator does not process them.

The OPERATOR user ID should have access to the VMSPOOL MODULE and the VMUMEP MODULE (these files usually
reside on the public minidisk).

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMOPERATOR OPERATOR record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Spool with the VM:Operator service virtual machine user ID. This record
activates the VM:Spool side of the interface.

4. Make sure that there is a MONOPER operator record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file record
allows operator to receive messages from the VM:Spool spool-space monitoring facility.

5. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
6. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
7. Log on to VMANAGER.
8. Enter the VM:Operator ADMIN CONFIG command.
9. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMSPOOL VMSPOOL record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Operator with the VM:Spool service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the
VM:Operator side of the interface. Using the VM:Operator ADMIN EDIT command, ensure that there is a PROCESS
SPOOLMON record in the VM:Operator MAINOPER CONSOLE file or SYSTEM INCLUDE file if you want to have
current spool-space monitoring messages held on the operator console.

10. The SPOOLMON process running in the system window will hold messages from VM:Spool indicating that spool
space is above the SPOOLFUL level specified in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. The messages will return to normal
intensity and scroll off the screen when the spool-space goes below the SPOOLFUL level.
If you changed the CONSOLE or INCLUDE file and the logon console is active, enter the CONSOLE RESTART
subcommand to restart the console, putting the change into effect.

11. Make sure these records are in the LOGTABLE or SYSTABLE files if you are using the SPOOLMON process:

IGNORE MSG VMSPOOL *1 1 VMLSYS040W

IGNORE MSG VMSPOOL *1 1 VMLSYS043W

These records will ignore messages handled by the SPOOLMON process.
12. If you changed a LOGTABLE or SYSTABLE, use the VM:Operator TABLE LOAD command to put the change into

effect.

VM:Operator and VM:Tape
To ensure proper data center operation, system operators must continually monitor the operator console for mount,
allocation, and intervention messages from VM:Tape. The VM:Operator and VM:Tape interface enables your system
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operators to use the VM:Operator TAPEMGR process to monitor this VM:Tape activity and provides you with up-to-the-
minute information about tape drive status and tape mount requests.

The TAPEMGR process can add to VM:Tape capabilities by measuring the elapsed time it takes to satisfy a tape mount.

How the Interface Works

The TAPEMGR process interacts directly with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The TAPEMGR process can run in
the SYSTEM window or in a separate VM:Tape window. Sites often run the TAPEMGR process in its own window on
a separate dedicated console placed near the tape drives. Large sites often use several TAPEMGR processes, each
handling a subset of the tape drives.

The TAPEMGR process, when running in the VM:Tape window, displays a fixed number of lines containing information
received in response to the VM:Tape QUERY TAPES command. This fixed display is updated every minute.

The bottom portion of the VM:Tape window contains a command line for entering VM:Tape commands. Commands
entered at the prompt are sent to the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The one exception is CP commands; these are
executed directly by the machine running VM:Operator if the console is authorized to issue CP commands.

Command response messages scroll in the VM:Tape window along with other VM:Tape messages, such as CP TAPE
ATTACH and DETACH messages concerning tape drives managed by the TAPEMGR process. Tape mount messages
and prompts for volume label verification are displayed in high intensity and held in the VM:Tape window.

Restrictions and Requirements

For the interface to work effectively, the VM:Tape messages should not be modified.

When you installed VM:Operator and VM:Tape, a VM:Tape window was set up for you. You may want to add VM:Tape
windows or modify the existing window to match your site's configuration.

Note: For more information, see the VM:Operator Administration Guide.

Do not set up a REVIEW window for the TAPEMGR process because you will probably be more concerned with present
than past activity.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Make sure there is a TAPEOPER operator record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record identifies

operator as the user ID to receive tape operator messages.
4. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMOPERATOR OPERATOR record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration

file record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Operator service virtual machine user ID. This record is optional but
recommended to filter out and prevent the VM:Tape console from becoming filled with informational messages from
the TAPEMGR process.

5. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
6. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
7. Log on to VMANAGER.
8. Enter the VM:Operator ADMIN CONFIG command.
9. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VMOPER CONFIG file. This configuration file record

provides VM:Operator with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the interface.
10. If you added or changed the record, enter the FILE command to change the record and reconfigure VM:Operator.
11. Using the VM:Operator ADMIN EDIT command, ensure that there is a PROCESS TAPEMGR record in the

VM:Operator MAINOPER CONSOLE file or SYSTEM INCLUDE file if you want to hold and highlight VM:Tape
messages in the VM:Operator SYSTEM window until the request is satisfied.
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A TAPEMGR process running in the SYSTEM window will hold messages from VM:Tape until the operator fulfills the
request. The messages will then scroll off of the screen.
Note: The held VM:Tape MOUNT messages cannot be removed with the VM:Operator REMOVE PF key.

12. Make sure that there is an IGNORE MSG VMTAPE record in the SYSTABLE if you are using PROCESS TAPEMGR in
the SYSTEM window. This record instructs VM:Operator to ignore additional messages from VM:Tape that are being
handled by the TAPEMGR process.

13. If you changed the SYSTABLE, use the OPERATOR TABLE LOAD command to put the change into effect.

VM:Schedule and VM:Secure
Understand how to use the VM:Schedule and VM:Secure product-pair interface.

With the VM:Schedule and VM:Secure product-pair interface, you can:

• Force users to periodically change their logon passwords
• Extract data from the VM:Secure audit file
• Schedule regular backups of the VM:Secure database
• Add VM:Secure rules for VM:Schedule (VM:Secure with security only)

Details on how each function works, any restrictions or requirements that apply, and instructions about how to implement
each function are presented in the sections that follow.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure apply to both VM:Secure with security andVM:Secure
without security.

Activate the VM:Secure Interface

To enable the interface between VM:Schedule and VM:Secure, use the PRODUCT VMSECURE record. Interfacing these
products increases data security. See PRODUCT: Activating the VM:Secure Interface in the VM:Schedule documentation.

PRODUCT VMSECURE userid

In this record, userid is the user ID of the service virtual machine that is running VM:Secure.

You must also have a PRODUCT VMSCHEDULE record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG configuration file
to enable this interface. If the VM:Secure Password Encryption Facility is installed, VM:Secure must also have
PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER and PRODUCT VMBACKUP userid records. For more information, refer to the the 
VM:Securedocumentation, specifically Interfacing PEF with Mainframe VM Product Manager and VM:Scheduleand
PRODUCT Record.

Force Periodic Change of Logon Passwords

Logon passwords that remain in use for extended periods of time pose a security risk for your site. However, manual
directory procedures make changing logon passwords for all the user IDs on your system and then notifying each user
of his new logon password a very time consuming process. You could use the VM:Secure Rules Facility to reduce the
amount of time spent on this directory maintenance procedure by requiring users to periodically change their logon
passwords.

As an alternative, the VM:Secure system administrator can use the VM:Schedule/VM:Secure interface to schedule regular
execution of an EXEC that expires all outdated passwords.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.
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Implementation

To force periodic change of logon passwords:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Create an EXEC that expires all logon passwords that have been in use for a specified length of time. (A sample,

named PASSEXP EXEC, is shown below.) You can use two VM:Secure commands in the EXEC:
QUERY

Determines which user IDs have an outdated logon password. User IDs without a *PW= (password history)
special comment in their directory entry are excluded. You can keep service virtual machine passwords from
being expired by removing the *PW= special comment from the directory entry of the service virtual machine.

EXPIRE
Expires logon passwords for all users found by the QUERY command.

You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the PASSEXP EXEC to run at a specified time. This
example schedules the EXEC to run at the month's end. The name of the scheduled request is EXPIRE.

VMSCHED SCHEDULE EXPIRE PASSEXP (AT 6:00 WITHIN 1 FROM 12/08/10 AGAIN MONTHEND

When a user's logon password expires, he is prompted at the next logon for a new logon password. VM:Secure updates
the CP directory to recognize the new logon password.

/******************************************************

*                    PASSEXP EXEC                     *

*                                                     *

* This EXEC expires logon passwords that have not     *

*   been changed in the past 30 days. The EXEC will   *

*   log the VMANAGER userid after it has completed    *

*   if VMANAGER is running disconnected.              *

*                                                     *

* Requires:  GRANT QUERY TO VMANAGER record in the    *

*         CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.          *

*            GRANT EXPIRE TO VMANAGER record in the   *

*         CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.          *

*            GRANT NOPASS TO VMANAGER record in the   *

*         CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.          *

*                                                     *

******************************************************/

address 'COMMAND'

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMSECURE QUERY PASSWORD 30 ( MANAGER * EXEC'

If rc = 0 Then

     Do

       $reason = 'COMPLETED'

       'EXEC CMS VMSECURE EXPIRE'

     End

Else

       $reason = 'FAILED'

'CP MSG * VMSECURE PASSWORD EXPIRE EXEC' $reason

'CP LOGOFF'

Extracting Data From the VM:Secure Audit File

VM:Secure enables auditors to monitor the activity taking place on the VM:Secure service virtual machine. An audit record
is written to the VM:Secure audit file on the audit (AUDT) minidisk each time one of these is executed:
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• A VM:Secure command
• A CP command that goes through the Access Control Interface and the VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed (This

applies to VM:Secure only, not VM:Director.)

The audit file should be processed periodically to ensure uninterrupted VM:Secure processing. When the audit file
becomes full, VM:Secure activity is suspended until an authorized user ID issues the AUDITEXT command to extract the
data from the audit file. The size of the audit minidisk, the frequency of VM:Secure use, and the use of the CP commands
that can be intercepted by the Rules Facility, determine how often the AUDITEXT command should be issued.

You can use VM:Schedule to schedule periodic execution of the VM:Secure AUDITEXT command. Schedule execution of
the AUDITEXT command immediately before your system backup job.

Restrictions and Requirements

The user ID issuing the AUDITEXT command must have authorization in the VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file and
must have a read/write A-disk large enough to hold the audit extract file.

Implementation

To extract data from the VM:Secure audit file:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Create an EXEC that extracts data from the VM:Secure audit file. A sample, named EXTRACT EXEC, is shown here:

/********************************************************

*                   EXTRACT EXEC                        *

*                                                       *

* This EXEC extracts data from the VMSECURE AUDIT       *

*     file and logs off the VMANAGER userid if          *

*     VMANAGER is running disconnected.                 *

*                                                       *

* Requires:  GRANT AUDITEXT TO VMANAGER record in the   *

*            CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.         *

*            GRANT NOPASS AUDITEXT TO VMANAGER record   *

*            in the CA VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.  *

*                                                       *

********************************************************/

address COMMAND

'CP SPOOL CONSOLE * START'

'VMSECURE AUDITEXT'

If rc <> 0 Then

  Do

      $reason = 'FAILED'

      Call exit

  End

Else

      $reason = 'COMPLETED'

$date = substr(date(u),1,2) ||,

        substr(date(u),4,2) ||,

        substr(date(u),7,2)

'RENAME AUDIT EXTRACT A ' $date 'EXTRACT A'

exit:

  'CP MSG * VMSECURE EXTRACT' $reason

  'CP LOGOFF'
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You can enter the following VM:Schedule command to schedule the EXTRACT EXEC to run at a specified time. This
example schedules the EXEC to run daily. The name of the scheduled request is AUDIT.

VMSCHED SCHEDULE AUDIT EXTRACT (AT 18:00 WITHIN 3 AGAIN DAILY FROM 12/08/10

This command causes the audit data to be extracted from the VM:Secure audit minidisk every day at 6:00 p.m. and stored
on the auditor's minidisk in a file with a filename of 120810.

If the user ID is logged on at 6:00 p.m., VM:Schedule will retry the autolog for three hours (WITHIN time).

Scheduling VM:Secure Database Backups

You should back up the VM:Secure database (DRCT) minidisk daily because it contains the individual directory entry files
VM:Secure uses to manage the CP directory. The VM:Schedule/VM:Secure interface can automate this daily backup
procedure, ensuring that you always have a current backup copy of your DRCT minidisk available. If you have a hardware
failure of the DRCT minidisk pack, you have a backup copy immediately available on another disk pack.

The VMXBKP03 EXEC you loaded from the distribution tape copies the directory files from the DRCT minidisk to another
minidisk. The backup copies of the VM:Secure directory entry files are placed on the 192 minidisk (unless otherwise
specified) of the user ID that invokes the VMXBKP03 utility. This process backs up the VM:Secure directory (DRCT)
database and clears the VM:Secure backup (BKUP) minidisk.

Adding VM:Secure Rules for VM:Schedule

NOTE
Adding rules applies only to VM:Secure with security; you cannot add rules for VM:Secure without security.

VM:Secure supports three rules specifically designed to enhance data security with VM:Schedule. These rules control
CANCEL, QUERY, and SCHEDULE command requests and give users a facility from which they can control their
resources, security, and scheduling privileges.

In addition, security is provided for the COPY and CHANGE functions available in full-screen mode and the WHEN
command. The COPY function and the WHEN command use the rule specified for QUERY. Similarly, the CHANGE
function uses the rule specified for SCHEDULE.

VM:Secure and VM:Tape
Understand the functions available through the VM:Secure and VM:Tape product-pair interface.

The VM:Secure and VM:Tape interface enables you to:

• Add VM:Secure rules to control access to VM:Tape (VM:Secure with security only)
• Create a card image CP source directory for disaster recovery

Details on how each function works, any restrictions or requirements that apply, and instructions about how to implement
each function are presented in the sections that follow.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure apply to both VM:Secure with security andVM:Secure
without security.

Add VM:Secure Rules to Control Access to VM:Tape

NOTE
This function applies to VM:Secure with security only.

This VM:Secure/VM:Tape interface function enables VM:Secure rules to control access to VM:Tape. Access to tape
volumes can be controlled on the basis of volume serial number or data set name. VM:Secure rules can also define who
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is allowed to list information about a user's tapes or who can issue the VM:Tape CATALOG command for another user's
tapes.

To create VM:Tape rules in VM:Secure, change existing rules, and update the VM:Tape rules database, use the
VM:Secure RULES command. For more information, refer to the Rules Facility topics in the VM:Secure documentation.

How the Interface Works

When a VM:Tape command that requires access checking (MOUNT, LIST, and CATALOG commands for other users'
tapes) is issued by a user, VM:Tape passes the request to VM:Secure for validation. If the VM:Secure service virtual
machine is unavailable, VM:Tape sends messages notifying the user and the operator that VM:Secure is unavailable.
Further VM:Tape operation requiring access checking is suspended until VM:Secure is available to respond to the
access check request. VM:Tape operations that do not go through VM:Secure access checking can still be performed if
VM:Secure is unavailable. Operators can issue the QUERY command and users can issue MOUNT, CATALOG, and LIST
commands for their own tape volumes.

VM:Secure access checking is performed before any VM:Tape user exits, except the VM:Tape security user exit
(USERSECR), are called. The USERSECR exit is called first and its return code determines if VM:Secure access
checking is bypassed or performed.

Rules for the VM:Tape Service Virtual Machine

Under the VM:Secure/VM:Tape interface, the VM:Tape service virtual machine owns all SCRATCH and FOREIGN tape
volumes. A VMTAPE MOUNT rule may be written for VM:Tape to control access to scratch and foreign tape volume
mounts. Users or groups of users may be given or denied access to VM:Tape scratch and foreign tape volumes.

Rules for VM:Tape Users

The following types of user rules are available in VM:Secure to control user access to tape volumes:

Rule Controls who is allowed to:

VMTAPE MOUNT Issue VM:Tape MOUNT requests for your tape volumes. Access
to tape volumes can be controlled on the basis of volume serial
number or data set name.

VMTAPE CATALOG Issue VM:Tape CATALOG commands for your tape volumes.

VMTAPE LIST List information about your tapes.

For more information, refer to the Rules Facility topics in the  VM:Secure documentation.

Restrictions and Requirements

Refer to the Rules Facility topics in the  VM:Secure documentation.

Implementation

1. Log on to VMTAPE.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMTAPE.
3. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMSECURE vmsecure record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The PRODUCT

configuration file record provides VM:Tape with the VM:Secure service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the VM:Tape side of the interface.

4. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
5. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
6. Log on to VMANAGER.
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7. Enter the VM:Secure CONFIG PRODUCT command.
8. Make sure that there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE VMTAPE record in the VM:Secure PRODUCT CONFIG file. This

configuration file record provides VM:Secure with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates
the VM:Secure side of the interface.

VM:Spool and VM:Tape
The VM:Spool and VM:Tape interface enables VM:Tape to handle tape mounts and tape drive allocation, and optionally,
tape pool management for the VM:Spool Backup and Restore Facility. You can use either general scratch tapes or
define specific pools to be managed by VM:Tape. This interface also relieves operators from having to issue a VM:Tape
ALLOCATE command or CP ATTACH command to attach tape drives to the VM:Spool worker machines.

The interface can be implemented in either of two ways:

• VM:Tape utilized for tape mounts and tape drive allocation only:
This function is enabled by the presence of a PRODUCT VMTAPE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. With this
function enabled, VM:Spool tells VM:Tape which tape to mount, and VM:Tape allocates a suitable tape drive and sends
a message to the operator to mount the proper tape. VM:Spool handles tape pool management.

• VM:Tape utilized for tape pool management as well as tape mounts and tape drive allocation:
This function is enabled by the presence of the TAPEPOOL VMTAPE poolname parameter on the BACKUP
DEFAULTS or BACKUP DEFINE record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. A PRODUCT VMTAPE record is also required.
In this case, tape pool management, as well as tape mounts and tape drive allocation are handled by VM:Tape. With
this function enabled, VM:Spool tells VM:Tape to mount a tape from the specified pool. VM:Tape is responsible for
selecting a tape from the pool, allocating a suitable drive for the backup worker machine, and sending a message to
the operator to mount the proper tape.

Contents

Restrictions and Requirements

If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard VOL1 and HDR1
labels, you must set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE configuration file records
to SL, or VM:Spool will destroy the labels on the tapes it uses.

Implementation

Tape Pool Managed by VM:Spool

To enable the VM:Tape tape mount and tape drive allocation function but have VM:Spool manage its own tape pool:

1. Log on to VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This record provides

VM:Spool with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the interface.
4. Make sure there is a vmlpool TAPEPOOL file on the VM:Spool 1C0 (BKUP) disk which contains the volsers available

for VM:Spool backups. The volsers named in this file should be the same as those listed in the VM:Tape SERIES
configuration record and the VM:Tape scratch pool definition file (see below).

5. Make sure the BACKUP DEFAULTS and the BACKUP DEFINE records in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contain a
TAPEPOOL vmlpool parameter. This parameter tells VM:Spool the name of the file that contains a list of volsers
available for VM:Spool backup jobs.
Note: If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard
VOL1 and HDR1 labels, you must set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE
configuration file records to SL, or VM:Spool will destroy the labels on the tapes it uses.

6. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
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7. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
8. Log on to VMTAPE.
9. Enter the END command to bring VMTAPE down.
10. (If you plan to use volsers already defined to VM:Tape, go directly to Step 11.) Make sure there is a SERIES record in

the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This record identifies the VM:Spool tape volumes to be contained in the Tape Management
Catalog (TMC). Use the VMTBUILD utility to add these new tapes to the TMC (CMS TMCs only).
Note: For more information about VMTBUILD, see the VM:Tape Administration Guide.

11. To protect your volumes from accidental reuse if an expiration date is incorrect or from a possible breach of security,
reserve a scratch pool for the exclusive use of VM:Spool by following these steps:
a. Make sure that VM:Spool has exclusive use of the volsers in vmlpool TAPEPOOL by creating a scratch pool

definition file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. The entry would be similar to:

SCRPOOL=vmtpool,RANGE=lowvol-hivol,...,RANGE=lowvol-hivol

b. A suggested name for vmtpool is VMSPOOL. Note that this pool name is not necessarily the name of the
VM:Spool-managed tape pool file, vmlpool TAPEPOOL. However, pool names in the scratch pool definition file
must match the corresponding pool names in the scratch pool assignment file described below.

c. Make sure that there is a POOLNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies
the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool definitions.

d. Create a scratch pool assignment file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. The entry would be
similar to:

DSN = *, JOB = VML*, POOL = vmtpool

e. Remember that pool names in the scratch pool assignment file must match the corresponding pool names in the
scratch pool definition file.

f. Make sure there is a POOLASGN record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies the
filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool assignment rules.

12. Verify the existence of AUTHORIZ records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
a. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ ANYTAPE VML* record. This configuration file record allows backup and restore

workers to mount each other's tapes. As an alternative, if you are running the VM:Secure Rules Facility, you can
set up rules to allow the restore workers to mount tapes created by the backup workers.

b. Make sure there is an AUTHORIZ OPERATOR VML* record. This configuration file record gives VM:Tape operator
authority to VM:Spool backup and restore worker user IDs.

13. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
14. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.

Tape Pool Managed by VM:Tape

To have VM:Tape manage tape pools as well as tape mounts and tape drive allocation:

1. Log on to VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the END command to shut down VMSPOOL.
3. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. This configuration file record

provides VM:Spool with the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. This record activates the interface.
4. If you want to:
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– Use the same tape pool for all backup jobs defined to VM:Spool, make sure that the BACKUP DEFAULTS record in
the VMSPOOL CONFIG file contains a TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement.

– Use a different pool name for each backup job, make sure that the BACKUP DEFINE record in the VMSPOOL
CONFIG file contains a TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement.

– The TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement specifies the pool of tapes that VM:Spool can use for backups. The
tape pool is managed by VM:Tape.

– Use tapes from the general scratch pool, make sure the BACKUP DEFAULTS record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file
contains a TAPEPOOL VMTAPE SCRATCH statement.

Note : If the tape management system you are using with VM:Spool requires that all tapes have IBM standard VOL1 and
HDR1 labels, you must set the LABEL parameter on the BACKUP DEFAULTS and BACKUP DEFINE configuration file
records to SL, or VM:Spool will destroy the labels on the tapes it uses.

1. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMSPOOL.
2. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMSPOOL running disconnected.
3. Log on to VMTAPE.
4. Enter the END command to bring VMTAPE down.
5. (If you plan to use volsers already defined to VM:Tape, go directly to Step 10.) Make sure that there is a SERIES

record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The SERIES record identifies the VM:Spool tape volumes to be contained in the
Tape Management Catalog (TMC).

Use the VMTBUILD utility to add these new tapes to the TMC (CMS TMCs only).

Note: For more information about VMTBUILD, see the VM:Tape Administration Guide.

1. For added protection from accidental loss of data or potential breach of security, reserve a scratch pool for exclusive
use of VM:Spool. To reserve such a scratch pool, follow these steps:
a. Create a scratch pool definition file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. Indicate the pool name as

defined on the TAPEPOOL VMTAPE vmtpool statement in the BACKUP DEFAULTS or BACKUP DEFINE record in
the VMSPOOL CONFIG file. Specify the range of volsers desired. The entry would be similar to:

SCRPOOL=vmtpool,RANGE=lowvol-hivol,...,RANGE=lowvol-hivol

A suggested name for vmtpool is VMSPOOL. Pool names in the scratch pool definition file must match the
corresponding pool names in the scratch pool assignment file described below.

b. Make sure that there is a POOLNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies
the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool definitions.

c. Create a scratch pool assignment file on the VM:Tape A-disk, if one does not already exist. The entry would be
similar to:

DSN=*, JOB=VML*, POOL=vmtpool

Remember that pool names in the scratch pool assignment file must match the corresponding pool names in the
scratch pool definition file.

d. Make sure that there is a POOLASGN record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file record specifies
the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file containing the scratch pool assignment rules.

2. Make sure that there is an AUTHORIZ ANYTAPE VML* record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This configuration file
record allows backup and restore workers to mount each other's tapes. As an alternative, if you are running the
VM:Secure Rules Facility, you can set up rules to allow the restore workers to mount tapes created by the backup
workers.

3. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMTAPE.
4. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMTAPE running disconnected.
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Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values
This section contains tables for all tape drives supported by VM:Manager Suite. The tables list the following information:

• The media that each drive supports
• The density names
• The TMC TRTCH and density values for the media.

The IBM 3480 is an exception. The table here refers to the 3480 tape cartridge, which either IBM 3480 or 3490E drives
can read. Similarly, some later Oracle StorageTek drives can read the StorageTek 4480 cartridge.

For VM:Tape, if density information is not specified for an ALLOCATE or MOUNT command, the product tries to use the
default density. If the default density is not found, the product works its way through a default list of density names. The
default order of density names to check can be set for a medium in the optional DEFDENS record. If no DEFDENS record
exists, the first default density is the one underlined in the tables. If that density name is not applicable, VM:Tape tries
each other density name in the order that they are listed. If no compatible tape drive is available, VM:Tape looks for a tape
drive compatible with the next highest density for the medium, and so on. For more information, see the section on the
DEFDENS configuration file record in the VM:Tape Administrators section.

IBM 3480 and Oracle StorageTek 4480 Cartridges
IBM 3480 tape cartridges can be read on either IBM 3480 or most IBM 3490E tape drives. Although the cartridge is
designed for 18 track recording, some 3480 tapes are certified for 36 track recording by some 3490E tape drives.
VM:Tape verifies 36-track tapes on 3480/3490 drives, but only reads and writes to 18-track tapes on these drives.

Oracle StorageTek (STK) 4480 tape cartridges can be read by STK 4480, 4490, and 9490 tape drives. However, only STK
4480 drives can write to 4480 cartridges.

Late-model IBM 3480 tapes and drives are sometimes referred to as IBM 3490. The designation '3490' indicates that
IDRC is a standard feature. Do not confuse these media with the very different IBM 3490E drive and media. These '3490's
are still 18-track tape devices.

Tape Type Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3480, 3490 18-Track
Oracle STK 4480
emulating IBM 3480

CART 38K, XF X'C0' X'E3' (no IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3480, 3490 36-Track
(recorded on 3490E)
Oracle STK 4480
emulating IBM 3480 with
IDRC (3490)

CART E, EXF X'E0' X'E3' (no IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3490E, Oracle StorageTek 4490 and 9490 Drives
The IBM 3490E tape drive differs significantly from the 3480/3490 family. The 3490E uses 36 tracks instead of 18 and a
thinner, longer medium. The 3490E can read 3480 tapes but can only write to newer 3480 tapes that are certified for use
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on a 3490E. Similarly, the Oracle StorageTek (STK) 4490 and 9490 36-track drives can read but not write to STK 4480 18-
track tapes.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3490E
Oracle STK 4490, 9490,
9490EE emulating IBM
3490E

ENH ENHXF, ENH X'E1' X'E3' (No IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3590 Tape Drives
All IBM 3590 drives use the same media, and the tapes come in two lengths:

• The standard length J tape
• The extended length K tape

Later models of 3590 write at higher densities. Later models of 3590 can read and verify tapes that were written at lower
density on older 3590 drives. Older IBM drives cannot read 3590 tapes, and 3590 drives cannot read older tape formats.

Density names ending in C denote hardware data compression. Density names ending in B denote that hardware data
compression is not in use.

 Device  Media  Density Name  TMC TRTCH  TMC Density 
IBM 3590B HPT  HPTB, HPTC X'E8' X'E8'
IBM 3590B XPT  XPTB, XPTC X'EA' X'E8'
IBM 3590E HPT EHPTB, EHPTC X'E9' X'E8'
IBM 3590E XPT EXPTB, EXPTC X'EB' X'E8'
IBM 3590H HPT HHPTB, HHPTC X'EC' X'E8'
IBM 3590H XPT HXPTB, HXPTC X'ED' X'E8'

IBM 3592 Tape Drives
VM:Tape and VM:Batch support IBM 3592 tape drives with or without hardware data compaction, and the following
cartridges:

• IBM 300GB Enterprise Tape Cartridges (ETC, encrypted EETC)
• IBM 60GB (scaled) Enterprise Tape Cartridges (ETCS)
• IBM Extended Format Economy Tape Cartridge (ETCM, encrypted EETCM)
• IBM Extended Enterprise Tape Cartridge (ETCX)
• IBM Advanced Data Cartridge (E07 Only) (EETCA)
• IBM Advanced Economy Data Cartridge (E07 Only) (EETCAM)

There are four models of IBM 3592 tape drives, but we consider the 3592 E05 to be two different models, depending on
whether optional encryption is installed.

The IBM 3592 drives cannot read older models of tape, and older models of tape drive cannot read 3592 tapes.

Later models of 3592 drive can write to some earlier 3592 media but at higher density than the original drives. The latest
3592 drives can only read but not write to some early 3592 media. For more information, consult the IBM documentation.

Density names ending in C denote hardware data compression. Density names ending in B denote that hardware data
compression is not in use.
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Note: Support for IBM 3592-E07 tape drives was added to  VM:Tape  Version 2.0 in PTF RO54656.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3592
(J1A, Generation 1)

ETC
ETCS

ETCB, ETCC
ETCSB, ETCSC

X'EE' X'E9'

IBM 3592E
(3592 E05, TS1120,
Generation 2)
Without encryption

ETC
ETCM
ETCX

EFMTB, EFMTC
EFMTMB, EFMTMC
EFMTXB, EFMTXC

X'F2'
X'F3'
X'F4'

X'E9'

IBM 3592EE
(3592 E05, TS1120,
Generation 2)
With encryption

EETC
EETCM
EETCX

EEFMTB, EEFTMTC
EEFMTMB, EEFMTMC
EEFMTXB, EEFMTXC

X'F7'
X'F8'
X'F9'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
300GB cartridge

EETC EF3B/C
EEF3B/C

X'FA'
X'FD'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
Extended Format
Economy Tape Cartridge,
encrypted

EETCM EF3MB/C
EEF3MB/C

X'FB'
X'FE'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
Extended Enterprise
Tape Cartridge

EETCX EF3XB/C
EEF3XB/C

X'FC'
X'FF'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Extended Enterprise
Tape Cartridge

EETCX EF4XB/C
EEF4XB/C

X'D5'
X'D8'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Advanced Economy Data
Cartridge

EETCAM EF4EB, EF4EC
EEF4EB/C

X'D6'
X'D9'

X'E9'

 IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Advanced Data Cartridge

EETCA EF4AB, EF4AC
EEF4AB/C

X'D7'
X'DA'

X'E9'

Oracle StorageTek 9840, 9940 Drives
The Oracle StorageTek 9840 and 9940 series can be used to emulate either IBM 3490E or IBM 3590 devices.

Later model 9840 or 9940 drives can read or verify media that were written to at a lower density, on an older 9840 or 9940
drive.

Without compression, a 9840 or 9840B tape can record up to 20GB. A 9840C can record up to 40GB and a 9840D up to
75GB. A 9940 records up to 60GB and a 9940B records up to 200GB.

Emulating IBM 3490E

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
Oracle STK 9840, 9840B STK1R 1R34 X'E7' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9840C STK1R 1RC34 X'E2' X'E3'
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Oracle STK 9840D STK1R 1RD34 X'D0' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9940 STK2P 2P34 X'E3' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9940B STK2P 2PB34 X'F0' X'E3'

Emulating IBM 3590

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
Oracle STK 9840, 9840B STK1R 1R35 X'E7' X'E8
Oracle STK 9840C STK1R 1RC35 X'E2' X'E8'
Oracle STK 9840D STK1R 1RD35 X'D0' X'E8'
Oracle STK 9940 STK2P 2P35 X'E3' X'E8'
Oracle STK 9940B STK2P 2PB35 X'F0' X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek SD-3 (Redwood) Drives
The Oracle StorageTek SD-3 uses helical scan on a half-inch tape. Three tape lengths are available, A, B, or C. The
length of tape is reflected in the density name.

Length A tapes can store 12.5 GB, length B tapes can store 25 GB, and length C tapes can store 50 GB.

Device Media Density Name
Emulating IBM
3490E

Density Name
Emulating IBM 3590

TMC TRTCH TMC Density

Oracle StorageTek
SD-3 (Redwood)

DD3 D3A34
D3B34
D3C34

D3A35
D3B35
D3C35

X'E4'
X'E5'
X'E6'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek T10000 Series Tape Drives
The T10000A is the only member of the T10000 series that can emulate the IBM 3490E. Later models emulate only the
IBM 3590.

The T10000 series drives take two cartridge lengths, the standard and the sport-length. These tapes are referred to
as media T1 and TS, respectively. The T1 can store 500GB when recorded on a T10000 and 1TB when recorded on a
T10000B. The TS records 120GB on a T10000 and 240GB on a T10000B.

For the T10000C, Oracle introduced the T2 cartridge, but we keep the same media name. The standard length T10000C
tape can hold up to 5TB, and the sport version holds up to 1TB.

 Emulating IBM 3490E 

 Device  Media  Density Name  TMC TRTCH  TMC Density 
Oracle StorageTek
T10000A

T1
TS

T1A34
TSA34

X'F5'
X'F6'

X'E3'

 Emulating IBM 3590 

 Device  Media  Density Name  TMC TRTCH  TMC Density 
Oracle StorageTek
T10000A

T1
TS

T1A35
TSA35

X'F5'
X'F6'

X'E8'
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Oracle StorageTek
T10000B

T1
TS

T1B35
TSB35

X'D1'
X'D2'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek
T10000C

T1
TS

T1C35
TSC35

X'D3'
X'D4'

X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek
T10000D

T1
TS

T1D35
TSD35

X'DB'
X'DC'

X'E8'
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Command Quick Reference
In this section we have collected the syntax of every command throughout the VM:Manager Suite of products.

TIP

 You can export individual pages of this documentation as Word files. Look for the three dots in the top right
corner of a page. Click the dots and choose Export to Word from the menu that appears. Each product has its
own page, so you can create a custom quick reference guide for only the products you use.

Syntax Conventions:
The syntax diagrams follow these conventions:

Command Abbreviations

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

Example:

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

Continuation

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1:

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D

 

Example 2:

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }
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Default Values

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

Example:

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3.

Keywords and Constants

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example:

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example:

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example:

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

Positional Parameters

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example:

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.
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Repetition

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2:

Repeat...

Example 3:

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example:

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:

• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
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The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1:

CMDName "Parms"

 

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2:

CMDName [( "Options"]

 

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

Example:

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

User-Entered Commands or Records

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example:

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example:
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ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example:

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.

 

 

Mainframe VM Product Manager
View  a quick reference to Mainframe VM Product Manager commands.

REXXUPD

REXXUPD fname ftype ppfname component [([NOCOMMENT | COMMENT]] 

VMADMIN

VMADMIN [product [([USERid userid] [SELection keyword]]

VMALLOC

VMALLOC "Parms" [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  PRODUCT ppfname component

| [SERVER] name [tagname]

 

Options:

DIRECT

VMDEFINE

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

VMDEPLOY

VMDEPLOY name "Type" [( "Options"]

 

Type:

  INIT [PRIMARY | ALTERNATE | ONLY]
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| PRIMARY

| ALTERNATE

| PREVIOUS

| RUNTIME

| PUBLIC

| ADMIN

| CPUPDTS

| HELP

| ALTRUNTIME

| ALTPUBLIC

| ALTADMIN

| ALTCTLDISK

| ALTCPUPDTS

 

Options:

[PPF ppfname compname]

[NODE nodename]

[SETUP | NOSETUP]

[LINK | NOLINK]

[NOLIST | LIST]

VMPTFS

VMPTFS name [* | ptfid1 [ptfidn]...] [( FILE [filename]] 

VMSERVER

VMSERVER name

VM:Account Commands
VM:Account has the following commands:

ABEND Command

ABEND [ comment ]

CHARGE and CREDIT Commands

CHARge | CREDit userid chargecode/creditcode [units]  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[ACCOUNT accountnumber]

[PROJECT project]

[PACKAGE package]

[DATE mm/dd/yy]

[LOGNUM nnnnnnnn]

[UNITCOSTddddd.ddd]
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CMS Command

CMS {command | CP command | EXEC name}

DASDACCT Command
 DASDACCT {GENERATE [mm/dd/yy] | SCAN | VALIDATE}

END Command

END

PACKAGE Command

PACKage {START packageid | END}

PERIOD Command

PERiod mm/dd/yy period_filetype [("Options"]

 

Options:

DISK filemode

TAPE [SCRATCH | volser1 [ volser2 ... volsern]] 

PROJECT Command

PROJect projectname

QUERY Command

QUERY {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  BUDGET {CUSTOMER customer | PROJECT project} [ACCOUNT account] [("Destination Options"]

| SET [USER userid] [( STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

| SHIFT [( STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

| STATE

| USAGE [* | controlfilename] [execfilename] [("Destination Options" "Data Selection Options"]

 

Destination Options:

[APPEND | DISK | PRINT | STACK [FIFO | LIFO] | TERM]

 

Data Selection Options:

[ACCount {account | *}  [summarylevel]] 

[CUSTomer {customer | *}  [summarylevel]] 

[DATE mm/dd/yy [THRU mm/dd/yy] [summarylevel]] 

[DETAIL [1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | *] | SUMMARY]] 

[PACKage {package | * } [summarylevel]] 

[PROJect {project | * } [summarylevel]] 

[SHIFT {shift | * } [summarylevel]] 
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[USERid {userid | * } [summarylevel]] 

REFRESH Command

REFresh

RESUME Command

RESUME

SUSPEND Command

SUSPEND

UPDATE Command

UPDate tablename { Add | CHange | DELete }  field_list

VERIFY Command

VERify {PROJECT projectname | COMMAND command} [( USER userid]

VM:Archiver Commands
VM:Archiver has the following commands:

ACCOUNT Command

Authorization: Operator

ACCOUNT [ ( REPEAT ]

ARCHIVE FILE Command

Authorization: None

Archive File filename filetype ["Parms"] ["Options"]

 

Parms:

  [filemode | A]

| FROMDISK userid vaddr

| FROMDIR dirname

Options:

[ARCHID {TERMinal | FIFO | LIFO}]

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[DISCARD]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days | PERM]

[MIGRate {DATE date | AFTER days} | NOMIGRat]
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[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

[QUIet]

[STAGe | ONLine | DASD | TAPE | ANY]

ARCHIVE MDISK Command

Authorization: None

ARchive MDISK userid vaddr [( "Options"]   Options: [ARCHID {TERMinal | FIFO | LIFO }] [COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDT date  | RETPD days | PERM]

[OWNER userid]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

AUTHORIZ Command

Authorization: System Administrator

AUTHoriz {ADD | DELete} {sysADMin | OPerator} userid [node]

BATCH Command

Authorization: None (System Administrator to batch recalls for another user)

BATCH {ON| OFF | Query} [ ( USER userid]

CANCEL ARCHIVE Command

Authorization: None (System Administrator to cancel archives for another user)

CANcel ARchive {"Parms and Options"}

 

Parms and Options:

  File filename filetype [ARCHID archid] [( [USER userid] [MIXED]] 

| MDISK userid vaddr [ARCHID archid] [( USER userid]

| ARCHID archid [( USER userid]

CANCEL JOB Command

Authorization: Operator

CANcel JOB jobid

CANCEL RECALL Command

Authorization: None. USERs can only cancel recall requests that they issued.

CANcel RECall {"Parms"} [( "Options"]
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Parms:

  File filename filetype [RECALLID recallid]

| MDISK userid vaddr [RECALLID recallid]

| RECALLID recallid

 

Options:

MIXED ["Target Options" | USER userid]

 

Target Options:

TARGet {RDR [userid] | DISK [userid vaddr] | DIR [dirname]}

CHANGE FILE Command

Authorization: None

CHange File filename filetype ( {"Change Options"} ["Select Options"] [ALL]

 

Change Options:

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days | PERM]

[MIGRate {DATE date | AFTER days} | NOMIGRat]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

CHANGE MDISK Command

Authorization: None

CHange MDISK userid vaddr ( {"Change Options"} ["Select Options"] [ALL]

 

Change Options:

[COMMent text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days | PERM]

[PRIVate | NOPRIVat]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[OWNER userid]

CHECK Command

Authorization: SysAdmin
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CHECK DBDASD

CMS Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

CMS {command | CP command}

CONFIG Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

CONFIG [REPORT [( "Options"]] 

 

Options:

APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal

DASD Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

DASD {ACTIVe vaddr | DRAINed vaddr | INACTive vaddr}

END Command

Authorization: Operator

END [( FORCE]

NOTE

Do not use FORCE under normal circumstances.

EVENT Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

EVENT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ADD [ID eventid] {1sttime interval command | STARTUP interval command}

| DELete eventid

| Query [eventid | ALL] [( FIFO | LIFO | TERMinal]

LISTPULL Command

Authorization: Operator

LISTPULL jobid [( DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]
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PURGE FILE Command

Authorization: None

PURge File filename filetype [( ["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[GRACE | NOGRACE]

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname }]

PURGE MDISK Command

Authorization: None

PURge MDISK userid vaddr  [ (["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[GRACE | NOGRACE]

[OWNER userid]

QUERY ARCHIVES Command

Authorization: Operator

Query ARCHives [( ["Select Options"] ["Destination Options"] ["Format Options"]] 

 

Select Options:

[Files | MDISKs | ALL]

[JOBID jobid]

 

Destination Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHEADer]

QUERY AUTHS Command

Authorization: None

Query AUTHS {"Parms"} [( "Options"]
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Parms:

  ASSIGN [GRANTED] {"Assign Parms"}

| ACCESS [GRANTED] {"Access Parms"}

 

Assign Parms:

  BY USER [userid]

| TO USER [userid]

| BY GROUP [group]

                                      

Access Parms:

  BY USER [userid]

| TO USER [userid]

| BY GROUP [group]

| TO GROUP [group]

 

Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY DASD Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

Query DASD [( ["Options"]

Options:

[ALLdasd | VADDR vaddr]

[ACTIVe | DRAINed | INACTive]

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY FILES Command

Authorization: None

Query Files [filename [filetype]]  [( "Options"]

Options:

["Select Options"]

["Status Options"]

["Destination Options"]

["Display Options"]

["Format Options"]
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Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[COMMEnt text | NOCOmm]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[EXPDate fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIGDate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

 

Status Options:

[[NOT] DASD]

[[NOT] ONLine]

[[NOT] STAGe]

[[NOT] TAPE]

[[NOT] WAITing]

[[NOT] EXPired]

[[NOT] PURged]

 

Destination Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Options:

  ALLInfo

| ARCHINfo

| CMSInfo

| COMMInfo

| FIELDS field1 [field

n]...]

| FIELDS FILE filename

| OWNRInfo

| SFSInfo

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY GROUPS Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

Query GROUPs group [( ["Destination Options"] ["Format Options"]] 

 

Destination Options:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:
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[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY INFO Command

Authorization: None, for own user ID or group. SysAdmin for other user ID or group

Query INFO [( ["Select Option"]  [Destination Option"]] 

 

Select Option:

  [ALL] USER [userid]

| GROUP [group]

| SYStem

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

QUERY JOBS Command

Authorization: Operator

Query JOBs [ ( ["Destination Option"] ["Format Options"]] 

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[KEYWord]

[NOHEADer]

QUERY MDISKS Command

Authorization: None

Query MDISKS [userid [vaddr]]  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Select Options"]

["Status Options"]

["Destination Option"]

["Display Option"]

["Format Option"]

   

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[COMMEnt text | NOCOmm]

[EXPDate fromdate  todate]] 

[OWNER userid]

 

Status Options:

[[NOT] EXPired]
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[[NOT] PURged]

[[NOT] TAPE]

[[NOT] WAITing]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Option:

  ALLInfo

| ARCHINfo

| COMMInfo

| FIELDS field1 [fieldn]...

| FIELDS FILE filena

Format Option:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

QUERY RECALLS Command

Authorization: Operator

Query RECalls [ ("Options"]

 

Select Options:

[ALL | Files | MDISKs]

[JOBID jobid]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Options:

[ALLInfo |  STATinfo | TAPEinfo]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY REQUESTS Command

Authorization: None for own user ID. SysAdmin for other user IDs

Query REQuests [ ("Options"]

 

Select Options:

[ALL | ARchives | RECalls]

[USER userid]

 

Destination Option:
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[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Option:

[ALLInfo | IDINfo | STATinfo]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY TAPES Command

Authorization: Operator

Query TAPEs [volser] [ ( "Options"]

Status Option:

[ALL | AVAIL | UNAVAIL | INITpend | MERGpurg | OPEN]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Display Option:

[ALLInfo | COMMent | COPIes | TAPEset | VERSion]

 

Format Options:

[ABBRev | NOABbrev]

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

QUERY TAPESETS Command

Authorization: Operator

Query TAPESets [( "Destination Option" "Format Options"]

 

Destination Option:

[APPend | DISK | FIFO | LIFO | PRINT | TERMinal]

 

Format Options:

[KEYWord]

[NOHeader]

REASSIGN FILE Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

REAssign FILE fname ftype [ARCHID id] FROM "Parms 1"TO {"Parms 2"} [( MIXED]
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Parms 1:

USER userid1 GROUP group1

 

Parms 2:

  GROUP group2

| USER userid2 [GROUP group2]  

REASSIGN MDISK Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

REAssign MDISK userid vaddr [ARCHID archid] FROM "Parms 1" TO {"Parms 2"}

 

Parms 1:

FROM USER userid1 GROUP group1

 

Parms 2:

  GROUP group2

| USER userid2 [GROUP group2]  

RECALL FILE Command

Authorization: None

RECall File filename filetype [( [ALL] "Options"]

Options:

["Select Options"]

["Processing Options"]

["Destination Option"]

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[CREAtdat fromdate [todate]] 

[FILEdate fromdate [todate]] 

[MIXED]

[OWNER userid]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

 

Processing Options:

[DELAY | IMMED]

[NEWDate | OLDDate]

[RENAME filename filetype | OLDNAME]

[REPlace | NOREPlac]
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Destination Options:

  DIR dirname

| DISK userid vaddr

| MODE filemode

| RDR {userid | *}

RECALL MDISK Command

Authorization: None

RECALL MDISK userid vaddr {( "Target Options" "Select Options" "Processing Options"}

 

Target Options:

{DISK userid vaddr | MODE filemode}

 

Select Options:

[ARCDate fromdate [todate]] 

[ARCHID archid]

[OWNER userid]

 

Processing Options:

[DELAY | IMMED]

[ERASE | FORMAT | REPlace | NOREPlac]

RECLAIM FILE Command

Authorization: None

RECLaim FILE filename filetype [( ["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCHID archid ]

[OWNER userid ]

[SOURce {userid vaddr | dirname}]

RECLAIM MDISK Command

Authorization: None

RECLaim MDISK userid vaddr [( ["Select Options"] [ALL]] 

 

Select Options:

[ARCHID archid]

[OWNER userid]

RESUME Command

Authorization: Operator
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RESUME

SUBMIT Command

Authorization: Operator

SUBmit {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ARchives

| RECalls [ ( [IMMED] [USER userid]] 

| jobid

| MPC [voln]...

| REINIT

SUSPEND Command

Authorization: Operator

SUSPEND

TAPE Command

Authorization: Operator

TAPE {"Parms"}

Parms:

  volser AVAIL [COMMent text | NOCOmm]   [( "Options"]

| volser UNAVAIL [COMMent text | NOCOmm] [( "Options"]

| volser {COMMent text | NOCOmm}         [( "Options"]

| CLOSE

 

Options:

[COPIes] 

[TAPESET]

USER ADD Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

USER ADD userid [node] [( [GROUP group] "Options"]

 

Options:
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["Retention Options"]

["Storage Options"]

["Recall Options"]

 

Retention Options:

[DEFEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP} | DEFREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

 

Storage Options:

[ONLImit {percent | GROUP}]

[STGLimit {percent | GROUP}]

 

Recall Options:

[IMMEDAUT {YES | NO | GROUP}]

[RECALLS {DELAY | IMMED | GROUP}]

USER CHANGE Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

USER CHANGE userid [node] [ ( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Group Options"]

["Retention Options"]

["Storage Options"]

["Recall Options"]

 

Group Options:

[GROUP group | NOGRoup]

 

Retention Options:

[DEFEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP} | DEFREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXEXpdt {date | PERM | GROUP}]

[MAXREtpd {days | PERM | GROUP}]

 

Storage Options:

[ONLImit {percent | GROUP}]

[STGLimit {percent | GROUP}]

 

Recall Options:

 

[IMMEDAUT {YES | NO | GROUP}]

[RECALLS {DELAY | IMMED | GROUP}]

USER DISCARD Command

Authorization: SysAdmin

USER DISCARD userid  [ node ]
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VM:Backup Commands
VM:Backup has the following commands:

CANCEL Command

Authorization: USER

CANcel {ALL | jobid}

CHECK Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

CHEck [(["Option A"] ["Option B"] ["Option C"]] 

 

Option A:

CATalog [dumpjob | *]

 

Option B:

DETAIL | DOMAIns | ERRors | STATs | SUMmary

 

Option C:

DISK | PRInter | TERMinal

CMS Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

CMS {command | CP command | EXEC name}

CONDENSE Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

CONdense dumpjob

DASDTAPE Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

DAsdtape {"Parms"} [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Parms:

 

Expire volser

List name

Query name
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Status

 

Options:

 

ALL

IN days

NOHeader

DISK [APPEND] | PRINTer | TERMinal | STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

DISCARD Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

DIScard dumpjob

END Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

END [(FORCE]

EXPORT Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

EXPORT filename filetype [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

DISK

NOTERM

REPlace

TEST

GETRPT Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

GETRPT jobname [filemode]

HOLD Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Hold jobid

IMPORT Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

IMPORT fileids... [("Options"...[)]] 
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Options:

DISK

NOTERM

REPlace

TEST

MDSKLIST Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

MDSKLIST volser | *

ORDER Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

ORDer jobids...

QUERY Command

Authorization: USER, SYSADMIN

Query {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ENCrypt[ALL]

| MSG [(STACK] 

| EDRsup [(STACK]

| OWNer filename filetype [(STACK]

| REQuests [(CONTents | STACK]

| STOrage [(STACK]

| BACkups [(STACK]

RELEASE Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

RELease jobid

REPLY Command

Authorization: NONE

REPly replyid {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CANCEL 

| FINISH 

| HOLD 

| OK 
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| REJECT 

| RETRY 

| WAIT 

| volser

RESTORE Command

Authorization: USER, SYSADMIN

RESTORE [filename [filetype]]  [(["Selection Options"...]

         ["Display Options"] ["Destination Options"]] 

 

Selection Options:

FOR userid [vaddr] 

FROM begindate TO enddate 

ALL | LATEST

 

Display Options:

  DISK [APpend] 

| PRInter 

| TERMinal

 

Destination Options:

QUIET TOUSER userid [TORDR | TODISK vaddr]

RESUME Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

RESUME

RGROUP Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

RGroup "Parms"... [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Parms:

FROMPOol frompool 

FROMGRoup fromgroup 

[TOPOol topool] 

[TOGRoup togroup]

Options:

ALL | SKIP

DAte date
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TIme time

OLDDate olddate

OLDTime oldtime

RPOOL Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

RPool FROM frompool [TO topool] [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

ALL | SKIP

GROUP numbers...

DAte date

TIme time

OLDDAte olddate

OLDTIme oldtime

PUBLIC | NOPUBLIC

RSPACE Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

RSpace FROM fromspace [TO tospace] [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

DAte date

TIme time

OLDDate olddate

OLDTime oldtime

SUBMIT Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Submit jobname [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

EXClusive [Yes | No]

Hold [Yes | No]

JOBend [NOTify | QUIet]
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ONEtime [Yes | No]

PRIority [Yes | No]

REDuce [REMounts |TAPeuse]

Streams number

TAPemount [Yes | No]

MDSKlist [filename [filetype]] 

SUSPEND Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

SUSPEND

UPDATE Command

Authorization: SYSADMIN

UPDATE dumpjob ("Options"...[)]

 

Options:

AUTOCond date

AUTODisc date

XRESTORE Command

Authorization: USER, SYSADMIN

XRESTORE [filename [filetype]]  [("Options"[)]] 

 

Options:

 

"Selection Options"...

  TO {MDISK userid [vaddr] | DIR fqdn | RDR [userid]}

| REPORT [TERM | PRINT | DISK]

  TEST

 

Selection Options:

 

FOR {USER userid [vaddr|*] | DIR fqdn | FSPACE filepool filespace}

START begindate [begintime]

END enddate [endtime]

ALL | LATEST

VM:Backup HiDRO Operations
VM:Backup HiDRO operations share a set of global options, which are listed on their own. Options that are specific to an
operation are listed with that operation. CATALOG operations are not included due to complexity; see Catalog Operation.
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Global Options
top

ATTEXIT Option
ATTexit filename 

CATNAME Option
CATName {filename | SYSCAT}

COMM Option
COMM

COMPACT and NOCOMPACT Options
COMPACT | NOCOMPACT

CONCLASS Option
CONClass {"ParmA" | "ParmB" | "ParmC"}

ParmA:

[¬ | -]ILPODWECQRTS

ParmB:

*

ParmC:IOWECQRP 

DEBUG Option
DEBug

DUMP and NODUMP Option
DUmp | NODUMP

ETB and NOETB Option
ETB | NOETB

IDRC and NOIDRC Option
IDRC | NOIDrc 

INTERCOM and NOINTERCOM Options
INTercom | NOINTercom

IOELOG and NOIOELOG Options
IOELog | NOIOELog

IUCV and NOIUCV Option
IUCV {MSG | SMSG | (MSG SMSG)} NOIUCV 
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MAXTAPE Option
MAXTAPe nn 

MAXTASK Option
MAXTASk nn 

NOAUDIT Option
NOAUDit

NODETACH Option
NODETach

NOECKD Option
NOECKd

NOEOT Option
NOEOT

NOSTREAM Option
NOSTReam

NOVMCF Option
NOVMCf

OPCORE/CORE Options
{OPCore | CORE} {4M| n | MAX | nK |nM}

OPERATOR Option
OPerator {userid | * | OPERATOR}

PDUMP and NOPDUMP Options
PDUmp | NOPDUmp

POOLID Option
POOLid poolname 

PRTDEST Option
PRTDest userid 

RDR and RUNIT Options
{RDR | RUnit ccuu}

RLF and NORLF Options
RLF | NORLF
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RPS and NORPS Options
RPS | NORPS

RR and NORR Options
RR | NORR

SEQ Option
SEQ nn 

SFS and NOSFS Options
SFS | NOSFS

STOP Option
STOP {NO | ABEND | RC16 | RC8 | RC4 | ANY}

SYSPRINT Option
SYSPrint {"Parms"}

Parms:

  [PUnit ccuu | PRT]

| [TERMinal | CONsole]

| [SYSFile fn ft fm]

| [SUMmary]

| ( "Options")

Options:

[PUnit ccuu | PRT]

[TERMinal | CONsole]

[SYSFile fn ft fm]

[SUMmary]

TEXIT Option
TEXit {exitname | (exitname "Processing Options")}

Processing Options:

[M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [A] [S] [X] [E] [I]

UPLOW Option
UPLow

USERCLASS Option
USERClass {* | PWEC | [¬ | -]ILPODWECQRTS}

VMCORE Option
VMCore {MAX | MAX-nK | MAX-nM | nK | nM}
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WARNING and NOWARNING Options
WARning | NOWarning

XF and NOXF Options
XF | NOXF

BACKUP Operation
Backup "Input Parms" TO {"Output Parms"}[( "Local Options"]

Input Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

| FPool filepool FSpace filespace [SGRoup n]

| {Files | -Files} fileid.[fileid]...

   User Parms:   userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   R | W | SM | SW | M | RR | WR | MR | ER | EW | MW

Output Parms:

{"Tape Parms" | "Disk Parms" Files fileid}

Tape Parms:

  TAPE

| TAPn

| Unit ccuu

| OSFile dsname

Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

   User Parms:   userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   W | SM | SW | M | EW | MW

Local Options:

[{CATalog | CATlg} {FULL | BRIEF | OFF}]

[CHAnged [(date [00:00|hh:mm]) | (-nnn) | (*) | (B) | (I) | (C [catname])]

[COMPRess]

[CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}]

[CPVol]

[ENCrypt Cipher {"Cipher Name"} Key hexstring]

[ERAse | REPlace]

[FIAlloc | BALLoc | COMPLete][FLIst]

[FORmat [({BLK | CMS} {"Format Blocksize"} [NOPrompt] [CLEar])]] 

[GROUP {groupid | * | !}]

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

[IEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks | CChh} ({low high}[low high]...)]
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[IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UnDefined}]

[NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}]

[(NOREDO n]

[NOTchanged [(date [00:00 | hh:mm]) | (-nnn) | (*) | (B) | (I) | (C)]

[OATtribute [Block b]] 

[OTape [( "OTAPE Options"][OVOLumes {* | volser | (volser [volser]...[*])}]

[OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[PACK | NOPACk]

[STReam nn]

[TEXit {exitname | (exitname [M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E])}

   Cipher Name:

   TDES-192 | AES-128 | AES-192 | AES-256

   Format Blocksize:

   1K | 2K | 4K | 512 | 1024 | 2048 | 4096

   OTAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | * | END}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [EXPdt {00000 | yyddd} | RETpd {nnn | 000}]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [D800 | D1600 | D6250 | D38K | D36TRK | 36TRK | D128TRK | 128TRK]

RESTORE Operation
Restore "Input Parms" TO {"Output Parms"} [( "Local Options"]

Input Parms:

{"Tape Parms" | "Disk Parms" Files fileid}

Tape Parms:

  TAPE

| TAPn

| Unit ccuu

| OSFile dsname

Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

   User Parms:

 userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   R | W | SM | SW | M | RR | WR | MR | ER | EW | MW

Output Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

| FPool filepool FSpace filespace [SGRoup n]
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| {RDR | READer} [USErid (userid)]

| {Files | -Files} fileid.[fileid]...

   User Parms:

 userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   W | SM | SW | M | EW | MW

Local Options:

[AUTHorize]

[CLEAN]

[CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}]

[DECOMpress]

[DECrypt Cipher {"Cipher Name"} Key hexstring]

[ENRoll]

[ERAse | REPlace]

[FLIst]

[FORmat [( [NOPrompt] [CLEar] )]] 

[GROUP {groupid | * | !}]

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

[ITAPe [( "ITAPE Options"]] 

[IVOLumes {volser| (volser...)}]

[IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}]

[NOEOT]

[OEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks | CChh} {"Bounds"}

[OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[POOLid poolname]

[RECON]

[RECZero]

[TEXit {exitname | (exitname [M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E])}]

[UNPack]

   Cipher Name:

   TDES-192 | AES-128 | AES-192 | AES-256

   ITAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | *}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [36TRK | 128TRK]

   [BID xxxxxxxx]

   Bounds:

   (lower upper [lower upper]... [(lower upper relocationlower)]...)

COPY Operation
Copy "Input Parms" TO {"Output Parms"} [( "Local Options"]
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Input Parms:

{"Input Tape Parms" | "Input Disk Parms"}

Input Tape Parms:

  TAPn

| Unit ccuu

| OSFile dsname

Input Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

| Files {fileid | (fileid...)}

   User Parms:

 userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   R | W | SM | SR | SW | M | RR | WR | MR | ER | EW | MW

Output Parms:

{"Output Tape Parms" | "Output Disk Parms"}

Output Tape Parms:

  TAPn

| Unit ccuu

| OSFile dsname  Output Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

| Files {fileid | (fileid...) | "File pair"}

   File pair: (oldfileid newfileid)

   User Parms:

   userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   W | SM | SW | M | EW | MW

Local Options:

[CHAnged [(date [00:00|hh:mm]) | (-nnn) | (*) | (B) | (I) | (C [catname])]

[COMPRess]

[CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}]

[DECOMpress]

[ERAse | REPlace]

[FLIst]

[FORmat [( [NOPrompt] [CLEar] )]] 

[GROUP {groupid | * | !}]

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

[IATtribute ( [Block b] [LRECL l] [RECFM {V | VB | F | FB | U}]] 

[ITAPe [( "ITAPE Options"]] 

[IVOLumes {volser| (volser...)}]

[IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[NEWdate | OLDdate]
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[NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}]

[NOTchanged [(date [00:00 | hh:mm]) | (-nnn) | (*) | (B) | (I) | (C)]

[OATtribute [Block b]] 

[OTape [( "OTAPE Options"]

[OVOLumes {* | volser | (volser [volser]...[*])}]

[OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[PACK | NOPACk]

[TEXit {exitname | (exitname [M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E])}]

[UNPack]

   ITAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | *}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [36TRK | 128TRK]

   [BID xxxxxxxx]

   OTAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | * | END}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [EXPdt {00000 | yyddd} | RETpd {nnn | 000}]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [D800 | D1600 | D6250 | D38K | D36TRK | 36TRK | D128TRK | 128TRK]

DUPLICATE Operation
Duplicate "Input Parms" TO {"Output Parms"} [( "Local Options"]

Input Parms:

{"Input Tape Parms" | "Input Disk Parms"}

Input Tape Parms:

  TAPn

| Unit ccuu

Input Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

| Files {fileid | (fileid...)}

   User Parms:

 userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   R | W | SM | SR | SW | M | RR | WR | MR | ER | EW | MW

Output Parms:

{"Output Tape Parms" | "Output Disk Parms"}
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Output Tape Parms:

  TAPn

| Unit ccuu Output Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

| Files {fileid | (fileid...) | "File pair"}

   File pair: (oldfileid newfileid)

   User Parms:

   userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   W | SM | SW | M | EW | MW

Local Options:

[CHAnged [(date [00:00|hh:mm]) | (-nnn) | (*) | (B) | (I) | (C [catname])]

[CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}]

[ERAse | REPlace]

[FIAlloc | BALLoc | COMPLete]

[FLIst]

[FORmat [( [NOPrompt] [CLEar] )]] 

[GROUP {groupid | * | !}]

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

[IEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks | CChh} ({low high}[low high]...)]

[ITAPe [( "ITAPE Options"]] 

[IVOLumes {volser| (volser...)}]

[IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[NEWdate | OLDdate]

[NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}]

[NOTchanged [(date [00:00 | hh:mm]) | (-nnn) | (*) | (B) | (I) | (C)]

[OEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks | CChh} {"Bounds"}]

[OTape [( "OTAPE Options"]

[OVOLumes {* | volser | (volser [volser]...[*])}]

[OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

[TEXit {exitname | (exitname [M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E])}]

   ITAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | *}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [36TRK | 128TRK]

   [BID xxxxxxxx]

   Bounds:

   (lower upper [lower upper]... [(lower upper relocationlower)]...)

   OTAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | * | END}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]
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   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [EXPdt {00000 | yyddd} | RETpd {nnn | 000}]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [D800 | D1600 | D6250 | D38K | D36TRK | 36TRK | D128TRK | 128TRK]

FORMAT Operation
FORmat diskid [( "Local Options"...]

Local Options:

[{BLK | CMS} [1K | 2K | 4K | 512 | 800 | 1024 | 2048 | 4096]] 

[CLEAR | NOClear]

[CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}]

[GROUP {groupid | * | !}]

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

[PROMPT | NOPrompt]

[NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}]

VERIFY Operation
VERify "Input Parms" [("Local Options"...]

Input Parms

{"Tape Parms" | "Disk Parms" Files fileid}

Tape Parms:

  TAPE

| TAPn

| Unit ccuu

| OSFile dsname

Disk Parms:

  Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

| Minidisk m

   User Parms:

 userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

   Linkmode:

   R | W | SM | SW | M | RR | WR | MR | ER | EW | MW

Local Options:

[{CATalog | CATlg} [FULL | BRIEF| OFF]] 

[CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}]

[DECrypt Cipher {"Cipher Name"} Key hexstring]

[FLIst]

[GROUP {groupid | * | !}]

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

[ITAPe [( "ITAPE Options"]] 

[IVOLumes {volser| (volser...)}]

[IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}]

   Cipher Name:

   TDES-192 | AES-128 | AES-192 | AES-256
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   ITAPE Options:

   [FSN {1 | n | *}]

   [SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

   [REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

   [LTM | NOLTM]

   [IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

   [36TRK | 128TRK]

   [BID xxxxxxxx]

VM:Batch Commands
VM:Batch has the following commands:

ABEND Command

Authorization: Admin

ABEND

ADMIN Command

Authorization: Admin

Admin

AUDITEXT Command

Authorization: Admin

AUDITEXT [filename] [( NOERASE]

CMS Command

Authorization: Admin

CMS cmdline

CONFIGUR Command

Authorization: Admin

COnfigur

DEFAULT Command

The form of the DEFAULT command depends on the authorization level of the issuing user ID.
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Admins

DEFAULT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  {CReate | CHANGE} "Create/Change Parms" [( {"Job options"}...]

| DELETE "Delete Parms"

| LIST "List Parms" [( {"List options"}]

 

Create/Change Parms:

{"Who"} [NAme defname | USING defname]

 

Delete Parms:

{"Who"} [NAme defname]

 

List Parms:

{"Who"} [NAme defname]

 

Who:

  SYStem

| Group grpname

| User userid

 

List options:

  LIFO 

| FIFO 

| PRINT 

| FILE filename 

| TYPE

 

Job Options:

  [ACCount accountnum]

| [CLass class]

| [CLEanup filename]

| [COMMAND /text/]

| [COMMENT /text/]

| [CPCLass classes]

| [DEST nodeid]

| [DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]] 

| [FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]] 

| [FNMask filename-mask]

| [FTMask filetype-mask]

| [HOld | NOHold]

| [Name jobname]

| [NOTIfy userid]

| [POST event]

| [PREVious nn]

| [PRinT count]

| [PRIority nn]

| [PROJECT nn]
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| [PUNch count]

| [ReaDeR count]

| [REL1Name jobname1 REL1Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [REL2Name jobname2 REL2Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [REL3Name jobname3 REL3Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [REL4Name jobname4 REL4Cond [A | C | D | N]] 

| [RESOurce list]

| [RESTart [NO | YES]] 

| [SHIFT shiftname]

| [SPool | NOSPool]

| [STATus | NOSTATus]

| [STORage size]

| [TAPdrive {nn | N}]

| [Time time]

| [USERMODE {filemode | NO}]

| [VMTAPE {( "mount options") | NONE | AVAIL}]

| [WAIT {event | userid.event}]

| [WORKDisk size]

General Users

DEFAULT {"User parms"}

 

User parms:

  CReate NAme defname [USING defname] [ (["Job Options"]] 

| CHange NAme defname [ (["Job Options"]] 

| DELETE NAme defname

| LIST  (["List Options"]] 

Group Managers

DEFAULT {"Mgr parms"} 

 

Mgr Parms:

  CReate {"For"} [NAme defname] [ USING defname] [ (["Job options"]] 

| CHange {"For"} [NAme defname] [ (["Job options"]] 

| DELETE {"For"} [NAme defname]

| LIST {"Forlist"} [ ("List options"]] 

 

For:

  GRoup grpname 

| User userid

 

Forlist:

  SYSTEM

| GRoup grpname 

| User userid

 

Job options:

  ACCount accountnum
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| CLass class 

| CLEanup filename 

| COMMAND /text/ 

| COMMENT /text/ 

| CPCLass class 

| DEST nodeid 

| DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

| FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

| FNMask filename-mask 

| FTMask filetype-mask 

| HOld | NOHold

| Name jobname 

| NOTIfy userid 

| POST event 

| PREVious nn 

| PRinT count 

| PRIority nn 

| PROJECT nn 

| PUNch count 

| ReaDeR count 

| [RELnName jobname RELnCond [A | C | D | N]]  ...

| RESOurce list 

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| REView | NOREView 

| SHIFT shiftname 

| SPool | NOSPool 

| STATus | NOSTATus 

| STORage size 

| TAPdrive {nn | N}

| Time time 

| USERMODE {filemode | NO}

| VMTAPE { (mount_options) | NONE | AVAIL}

| WAIT {event | userid.event}

| WORKDisk size 

 

List options:

[LIFO | FIFO | PRINT | FILE filename | TYPE]

DISABLE Command

Authorization: Operator

DISABLE {DEST nodeid | FROM nodeid}

ENABLE Command

Authorization: Operator
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ENABLE {DEST nodeid | FROM nodeid}

END Command

Authorization: Admin, Operator

END ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

  CHECKPT

| NOCANCEL [FORCE]

| RESTART [FORCE]

EXPEDITE Command

Authorization: Operator

EXPEDITE IDjobid

FREE Command

Authorization: Operator

FREE {ID jobid | "Parms" [ALL | NEW | OLD]}

 

Parms:

  GROUP grpname

| SYSTEM

| USER userid

HOLD Command

Authorization: Operator

HOLD {ID jobid | "Parms" [ALL | NEW | OLD]}

 

Parms:

  GROUP grpname

| SYSTEM

| USER userid

JOBLOG Command

Authorization: Operator, User, Group Manager

JOBLOG {BROWSE | DELETE} {"Parms"} [ (["Options"]] 
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Parms:

  ID jobid [USER userid]*

| NAME jobname

 

Options:

  TYPE

| LIFO

| FIFO

| FILE filename

| PRINT

 

* Requires OPERATOR or MANAGER authorization

LIMIT Command

The form of the LIMIT command depends on the authorization level of the issuing user ID.

Admins

LIMIT {"Parm A"} {"Parm B"} [( "Limits"...]

 

Parm A:

Create | Change | DELETE

 

Parm B:

SYStem | GRoup grpname | User userid

Limits:

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class

| CPCLass classes

| DEST nodeid

| PRinT count

| PRIOrity nn

| PUNch count

| ReaDeR count

| RESOurce list
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| RESTart [NO | YES]

| SHIFT shiftname

| STORage size

| Time time

Group Managers

LIMIT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CReate {GRoup grpname | USER userid} [ ("Limits"...]

| CHange {GRoup grpname | USER userid} [ ("Limits"...]

| DELETE {GRoup grpname | USER userid}

 

Limits:

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class

| CPCLass classes

| DEST nodeid

| PRinT count

| PRIOrity nn

| PUNch count

| ReaDeR count

| RESOurce list

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| SHIFT shiftname

| STORage size

| Time time

| WORKDisk size

LIST Command

The form of the LIST command depends on the authorization level of the issuing user ID.
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Operators

List [ALL | {"Parms"} ...][ (["Output options"]  [WAITSTAT]] 

 

Parms:

  DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| [ALLDONE | WAIT | END | EXEC]

| CLass class

| [HOld | NOHold]

| [SCHED | NOSCHED]

| USER userid

 

Output options: 

  TYPE

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| Print

Users and Group Managers

List [ALL | ID jobid | {"Parms"} ...][ (["Output options"]  [WAITSTAT]] 

 

Parms:

  NAME {jobname | jobmask}

| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| [ALLDONE | WAIT | END | EXEC]

| CLass class

| [HOld | NOHold]

| [SCHED | NOSCHED]

| USER userid*

 

Output options: 

  TYPE

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| Print

 

* Requires MANAGER authorization
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LOG Command

The form of the LOG command depends on the authorization level of the issuing user ID.

Operators

LOG {"Parms"} [NOTIFY] TEXT /text/

 

Parms:

  ALL

| ID jobid

| WORKER workerid

General Users

LOG / message /

MANAGER Command

Authorization: Group Manager

MANAGER

MENU Command

Authorization: Any, but will only display menus matching your authorization levels

MENU [Admin | MANager | Operator | User]

OPERATOR Command

Authorization: Operator

Operator [command]

ORDER Command

The form of the ORDER command depends on the authorization level of the issuing user ID.

Operators

ORDER ID jobid ... [AFTER ID jobid]

Users and Group Managers

ORDER [USER user]* [DEST nodeid] ID jobid ... [AFTER [ID] jobid ...]

 

* Requires MANAGER authorization
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PAINT Command

Authorization: Admin

PAINT filename [skeleton]

QLOCK Command

Authorization: Admin

QLock [userid]

QPCB Command

Authorization: Admin

QPcb

QSCHED Command

Authorization: Admin

QSCHED

QUERY Command

The form of the QUERY command depends on the authorization level of the issuing user ID.

Admins

QUERY MANAGER {"Who"} {ALL | PRIMary} [( "Option"]

 

Who:

  GROUP group 

| USER userid

 

Option:

  TYPE 

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| PRINT

Operators

QUERY {"Parms"} [ (["Options"]] 

 

Parms:

  CLASSES

| LOAD
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| NODes

| Queues

| RESources

| SHIFts

| STATus

 

Options: 

  TYPE

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| PRINT ]

Users and Group Managers

QUERY {"Parms"} [ ("Options"]

 

Parms:

  Classes

| LIMits

| MANAGER [ALL | PRIMary]

| NODes

| Queues

| RESources

| SHIFts

| STATus

 

Options:

  TYPE 

| LIFO 

| FIFO 

| FILE filename 

| PRINT

READY Command

Authorization: User, Group Manager

READY {ID jobid | NAME jobname} [USER userid]*  [([FINAL | NOTFINAL]] 

 

* Requires MANAGER authorization

RELEASE Command

Authorization: User, Group Manager

RELEASE ["Parms"] ...

 

Parms:

  [NAME jobname | ID jobid]

| USER userid
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| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

REMOVE Command

Authorization: User, Group Manager

REMOVE {["Parms"] ... | ALL} [ ([NOLOG | NOMSG]] 

 

Parms:

  [NAME jobname | ID jobid]

| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid

| USER userid

RESUME Command

Authorization: Operator

RESUME {ID jobid | NAME jobname | WORKER workerid}

SERVICE Command

Authorization: User, Group Manager

SERVICE STACK option_string

SET Command

Authorization: User, Group Manager

SET DISPLAY {NOVICE | FLUENT | EXPERT}

STATUS Command

Authorization: Operator, User, Group Manager

STatus ["Parms"] [ (["Output options"] [WHEN [nnn]] ]

 

Parms:

 {NAME {jobname | jobmask} | ID jobid}

| DEST nodeid

| FROM nodeid
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| USER userid*

 

Output options:

  TYPE 

| LIFO

| FIFO

| FILE  filename

| PRINT

 

* Requires OPERATOR or MANAGER authorization

STEP Command

Authorization: User

STEP stepname [( COMMENT /text/]

SUBMIT Command

Authorization: User

SUBmit [fileids] ... [ (["Options"] [) command_line]] 

 

Options:

  ACCount accountnum

| CLass class 

| CLEanup filename 

| COMMAND /text/ 

| COMMENT /text/ 

| CPCLass class 

| DEFAult defname

| DEST nodeid 

| DUMP [CP | OFF | VM]

| FILERetn [ABEND | ALWAYS | CANCEL | ERROR | NEVER | NORMAL]

| FNMask filename-mask 

| FTMask filetype-mask 

| HOld | NOHold

| Name jobname 

| NOTIfy userid 

| POST event 

| PREVious nn 

| PRinT count 

| PRIority nn 
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| PROJECT nn 

| PUNch count 

| ReaDeR count 

| [RELnName jobname RELnCond [A | C | D | N]]  ...

| RESOurce list 

| RESTart [NO | YES]

| REView | NOREView 

| SCHedule { (vmd_sched_opts) | ON | OFF}

| SHIFT shiftname 

| SPool | NOSPool 

| STATus | NOSTATus 

| STORage size 

| TAPdrive {nn | N}

| Time time 

| USERMODE {filemode | NO}

| VMTAPE { (mount_options) | NONE | AVAIL}

| WAIT {event | userid.event}

| WORKDisk size 

SUSPEND Command

Authorization: Operator

SUSPEND {ID jobid | NAME jobname | WORKER workerid}

TRACE Command

Authorization: Admin

TRACE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  MACRO [filename tracekey]

| START [userid filename tracekey]

| STOP [userid]

USER Command

Authorization: User

USER

VM:Operator Subcommands
VM:Operator has the following subcommands:

ABEND Subcommand
ABEND
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ADMIN Subcommand
ADMIN {CONFIGure | EDIT filenamefiletype [TEMPLATE filename]}

CMS Subcommand
CMS command

CONSOLE Subcommand
CONSOLE {"Parms"}

Parms:

  CHECK vaddrfilename

| START vaddrfilename [REMOTE]

| RESTART vaddrfilename [REMOTE]

| STOP vaddr

| SEVER userid

| ROUTE vaddr {START | STOP}

| ROUTEUSER userid {START | STOP}

CP Subcommand
CP command

END Subcommand
END [STACK command]

EXEC Subcommand
EXEC execname [parameters]

PAINT Subcommand
PAINT filename [skeleton]

PFKEYS Subcommand
PFKEYS [windowname]

QCONSOLE Subcommand
QCONsole [id | *]

QLOCK Subcommand
QLock

QPCB Subcommand
QPcb

QREPLY Subcommand
QREPLY

QSTORE Subcommand
QStore
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RVS Subcommand
RVS function [hostid]

REMOTE and REMOTEX Subcommands
{REMOTE | REMOTEX} hostid command-string

REPLY Subcommand
Reply number [text]

SESSION DIALOG Subcommand
SESSION DIALOG session [filename [parameters]] 

SESSION RESET Subcommand
SESSION RESET session

SESSION TRACE Subcommand
SESSION TRACE session {END | OFF | ON vaddr [spoolparms]}

SESSION VIEW Subcommand
SESSION VIEW  session1 [return [next [back [togglesession2]] ]] 

SESSION WATCH Subcommand
SESSION WATCH console session [return | ENTER]

TABLE Subcommand
TABLE {CANCEL "Cancel Parms" | LOAD "Load Parms" | QUERY "Query Parms"}

CANCEL Parms:

  PRI

| HOST

| LOG

| SECUSER window [consoleid]

| SYSTEM consoleid

LOAD Parms:

  PRI filename

| HOST filename

| LOG filename

| SECUSER window  filename [consoleid]

| SYSTEM filename [consoleid]

QUERY Parms:

  PRI

| HOST

| LOG

| SECUSER window [consoleid]

| SYSTEM [consoleid]

VIEW Subcommand
VIEW windowname
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VMACCT Subcommand
VMACCT command

NOTE

For more information, see the VM:Account Commands.

VMARCH Subcommand
VMARCH command

NOTE

For more information, see the VM:Archiver Command Reference . 

VMBACKUP Subcommand
VMBACKUP command

VMBATCH Subcommand
VMBATCH command

VMDIRECT Subcommand
VMDIRECT command

VMSCHED Subcommand
VMSCHED command

VMSECURE Subcommand
VMSECURE command

VMSPOOL Subcommand
VMSPOOL command

NOTE

For more information, see the  VM:Spool Command Reference . 

VMTAPE Subcommand
VMTAPE command

NOTE

For more information, see the  VM:Tape Command Reference . 

VTAM Subcommand
VTAM commandparameters

VM:Schedule Commands
VM:Schedule has the following commands:

ABEND Command

Authorization: OPERATOR
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ABEND

CANCEL Command

Authorization: USER

CANcel {requestname | *} [([User userid] [Password password]] 

CHANGE Command

Authorization: USER

CHange requestname [command] [( "Options"]

Options:

["Initial date/time options"] [Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

["Repeat options"]

["Resource limit options"]

["Initiation limits options"]

["Shift and range options"]

["Log file options"]

["Monitoring options"]

["Miscellaneous options"]

 

 

Initial date/time options:

  Class class

| Release userid [Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

| “Event Time Options” [Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

 

Event Time Options:

[AT hh:mm:ss] 

[FROMTime hh:mm:ss]

[On day] 

[FRom “From options”]

 

From options: 

  mm/dd/yy 

| dayname

| [“ParmA” [“ParmB” [“ParmC”]] ]

 

ParmA:

{nnn | F | L}

 

ParmB:

{dayname | WE | W | B}

                       

ParmC:

{weeknumber | M | monthname  | Q | nQ}
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Repeat options:

[AGain [BI] interval]

[ON day[-day]] ...

[Every hh:mm:ss]

[DURing {nnn | M | monthname | Q | nQ}]

 

Resource limit options:

[CPu seconds]

[Sio count]

[Uio count]

[STorage size]

 

Initiation limits options:

[For number]

[Totime hh:mm:ss]

[UNtil "Until options"]

 

Until options:

  mm/dd/yy

| dayname

| [“ParmD” [“ParmE” [“ParmF”]] ]

 

ParmD:

{nnn | F | L}

 

ParmE:

{dayname | WE | W | B}

 

ParmF:

{weeknumber | M | monthname | Q | nQ}

 

Shift and range options:

[Inside {shift | range}]

[OUtside {shift | range}]

 

Log file options:

[EXCept [SPool userid]] 

[Log [SPool userid]] 

[Nolog]

 

Monitoring options:

[Monitor {Yes | No}]

[LOGOff {Yes | No}]

[CONSole {Yes | No}]

[CONSTo userid]

[DUMP {CP | VM | N}]

[DUMPTo userid]

 

Miscellaneous options:

[Password password]

[SYSname {systemname | *}]
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[USer userid]

CLASS Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

CLass {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  DISPLAY [class | *] [("Date range options"]

| DRAIN class

| RUN class requestnumber

| START class ["Start options"]

| STOP class

 

Date range options:

[FRom mm/dd/yy]

[UNtil mm/dd/yy]

 

Start options:

[AUTOSTOP]

[MAXSTART number]

CONFIG Command

Authorization: USER

CONFIG [EXEC]

CMS Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

CMS {command | CP command}

DELAY Command

Authorization: USER

DELay requestname {UNTIL hh:mm:ss | FOR hh:mm:ss} [("Options"]

 

Options:

[User userid]

[Password password]

DISPLAY Command

Authorization: OPERATOR
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DIsplay [userid | * ] [requestname | *] [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FRom mm/dd/yy]

[UNtil mm/dd/yy]

[SYSNAME {* | systemname}]

EXEC Command

Authorization: USER

Exec requestname filename [execparms] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Initial date/time options"]

["Repeat options"]

["Initiation limits options"]

["Shift and range options"]

["Log file options"]

 

Initial date/time options:

[AT hh:mm:ss]

[FROMTime hh:mm:ss]

[FRom {"From options"}]

[ON day[-day]] ...

[Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

 

From options:

  mm/dd/yy 

| dayname

| [“ParmA” [“ParmB” [“ParmC”]] ]

   

Repeat options:

[AGain [BI] Interval]

[On day [-day]] 

[Every hh:mm:ss]

[DURing {nnn | M | monthname | Q | nQ}]

 

Initiation limits options:

[For number]

[Totime hh:mm:ss]

[UNtil {"Until options"}]

 

Until options:

  mm/dd/yy 

| dayname 

| [“ParmA” [“ParmB” [“ParmC’]] ]

 

ParmA:

{nnn | F | L}
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ParmB:

{dayname | WE | W | B}

 

ParmC:

{weeknumber | M | monthname | Q | nQ}

 

Shift and range options:

[Inside {shift | range}]

[OUtside {shift | range}]

 

Log file options:

[EXCept [SPool userid]] 

[Log [SPool userid]] 

[Nolog]

END Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

END

HOLD Command

Authorization: USER

Hold {ON | OFF} requestname [([User userid] [Password password]] 

INITIATE Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

INITiate {OFF {ALL | EXCEPT VMD} | ON {ALL | ONLY VMD}}

OPERATOR Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

OPerator

QLOCK Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

QLock

QPCB Command

Authorization: OPERATOR
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QPcb

QREPLY Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

QREPLY

QUERY Command

Authorization: USER

Query  [requestname | *] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Output destination option"]

["Output length option"]

["Miscellaneous options"]

 

Output destination options:

[File filename] [PRint] [STack {FIFO | LIFO}] [Term]

 

Output length options:

[Long | Short]

 

Miscellaneous options:

[LAst | NExt]

[Password password]

[SYSNAME systemname]

[User userid]

RELEASE Command

Authorization: USER

RELease userid requestname [(PASSWORD password]

REPLY Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Reply number text

RESET Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

RESET issuer owner
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RESUME Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

RESume

SCHEDULE Command

Authorization: USER

Schedule requestname [command] [( "Options"]

Options:

["Initial date/time options"] [Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

["Repeat options"]

["Resource limit options"]

["Initiation limits options"]

["Shift and range options"]

["Log file options"]

["Monitoring options"]

["Miscellaneous options"]

 

 

Initial date/time options:

  Class class

| Release userid [Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

| “Event Time Options” [Within {hh:mm:ss | *}]

 

Event Time Options:

[AT hh:mm:ss] 

[FROMTime hh:mm:ss]

[On day] 

[FRom “From options”]

 

From options: 

  mm/dd/yy 

| dayname

| [“ParmA” [“ParmB” [“ParmC”]] ]

 

ParmA:

{nnn | F | L}

 

ParmB:

{dayname | WE | W | B}

                       

ParmC:

{weeknumber | M | monthname  | Q | nQ}

 

Repeat options:

[AGain [BI] interval]

[ON day[-day]] ...
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[Every hh:mm:ss]

[DURing {nnn | M | monthname | Q | nQ}]

 

Resource limit options:

[CPu seconds]

[Sio count]

[Uio count]

[STorage size]

 

Initiation limits options:

[For number]

[Totime hh:mm:ss]

[UNtil "Until options"]

 

Until options:

  mm/dd/yy

| dayname

| [“ParmD” [“ParmE” [“ParmF”]] ]

 

ParmD:

{nnn | F | L}

 

ParmE:

{dayname | WE | W | B}

 

ParmF:

{weeknumber | M | monthname | Q | nQ}

 

Shift and range options:

[Inside {shift | range}]

[OUtside {shift | range}]

 

Log file options:

[EXCept [SPool userid]] 

[Log [SPool userid]] 

[Nolog]

 

Monitoring options:

[Monitor {Yes | No}]

[LOGOff {Yes | No}]

[CONSole {Yes | No}]

[CONSTo userid]

[DUMP {CP | VM | N}]

[DUMPTo userid]

 

Miscellaneous options:

[Password password]

[SYSname {systemname | *}]

[USer userid]
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SET DISPLAY Command

Authorization: USER

SET Display {Novice | Fluent | Expert}

SKIP Command

Authorization: USER

SKip requestname [number] [([User userid][Password password]] 

SUSPEND Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

SUSPEND

TRANSFER Command

Authorization: OPERATOR, USER

TRANSfer {requestname | *} olduser newuser

WHEN Command

Authorization: OPERATOR, USER

When requestname [( "Options"]

 

Options:

["Selection options"]

["Output options"] 

["Miscellaneous options"]

 

Selection options:

[FRom mm/dd/yy]

[NExt number]

[UNtil mm/dd/yy]

 

Output options:

[File filename] [PRint] [Term]

[STack {FIFO │ LIFO}]

 

Miscellaneous options:

[Password password]

[SOrt]

[User userid]
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VM:Secure Commands
If a command is specific to VM:Secure with Rules Facility, this information is indicated. If the command syntax differs
regarding whether the Rules Facility ESM is installed, both syntaxes are given. Any special authorization requirements are
also given.

ABEND Command

Description

ABEND

ACITRACE Command (Rules Facility only)

ACITRACE Command

ACITRACE {ON | OFF}

ADDENTRY Command

Description

The syntax varies according to the type of directory entry that you are creating. In all cases, the options can be specified
in any order.

You must have ADDENTRY authorization through a GRANT ADDENTRY record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

If the skeleton file or input file used to create the directory entry specifies the creation of minidisks, you must have
ADDMDISK authorization through a GRANT ADDMDISK record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

If the skeleton file or input file used to create a user ID enrolls that user ID in SFS, you must be an SFS manager
authorized to allocate space in the target file pool and user storage group.

topdiscfalse

New Entry Profile

ADDEntry name [{filetype | *} [filemode |

*]]  ( PROFILE "Options"

 

Options:

[ACCount number]

[DIST code]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[ACIgroup groupname]

NOTE

The [ACIgroup groupname] option applies only if the Rules Facility is installed.
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New User ID from Skeleton File

ADDEntry name [skelname | *] [("Options"] 

 

Options:

[ACCount number]

[DIST code]

[ENROLL]

[BLOcks number]

[STORGrp number]

[FILEPool poolname]

[IN identity]

[ON member]

[FILE [filename]] [Format | NOFormat]

[MANager mgrid]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[LIFO]

[FIFO]

[Wait | NOWait]

[ACIgroup groupname]

NOTE

The [ACIgroup groupname] option applies only if the Rules Facility is installed.

New User ID Without Skeleton File

ADDEntry name [{filetype | *} [{* | filemode}]]  ( NOSKel "Options"

 

Options:

[ACCount number]

[DIST code]

[ENROLL]

[BLOcks number]

[STORGrp number]

[FILEPool poolname]

[IN identity]

[ON member]

[IPLstmt]

[FILE [filename]] 

[Format | NOFormat]

[MANager mgrid]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO |LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[SUBPOOL poolname]

[Wait | NOWait]

[STEM stemname[.]] 

[ACIgroup groupname]
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NOTE

The [ACIgroup groupname] option applies only if the Rules Facility is installed.

ADDMDISK Command

Description

This command requires ADDMDISK authorization through a GRANT ADDMDISK record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

Either you or the directory manager that will own the directory entry must be authorized to allocate from the subpool in
which you specify the minidisk to be created. You and the owning manager do not both need to be authorized. Either one
of you can have ANYPOOL authorization, which allows you to allocate space from any subpool.

To create a minidisk without formatting it, you must have NOFORMAT ADD authorization through a GRANT NOFORMAT
ADD record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

NOTE

ADDMDISK parms have positional syntax.  Parms must be entered in a particular order, and no parm can be
entered unless the preceding parms are all entered. If no value can be entered for a preceding parm, enter an
asterisk * as a placeholder for that parm.

Options, unlike parms, can be entered in any order.

The syntax of ADDMDISK depends on the type of minidisk being created.

topdiscfalse

Permanent Minidisk

ADDMdisk entry ["Parms"] [("Options"]

 

Parms:

vaddr | *

[subpool | *

[size | *

[devtype | *

[volser | *

[loc | *

[mode | *

[rpw [wpw [mpw]] ]] ]] ]] ]

 

Options:

AUnit unitsize

FILE [filename]

[MSG | NOMSG]

STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

FIFO

LIFO

BLKsize blksize

[Format  | NOFormat]

Label [label]

[Wait | NOWait]
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[Cache | NOCache]

[MDC | NOMDC | RECORDMDC]

[SYSCtl | DEVCtl | NOCtl]

PAValias {vdev | vdev1-vdev2 | vdev.numdevs}...

[WRKALleg | NOWRKALleg]

Permanent Fullpack Minidisk That Is Defined by a Real Device Address

ADDMdisk entry vaddr DEVNO ["Parms"] [("Options"]

 

Parms:

rdev | *

[devtype *

[* * [mode | *]

[rpw [wpw [mpw]] ]] ]

 

Options:

FILE [filename]

[MSG | NOMSG]

STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

FIFO

LIFO

[Cache | NOCAche]

[MDC | NOMDC | RECORDMDC]

[SYSCtl | DEVCtl | NOCtl]

PAValias { vdev | vdev1-vdev2 | vdev.numdevs}...

[WRKALleg | NOWRKALleg]

Temporary Minidisk

ADDMdisk entry {vaddr | *} TDSK [“Parms”] [("Options"]

 

Parms:

size | *

[devtype | *]

 

Options:

AUnit unitsize

FILE [filename]

[MSG | NOMSG]

STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

FIFO

LIFO

Virtual Minidisk in Storage

ADDMdisk entry {vaddr | *} VDSK ["Parms"] [("Options"]

 

Parms:
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size | *

[FB-512 | *

[* * [mode | *]

[rpw [wpw [mpw]] ]] ]

 

Options:

AUnit unitsize

FILE [filename]

[MSG | NOMSG]

STACK [FIFO|LIFO]

FIFO

LIFO

ADMIN Command

Description

ADMIN {"ParmA" [prototype [ERASE]]  | "ParmB"}

 

ParmA:

  POOL poolid 

| PROFILE filename 

| SKELETON filename

 

ParmB:

  GLOBALS

| MANAGERS

| POSIX

| SFSMGRS

ASSIGN Command

Description

ASsign entry mgrid [newentry [account]] 

AUDITEXT Command

Description

AUDITEXT [“Parms”]

 

Parms:

{filename | AUDIT} [{filetype | EXTRACT} [filemode | A0]] 

CAN Command (Rules Facility only)

Description
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CAN userid1 {"ParmA" [("Options"] | "ParmB"}

 

ParmA:

  AUTOLOG  userid2

| COUPLE   {lanowner lanname | SYSTEM vswitchname}

| DIAG88

| DIAGD4

| FOR      userid2

| GROUP    groupid

| LINK     userid2 vaddr [linkmode]

| LOGONBY  userid2

| PASSCHNG

| RDEVCTRL device [{node | *} [READONLY]] 

| SPOOL    userid2

| STORE    [termaddr]

| TAG      node

| TRANSFER userid2

| TRSOURCE

| VALIDATE userid2

| XAUTOLOG userid2

 

ParmB:

  DIAL  termaddr [dialaddr [node]] 

| LOGON termaddr [node]

 

Options:

GROUP groupname

You can query additional authorizations if VM:Schedule is installed on your system and the interface is enabled:

CAN userid1 {"Parms"} [(GROUP groupname]

 

Parms:

  CANCEL userid2 request 

| QUERY userid2 request

| SCHEDULE userid2 request

You can query additional authorizations if VM:Tape is installed on your system and the interface is enabled:

CAN userid1 {"Parms"} [(GROUP groupname]
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Parms:

  CATALOG userid2 volser 

| LIST userid2

| LIST SYSTEM "TapeParms"

| MOUNT userid2 "TapeParms"

{READ | WRITE}

| MOUNT SYSTEM "TapeParms" {READ | WRITE} 

 

TapeParms:

  VOLUME {volser | SCRATCH | FOREIGN}

| DSN datasetname

If VM:Tape is sharing a TMC with the CA 1, you can query authorizations for volumes that were not created on VM
through VM:Tape:

CAN userid1 {"Parms"} [(GROUP groupname]

 

Parms:

  LIST SYSTEM tape

| MOUNT SYSTEM tape {READ | WRITE}

CHANGE Command

CHANGE Command

CHANGE oldentry

newentry

CHGENTRY Command

Description

You must have authorization granted to you through the AUTHORIZ CONFIG statement, GRANT CHGENTRY.

CHGENTRY entry [USER | IDENTITY]

CHGMDISK Command

Description

Use the CHGMDISK command to change or move a minidisk defined in a USER, IDENTITY, or SUBCONFIG directory
entry.

NOTE
Options can be entered in any order.

The command syntax varies according to the type of minidisk you are changing.

topdiscfalse
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Permanent Minidisk

CHGMdisk entry vaddr ["Parms"] [("Options"]

 

Parms:

 {subpool | *}

[{size | = | *}

[{devtype | = | *}

[{volser | = | *}

[{loc | = | *}

[{mode | = | *}

[{rpw | =} 

[{wpw | =} 

[mpw | = ]] ]] ]] ]] 

 

Options:

[AUnit unitsize]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[BLKsize blksize]

[Format | NOFormat]

[Label [label]] 

[NOCOPY]

[Wait | NOWait]

[CAche | NOCAche]

[DEFOpt]

[MDC | NOMDC | RECORDMDC]

[WRKALleg | NOWORKALleg]

[SYSCtl | DEVCtl | NOCtl]

[PAValias { vdev | vdev1-vdev2 | vdev.numdevs} ...]

Temporary Minidisk

CHGMdisk entry vaddr TDSK [ “Parms” ] [( “Options”]

 

Parms:

{size | = | *} [devtype | = | *]

 

Options:

[AUnit unitsize]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

Virtual Minidisk

CHGMdisk entry
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vaddr VDSK ["Parms"] ["Options"]

 

Parms:

 {size|=|*}

[{FB-512 | = | *}

[{volser | = | *}

[{loc | = | *}

[{mode | = | *}

[{rpw | =} [{wpw | =} [{mpw | =}]] ]] ]] ]

 

Options:

[AUnit unitsize]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

DEVNO Disk

CHGMdisk entry vaddr DEVNO [ “Parms” ] [( “Options”]

 

Parms:

{rdev | = | *}

[{devtype | = | *}

[{* | =}

[{* | =}

[{mode | = | *}

[{rpw | =} [{wpw | =} [{mpw | =}]] ]] ]] ]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

CHGVOLNM Command

Description

CHGVOLNM oldvolser newvolser {LABEL | NOLABEL}

WARNING
Warning! When issuing the CHGVOLNM command, the product must have OPTION D84NOPAS in its directory
entry if any user ID has a logon password of LBYONLY and an MDISK statement on oldvolser. Failing to have
this authorization can result in errors and the command outcome can be unpredictable.

CLASS Command

Description
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You must have CLASS authorization through a separate GRANT CLASS record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file for each
class you grant to a user ID.

CLASS entry classes

CMD Command

Description

CMD nodename command

CMS Command

Description

CMS {cmscommand | CP command | EXEC name}

COMPRESS Command

Description

COMPRESS volser number subpool1 [subpool2 [limit]] 

CONFIG Command

Description

CONFIG [Authoriz | Dasd | Product | Security | SFS]

CPFMTXA Command

Description

You must have authorization granted to you through the AUTHORIZ CONFIG statement, GRANT CPFMTXA.

CPFMTXA parameters

DELENTRY Command

Description

If a user ID has minidisks to be deleted, you must have DELMDISK authorization through a GRANT DELMDISK record in
the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

If you want to leave minidisks that have been deleted from a directory entry unformatted, you must have NOFORMAT
DELETE authorization through a GRANT NOFORMAT DELETE record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

NOTE
Options can be entered in any order.

The syntax of DELENTRY depends on the type of directory entry being deleted.

topdiscfalse
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USER, IDENTITY, or SUBCONFIG

DELEntry entry [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[Format | NOFormat]

[HOLD]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[Wait | NOWait]

Directory Profile

DELEntry entry (PROFILE "Options"

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

DELETE Command

Description

You must be the SFS manager for the user ID and you must be authorized to allocate space in the affected file pools, or
you must be an SFS administrator.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

DELETE userid [filepool | ALL | *] [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

DELMDISK Command

DELMDISK Command

You must have DELMDISK authorization through a GRANT DELMDISK record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

If you want to leave intact the contents of minidisks that have been deleted, you must have NOFORMAT DELETE
authorization through a GRANT NOFORMAT DELETE record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.
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NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

DELMdisk entry vaddr [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[Format | NOFormat]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO| LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[Wait | NOWait]

DISPLINK Command

Description

Displink userid [vaddr]

DUPENTRY Command

Description

You must have both DUPENTRY authorization and DUPMDISK authorization through GRANT DUPENTRY, GRANT
DUPMDISK, GRANT ADDMDISK, and GRANT NOFORMAT records in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

In order to use the MANAGER option, you must have ASSIGN authorization through a GRANT ASSIGN record in the
AUTHORIZ CONFIG.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

DUPEntry userid1 userid2 [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[MANager mgrid]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

DUPMDISK Command

Description

You must have DUPMDISK authorization through a GRANT DUPMDISK record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

To use the DUPMDISK command on user IDs other than your own:
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• For the sourceuser, you must have a GRANT DUPMDISK OVER userid TO userid record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG
file.

• For targetuser, you must have a GRANT ADDMDISK OVER userid TO userid record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

DUPMdisk “Source” “Target” ["Parms"] [("Options"]

 

Source:

sourceentry sourcedisk

 

Target:

targetentry targetdisk

 

Parms:

"Mdisk Parms" | "Devno Parms"

 

Mdisk Parms:

 {subpool | *MNGR | *}

[{volser|=|*}

[{loc|=|*}

[{mode|=|W}

[{rpw|=}

[{wpw|=} 

[mpw|=]] ]] ]] 

 

Devno Parms:

 DEVNO rdev

[*

[{mode|=|W}

[{rpw|=} 

[{wpw|=} 

[mpw|=]] ]] ]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[Wait | NOWait]

EDIT Command

Description

You must have EDIT authorization through a GRANT EDIT record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.
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EDIT entry [prototype]

EDX Command

Description

You must have EDIT authorization through a GRANT EDIT record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

EDX entry [prototype]

END Command

Description

You must have END or END FORCE authorization through a GRANT END FORCE record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file
to be able to terminate VM:Secure immediately.

To allow a user to terminate the product only after all current processes complete, give that user END NOFORCE
authorization through a GRANT record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

END [FORCE]

ENROLL Command

Description

You must be the SFS manager for the user ID and you must be authorized to allocate space in the affected file pools, or
you must be an SFS administrator.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

ENROLL userid [“Parms”] [(“Options”]

 

Parms:

{blocks | *} [{storgrp | *} [filepool|*]] 

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[IPLstmt]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

ENTRY Command Reference

Description

To update or query a single attribute or statement in any type of directory entry, issue the ENTRY command. The ENTRY
command provides subcommands for processing almost all of the valid directory statements. The subcommands
correspond to the IBM CP user directory control statements that they affect. For the syntax, see ENTRY Subcommands.
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For more information about the directory statements affected by the ENTRY command, see the IBM CP Planning and
Administration Guide for your release of VM.

EXPIRE Command

Description

EXPIRE userid

EXTRACT Command

Description

 

Parms:

{filename | EXTRACT} [{filetype | DIRECT} [filemode | A1]] 

GENACI Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

When the GENACI command is used in a CMS EXEC, the issuing user ID should have NOPASS GENACI authorization in
the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file. This authorization prevents the issuer from being prompted for a password for each change.

GENACI userid [groupname | *]

GENHS Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

When the GENHS command is used in a CMS EXEC, the issuing user ID should have NOPASS GENHS authorization in
the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file. This authorization prevents the issuer from being prompted for a password for each change.

GENHS userid [number]

GENINCL Command

Description

GENINCL userid [profile]

GETENTRY Command

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

To retrieve a directory entry:

GETENTRY entry [("Options"]
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Options:

[DISK | RDR]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[NOLock | Lock]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[STEM stemname [.]] 

To get a directory profile:

GETENTRY entry (PROFILE "Options"

 

Options:

[DISK | RDR ]

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[NOLock | Lock]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[STEM stemname [.]] 

GETPWEXP Command

Description

You must have GETPWEXP authorization through a GRANT GETPWEXP record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file to be
able to obtain password expiration information.

To use the GETPWEXP command on user IDs other than your own, you must have a GRANT GETPWEXP OVER userid
TO userid record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

GETPWEXP [userid] [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG ]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

GRANT AUTHORITY Command

Description

Enroll the VM:Secure service virtual machine as an SFS administrator in the DMSPARMS configuration file of every file
pool for which the GRANT AUTHORITY command will be issued. VM:Secure does not need to manage the file pool.

You must have GRANT AUTHORITY authorization through a GRANT record in the VM:Secure AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.
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NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

GRANT AUThority ["Parms"] TO “Target” [("Options"]

 

Parms:

[filename filetype] dirid

 

Target:

{userid | PUBLIC | nickname}

 

Options:

[READ | WRITE | NEWRead | NEWWrite | DIRRead | DIRWrite] 

[TYPE | NOType]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

GROUP Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

GROUP [groupname | ?] [("Options"]

 

Options:

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

HISTORY Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

HISTORY [entry]

IPLDISKX Command

Description

IPLDISKX entry

JOURNAL Command

VM:Secure with Security Management description | VM:Secure without Security Management description
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With Rules Facility installed:

To list current journal information:

JOURNAL {LIST | LISTPSWD } ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

[{userid1 | termaddr} [command [userid2 [vaddr]] ]

To reset journal entries:

JOURNAL RESET {userid1 | termaddr} command [userid2 [vaddr]] 

Without Rules Facility:

To list current journal information:

JOURNAL {LIST | LISTPSWD} [userid1 [command [userid2 [vaddr]] ]] 

To reset journal entries:

JOURNAL RESET userid1

command [userid2 [vaddr]] 

LISTAUTH Command

Description

LISTAUTH [userid [authword ...]]   [(TYPE | FIFO | LIFO]

LOCAL Command Prefix

Description

LOCAL command

LOCK Command

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

LOCK {"Parms"} [("Options"]

 

Parms:

  FILE filename filetype filemode

| PROFILE profilename

| USERID userid
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Options:

[FILE [filename ]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

LOGMSG Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

LOGMSG ["Parms"] [(ERASE]

 

Parms:

  *

| groupname

| DIALFAIL

| LOGFAIL

| NORULE

| SYSTEM

MACLOAD Command

Description

MACLOAD filename [filetype | <svm>] [(LOAD]

MAINT Command

Description

To perform user functions on your own user ID, you must have MAINT subfunction authorization through a GRANT MAINT
subfunction record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file, where subfunction is the specific subfunction you want to use.

To perform user functions on another user ID, you must have MAINTMAN userid USER subfunction authorization through
a GRANT MAINTMAN userid USER subfunction record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file, where subfunction is the specific
subfunction you want to use.

To perform management functions, you must have MAINTMAN userid subfunction authorization through a
GRANT MAINTMAN userid subfunction record in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

MAINT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  Account newacct [NEXTLOG | TEMP | IMMED]

| DEFine oldvaddr

newvaddr 

| Delete vaddr
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| DIstrib newdist

| Help | ?

| Ipl [sysname | vaddr ] [PARM parameters]

| Link  ownerid vaddr1 vaddr2 [ mode]

| MACHINE [XA | ESA | XC | Z]

| Manage entry subfunction

| MDpw [vaddr]

| MGrid

| Minidisk vaddr

| Option attribute {ON | OFF} 

| Password

| Review

|

RLink vaddr

|

SCratch vaddr

|

Storage

{sizeK | sizeM}

|

Terminal symbolname {ON

|

OFF

| char | hex}

MANAGE Command

MANAGE Command

MANage entry [number [vaddr]] 

MAP Command

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

MAP [volume [ALL | ALLOC | EXTENT | FREE]]  [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE filename ]

[POOLS]

[PRINT]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]
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[TERM]

MAY Command

MAY Command

MAY [userid [authword ...]] 

MDSKSCAN Command

Description

If the MDSKSCAN command is to be issued from an EXEC, the issuing user ID must have NOPASS MDSKSCAN
authorization in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

MDSKSCAN [entry| *] [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename ]] 

[MANAGER {mgrid | *}]

[NOWAIT]

MODIFY Command

Description

You must be the SFS manager for the user ID and you must be authorized to allocate space in the affected file pools, or
you must be an SFS administrator.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

MODIFY userid [blocks [filepool]]  [("Options"]

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

MOVE2SFS Command

Description

You must be the SFS manager for the user ID and you must be authorized to allocate space in the affected file pools, or
you must be an SFS administrator.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

MOVE2SFS userid [vaddr] [("Options"]
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Options:

[DELete]

[IPLstmt]

[POOL ["Poolparms"]] 

 

Poolparms:

{filepool | *} [{storgroup | *} [blocks | ADDSPACE | USESPACE ]] 

MULTIPLE Command

Description

MULTIPLE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ACTIVATE filename filetype

| HOLD filename filetype

| NEWUSER filename filetype

| REMOVE filename filetype

NEWIPL Command

Description

NEWIPL

NOLOG Command

Description

The user ID issuing the NOLOG command through an EXEC or through CP SMSG must have NOPASS NOLOG
authorization.

NOLOG userid

OVERRIDE Command

Description

You must have the CP privilege class to use the CMS OVERRIDE command before you can use this command.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

OVERRIDE filename filetype filemode [("Options"]

 

Options:

[CLEAR]

[DEFER]
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[IMMEDIATE] 

[VALIDATE]

PAINT Command

Description

PAINT filename [skeleton]

PASSWORD Command

VM:Secure with Security Management description | VM:Secure without Security Management description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

With Rules Facility installed

PASSWORD userid [RESET | NORESET] [newpass | ?]  [("Options"]

 

Options:

[BYONLY]

[LOGON]

[TERM]

Without Rules Facility

PASSWORD userid [newpass] [(LOGON]

QCPCFG Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

QCPcfg

QLOCK Command

Description

QLock

QPCB Command

Description

QPcb

QRULES Command (Rules Facility only)

Description
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QRULES userid1 {"ParmA" [("Options"] | "ParmB"}

 

ParmA:

  AUTOLOG  userid2

| COUPLE   {lanowner lanname | SYSTEM vswitchname}

| DIAG88

| DIAGD4

| FOR      userid2

| GROUP    groupid

| LINK     userid2 vaddr [linkmode]

| LOGONBY  userid2

| PASSCHNG

| RDEVCTRL device [{node | *} [READONLY]] 

| SPOOL    userid2

| STORE    [termaddr]

| TAG      node

| TRANSFER userid2

| TRSOURCE

| VALIDATE userid2

| XAUTOLOG userid2

 

ParmB:

  DIAL  termaddr [dialaddr [node]] 

| LOGON termaddr [node]

 

Options:

GROUP groupname

You can query additional authorizations if VM:Schedule is installed on your system and the interface is enabled:

QRULES userid1 {"Parms"} ["Options"]

 

Parms:

  CANCEL userid2 request 

| QUERY userid2 request

| SCHEDULE userid2 request

 

Options:

GROUP groupname
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You can query additional authorizations if VM:Tape is installed on your system and the interface is enabled:

QRULES userid1 {"Parms"} [("Options"]

 

Parms:

  CATALOG userid2 volser 

| LIST userid2

| LIST SYSTEM "TapeParms"

| MOUNT userid2 "TapeParms"

{READ | WRITE}

| MOUNT SYSTEM "TapeParms" {READ | WRITE} 

 

TapeParms:

  VOLUME {volser | SCRATCH | FOREIGN}

| DSN datasetname

 

Options:

GROUP groupname

If VM:Tape is sharing a TMC with the CA 1, you can query authorizations for volumes that were not created on VM
through VM:Tape:

QRULES userid1 {"Parms"} [("Options"]

 

Parms:

  LIST SYSTEM tape

| MOUNT SYSTEM tape { READ | WRITE }

 

Options:

GROUP groupname

QSTART Command

Description

QSTART

QUERY Command

VM:Secure with Security Management description | VM:Secure without Security Management description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

With Rules Facility installed

QUERY {"Parms"}
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Parms:

  {"ParmA"} [(MANAGER mgrid]

| {"ParmB"} [("OptionB"]

| {"ParmC"} [("OptionC"]

| {"ParmD"} [("OptionD"]

| {"ParmE"}

 

ParmA:

  Alloc 

| Skeleton

| Subpool

| PROfiles

 

ParmB:

  ACcount [userid]

| Class [userid]

| Encrypt

| FILEPOOL

| LOGMSG [* | groupname | DIALFAIL | LOGFAIL | NORULE | SYSTEM]

| Servant

| SFS

| SSI

| Version

 

OptionB:

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

 

ParmC:

  Hold [userid]

| Users [userid] 

 

OptionC:

[EXEC]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[MANAGER mgrid]

[NOSFS]

 

ParmD:

  Password num

| PRfusers profname 

 

OptionD:

[EXEC]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[MANAGER mgrid]
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ParmE:

  Managers [( [STACK [FIFO | LIFO]]  [FIFO] [LIFO] [NOSFS]] 

| WORKUNIT workunitnum

Without Rules Facility

QUERY {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  {"ParmA"} [(MANAGER mgrid]

| {"ParmB"} [("OptionB"]

| {"ParmC"} [("OptionC"]

| {"ParmD"} [("OptionD"]

| {"ParmE"}

 

ParmA:

  Alloc 

| Skeleton

| Subpool

| PROfiles

 

ParmB:

  ACcount [userid]

| Class [userid]

| FILEPOOL

| Servant

| SFS

| SSI

| Version

 

OptionB:

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

 

ParmC:

  Hold [userid]

| Users [userid] 

 

OptionC:

[EXEC]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[MANAGER mgrid]

[NOSFS]

 

ParmD:

  Password num

| PRfusers profname 
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OptionD:

[EXEC]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[MANAGER mgrid]

 

ParmE:

  Managers [( [STACK [FIFO | LIFO]]  [FIFO] [LIFO] [NOSFS]] 

| WORKUNIT workunitnum

REBUILD Command

REBUILD Command

REBUILD

RECLAIM Command

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

RECLAIM  [vaddr | *] [("Options"]

 

Options:

[ACCess | NOAccess]

[FILE [filename]] 

[Format | NOFormat]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO] 

[LIFO] 

[Wait | NOWait]

REPENTRY Command

Description

NOTE
Options can be entered in any order.

To replace a user directory entry:

REPEntry "Parms" [("Options"]

 

Parms:

entryname [{filetype | * | DIRECT} [filemode| * | A]] 

 

Options:
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[FILE [filename]] 

[Format | NOFormat]

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[Wait | NOWait]

To replace a directory profile:

REPEntry "Parms" (PROFILE ["Options"]

 

Parms:

filename [{filetype | * | DIRECT} [filemode | * | A]] 

 

Options:

[FILE [filename ]] 

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

RESET Command

VM:Secure with Security Management description | VM:Secure without Security Management description

With Rules Facility installed

RESET {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  AUTOLOG requester [targetid]

| DEVICE termaddr

| LINK requester [targetid [vaddr]] 

| USER userid

| USERPASS userid

| VMXLINK requester [targetid [vaddr]] 

| XAUTOLOG requester [targetid]

Without Rules Facility

RESET {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

USERPASS userid

| VMXLINK requester [targetid [vaddr]] 
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REVOKE AUTHORITY Command

Description

Enroll the service virtual machine as an SFS administrator in the DMSPARMS configuration file of every file pool for which
the REVOKE AUTHORITY command will be issued. The product does not need to manage the file pool.

You must have REVOKE AUTHORITY authorization through a GRANT record in the product AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

REVOKE AUTHORITY "Resource" FROM {"Who"} [("Options"]

 

Resource:

[filename

filetype] dirid

 

Who:

 userid

| ALL

| PUBLIC

| nickname

 

Options:

[KEEPDirread | KEEPNewread | KEEpread | NEWauth | RWAuth] 

[TYPe | NOType]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

RULEMAP Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

RULEMAP ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

  USER [userid] [(PRINT]

| ANY [groupname ] [(PRINT]

| GROUP [groupname] [(PRINT]

| TERM [groupname] [(PRINT]

| MEMBERS [groupname] [(EXEC]

RULES Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

RULES ["Parms"]
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Parms:

  USER [("UserOpts"]

| GROUP [("RuleOpts"]

| SYSTEM [("RuleOpts"]

 

UserOpts:

[ERASE]

[HELP]

 

RuleOpts:

[DEFAULT]

[ERASE]

[HELP]

SCAN Command

Description

You must have SCAN authorization in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG file.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

SCAN token ... [("Options"]

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[FILE [filename]] 

SUBCONFIG Command

Description

SUBconfig

SYSWORD Command (Rules Facility only)

Description

SYSWORD {SET token | QUERY [(STACK]}

TAG Command

Description

You must be authorized for the TAG command in the AUTHORIZ CONFIG.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.
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TAG {"Parms"} 

 

Parms:

  DEFine      tagname

nnn               

| REVoke      tagname                   

| Query       {tagname | ALL}  [ ("Options"]

| SET         {userid |*}  tagname

data 

| DELete      {userid |*}  tagname 

| SHOW        {userid |*}  {tagname | ALL} [("Options"]

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG ]

[STACK [FIFO|LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

[FILE [filename]] 

TAKEOVER Command

Description

TAKEOVER

TRACE Command

Description

TRACE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  MACRO "Macroparms"

| LIST [userid [macname]] 

| STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

| CLOSE {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

 

Macroparms:

[macname | *]

[LINES first last]

[OPT option]

[USER userid]

[TO destuser]

[TYPE | MSG | PRINT]

TRANSFER Command

Description

TRANSFER oldentry oldvaddr newentry newvaddr
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ULIST Command

Description

ULIST [entryname [mgrid]]  [( [FILE | NOSFS]] 

UNLOCK Command

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

UNLOCK {"Parms"} [("Options"]

 

Parms:

  FILE filename filetype filemode

|

PROFILE profile

| USER userid

 

Options:

[FILE [filename]] 

[MSG | NOMSG ]

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

[FIFO]

[LIFO]

USER Command

Description

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

User [number [vaddr]] 

ENTRY Subcommands
For more information about the directory entry statements that the corresponding ENTRY subcommands affect, see the
IBM CP Planning and Administration Guide for your version of VM.

NOTE

Options can be entered in any order.

ACCOUNT

ENTRY entryname Account {"Parms"} [( "Options"]
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Parms:        

 acctnum1 [acctnumn] ...

| DELETE {* | acctnum1 [acctnumn] ...}

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

ADJUNCT

ENTRY entryname ADJUNCT {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

Parms:

 userid

| DELETE

| ?

        

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]]

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

        

Stack Options:

FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]        

 

APPCPASS

ENTRY entryname APPCpass {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  gate_lu gate_known_lu userid {password | DELETE}

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

[“Stack Options”]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:
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  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

AUTOLOG

ENTRY entryname AUTOlog {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  userid1 [useridn] ...

| DELETE {* | userid1 [useridn] ...}

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

CLASS

ENTRY entryname CLass {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  privilegeclasses

| DELETE 

| *

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

COMMAND

ENTRY entryname COMMAND "Parms" [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

 ordinal { cp_cmd | DELETE | ?}
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Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

CONSOLE

ENTRY entryname Console {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

 vdev {3215 | 3270} [class [secuser [OBServer]] ]

| DELETE

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

CPU

ENTRY entryname CPU cpuaddr {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  [BASE] [CPUID bbbbbb] [NODEDicate | DEDicate]

| DELETE

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
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CRYPTO

ENTRY entryname CRYPto {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  "First Crypto Statement Parms"

| "Subsequent Crypto Statement Parms"

| DELETE

| ?

 

First Crypto Statement Parms:

  APVIRTual

| DOMAIN domain1 [domainn] ... [APDEDicated aps1 [apsn] ...] 

 

Subsequent Crypto Statement Parms:

  DOMAIN domain1 [domainn] ... [APDEDicated aps1 [apsn] ...]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

D8ONECMD

ENTRY entryname D8ONECMD {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  {FAIL | LOG | OFF} [UNLOCK | LOCK]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

DATEFORMAT
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ENTRY entryname DATEFormat {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  SHOrtdate

| FULldate

| ISOdate

| SYSdefault

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

DEDICATE

ENTRY entryname Dedicate vdev {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  "Dasd Parms" [R/O] [NOQIOASSIST] [USERACCESSED userid]

| "Tape Parms"

| "Other Parms"

| DELETE

| ?

 

Dasd Parms:

  rdev [[VOLID] volid]

| [[VOLID] volid]

 

Tape Parms:

 rdev [R/O] "Tape User Parms"

 

Tape User Parms:

  [SINGLEUSER] [NOASSIGN] [NOQIOASSIST]

|  MULTUSER    [NOASSIGN] [NOQIOASSIST]

 

Other Parms:

 rdev [NOQIOASSIST] [USERACCESSED userid]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]
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[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

DISTRIB

ENTRY entryname DISTrib {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  distcode

| DELETE 

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

IOPRIORITY

ENTRY entryname IOPRIORity {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  {ABSolute | RELative} low [high]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

IPL
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ENTRY entryname Ipl {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  {namesys | vdev} [LOADParm load_parameters] [PARM parameters]

| fcp_vdev [LOADParm load_parameters]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

IUCV

ENTRY entryname IUCV {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  {"Iucv Type"} [Priority] [Msglimit limit]

| *ASYNCMD [Msglimit limit]

| *IDENT "Ident Parms"

| DELETE

| ?

 

Iucv Type:

  ALLOW

| ANY

| gatewayid

| resourceid

| userid

| *ACCOUNT

| *BLOCKIO

| *CCS

| *CONFIG

| *CRM

| *LOGREC

| *MONITOR

| *MSG

| *MSGALL

| *RPI

| *SCLP

| *SIGNAL
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| *SPL

| *SYMPTOM

| *VMEVENT

| *VSWITCH

 

Ident Parms:

  GATEWAY GATEWAY

| name {LOCAL | GLOBAL | GATEWAY}

| RESANY {LOCAL | GLOBAL}

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

LINK

ENTRY entryname Link "Parms" [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  owner owner_vdev vdev [mode | DELETE | ?]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

LOADDEV

ENTRY entryname LOADDEV {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  BOOTprog {bootprog_number  | DELETE | ?}

| BR_LBA   {hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh | DELETE | ?}

| LUN      {hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh | DELETE | ?}

| PORTname {hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh | DELETE | ? }

| SCPdata {'text' | HEX 'hh..hh' | DELETE | ?}
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Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

LOGONBY

ENTRY entryname LOGONBY {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  userid1 [useridn] ...

| DELETE [userid1 [useridn] ... | *]

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

MACHINE

ENTRY entryname MACHine {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  {ESA | XA | XC | Z} [maxcpu]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO
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| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

MAXSTORAGE

ENTRY entryname MAXSTORage {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  nnnnnnnK

| nnnnM

| nnnnG

| nnnnT

| nnnnP

| nnnnE

| *

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

NAMESAVE

ENTRY entryname NAMESAVE {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  segment1 [segmentn] ...

| DELETE [segment1 [segment] ... | *]

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:
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  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

NICDEF

ENTRY entryname NICDEF vdev {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  TYPE {HIPERsockets | QDIO | IEDN | INMN} "Nicdef Options"

| DELETE

| ?

 

Nicdef Options:

 

[ DEVices devs] 

[LAN {{ownerid | *} lanname | SYSTEM vswitch}]

[CHPID hh]

[MACID macaddress]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

NOPDATA

ENTRY entryname NOPDATA ["Parms"] [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
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OPTION

ENTRY entryname Option {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  option1 [value1] [optionn [valuen]]  ...

| DELETE option1 [optionn] ...

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

POSIXGLIST

ENTRY entryname POSIXGLIST {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  GIDS   [DELETE] gid ...

| GNAMES [DELETE] gnames ...

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

POSIXINFO

ENTRY entryname POSIXINFO {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  UID    [uid    | DELETE]

| GID    [gid    | DELETE]

| GNAMES [gname | DELETE]

| FSROOT [fsroot | DELETE]
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| IUPGM  [iupgm | DELETE]

| IWDIR  [iwdir | DELETE]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

POSIXOPT

ENTRY entryname POSIXOPT {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  EXEC_SETIDS [ALLOW | DISALLOW | SYSDEFAULT | DELETE]

| QUERYDB     [ALLOW | DISALLOW | SYSDEFAULT | DELETE]

| SETIDS      [ALLOW | DISALLOW | DELETE]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

REVIEW

ENTRY entryname REVIEW [ALL] [( "Options"]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:
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  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

SCREEN

ENTRY entryname SCReen {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  "Area Parms" ...

| DELETE ["Area"]

| ?      ["Area"]

 

Area Parms:

"Area" {"Hilight" ["Color"] | "Color" ["Hilight"]} 

 

Area:

  ALL

| INArea

| STAtarea

| OUTarea

| CPOut

| VMOut

| INRedisp

 

Hilight:

  BLInk

| NONe

| REVvideo

| UNDerlin

 

Color:

  BLUe

| GREen

| PINk

| RED

| TURquois

| WHIte

| YELlow

| DEFault

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
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SHARE

ENTRY entryname SHARE {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  {ABSolute y% | RELative z} ["Share Parms"]

| DELETE

| ?

 

Share Parms:

  NOLimit

| LIMITSoft 

| LIMITHard 

| {ABSolute a% | RELative b} [LIMITSoft | LIMITHard]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

SPECIAL

ENTRY entryname SPEcial vdev {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  3270

| {2701 | 2702 | 2703} [Ibm | Tele]

| {CTCA | 3088 | BCTC | SCTC | CNC | FCTC} [* | userid]

| HIPERs [devs [{ownerid | *} lanname]] 

| QDIO [devs [{ownerid | *} lanname | SYSTEM switchname]] 

| MSGPROC userid [n]

| DELETE

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
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SPOOLFILE

ENTRY entryname SPOOLFile {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  MAXSPOOL nnnn

| DELETE

| ?

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

SPOOL

ENTRY entryname Spool vdev {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  devtype [class ["Spool Parms"]] 

| DELETE

| ?

 

Spool Parms:

 width length

[4WCGM | 2WCGM]

[CFS | BTS]

[NODATACK | DATACK]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

STDEVOPT

ENTRY entryname STDEvopt {"Parms"} [( "Options"]
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Parms:

  {"Stdevopt Parms"}

| DELETE

| ?

 

Stdevopt Parms:

  "Dasdsys Parms"

| "Library Parms" 

| "Dasdsys Parms" "Library Parms"

| "Library Parms" "Dasdsys Parms"

 

Dasdsys Parms:

{DASDSYS {NODATAMOVER | NOCONCOPY} | DASDSYS {DATAMOVER | CONCOPY}}

 

Library Parms:

{LIBRARY NOCTL | LIBRARY CTL}

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

STORAGE

ENTRY entryname STORage {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  nnnnnnnK

| nnnnM

| nnnnG

| nnnnT

| nnnnP

| nnnnE

| *

| DELETE

| ?
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Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

VMRELOCATE

ENTRY entryname VMRELOCATE {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  [ON] DOMAIN {domain_name | SSI}

|  ON  [DOMAIN SSI | DOMAIN domain_name]

| OFF  [DOMAIN {domain_name | SSI}]

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

XAUTOLOG

ENTRY entryname XAUTOlog {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  userid1 [useridn] ...

| DELETE {* | userid1 [useridn] ...}

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO
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| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

XCONFIG

ENTRY entryname XCONfig {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  ACCEsslist {ALSIZE alecount | DELETE | ?}

| ADDRspace {"Addrspace Parms" | DELETE | ?}

| ?

 

Addrspace Parms:

MAXNUMBER nnnn

TOTSIZE {nnnnnM | nnnnG}

[NOSHARE | SHARE]

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO

| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

XSTORE

ENTRY entryname XSTORE ["Parms"] [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  ALL

| size

| DELETE

| ?

 

 

Options:

[MSG | NOMSG]

[FILE [filename]] 

["Stack Options"]

[STEM stemname]

 

Stack Options:

  FIFO

| LIFO
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| STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

VM:Spool Commands
VM:Spool has the following commands:

ABEND Command

ABEND

WARNING

Warning! Do not use the ABEND command to terminate VM:Spool unless an unusual situation arises and a
dump is needed.

ADMIN CONFIG Command

ADMIN CONFIG

AUDITEXT Command

AUDITEXT  [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

BACKUP Command

BACKUP [jobname | SYSTEM] [( [NOSYNC | SYNC] [WAIT | NOWAIT]] 

BROWSE Command

BROWSE [userid] [queue] [spoolid | devaddr] [PROFILE [macroname] | NOPROF]

CANCEL Command

CANCEL {BACKUP | RESTORE} [jobname | SYSTEM]

CATALOG Command

CATALOG [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

CMS Command

CMS {command | CP command | EXEC name}

WARNING

Warning! VM:Spool stops processing while the CMS command runs. If you ever need to run this command, first
consider how long processing takes.

EDIT Command

EDIT [userid] [queue] [spoolid | devaddr] [( "Options"]
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Options:

[FOR numberlines]

[FROM line]

[LRECL lrecl]

END Command

END [FORCE]

FILE Command

FILE [filename [filetype [filemode]] ]

OVERVIEW Command

OVERVIEW [( [EXACT] [PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]] 

PURGE Command

PURGE filename [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[EXACT] 

[PROFILE macroname]

[REAL | TEST] 

[SHOWEXIT [ALL | SELECTED]] 

QLOCK Command

QLock [userid [ACTIVE | PENDING]] 

QPCB Command

QPcb    

QSTART Command

QSTART      

RESTCAT Command

RESTCAT [catname | SYSTEM]

RESTDBAS Command

RESTDBAS [ [catname | SYSTEM] [jobname [restdate] ] ]
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WARNING

Warning! If you want to use RESTDBAS, the database update facility must be enabled. If you disable that
facility, the database is never updated and the RESTDBAS command is useless.

RESTORE Command

RESTORE [jobname | SYSTEM]

SETALL Command

SETALL field value

SIGNAL Command

SIGNAL worker {CANCEL | NEWTAPE | RETRY}

SPOOLALL Command

SPOOLALL   [ / [filename] ]  [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[BACKUP]

[CATALOG catname]

[EXACT]

[JOB jobname]

[PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

[TBP]

SPOOLCAT DISK Command

SPOOLCAT DISK [filename [filetype [filemode]] ] [PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

SPOOLCAT TAPE Command

SPOOLCAT TAPE  [volser] [( PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

SPOOLIST Command

SPOOLIST [SYSTEM | userids...] [ / [filename | search_string] ] [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[BACKUP]

[CATALOG catname]

[EXACT]

[JOB jobname]

[PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

[TBP]
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SPOOLSEL Command

SPOOLSEL filename [ ( "Options" ]

 

Options:

[BACKUP]

[ERASE]

[PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

STATUS Command

STATUS [jobname]

TAG Command

TAG [userid] [queue] [spoolid | devaddr]

TRACE Command

TRACE {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  MACRO [filename [fromline toline [tracekey]] ]

| START [userid [filename [fromline toline] tracekey]] 

| STOP [userid]

| CLOSE [userid]

VOLMAP Command

VOLMAP [volser] [ ( PROFILE macroname | NOPROF]

VM:Spool VSEG Commands
VM:Spool V/Seg Component commands depend on the service virtual machine on which the commands are run.

SDF Service Virtual Machine (AUTOVSEG) Commands

The commands in this section are used to control the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine, which performs automated
functions on System Date Files (SDFs).

The majority of these commands use the CP Special Message facility (SMSG) to send messages to AUTOVSEG. Some
commands instead use the CP VSEG facility. These latter commands are listed in their own subsection. All CP VSEG
commands require privilege class E.

topfalse

AUTHorize Command

Privilege: ALL

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG AUTHorize userid dcss1 [dcss2 ... dcssn] [* comment...]
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CP SMsg AUTOVSEG AUTHorize userid ALL

BACKup Command

Privilege: Granted for specific System Data File (SDF) names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG BACKup [type] sdfname [ASSOCiates | SPACE]

Checkpoint Command

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Checkpoint

CLEANup Command

Privilege: ALL

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CLEANup [ftype1 [ftype2... [ftypen]] ] [Quiet]

CMS Command

Privilege: ALL

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CMS command

CP Command

Privilege: ALL

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CP command

DEFSEG Command

Privilege: Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG DEFSEG name operands

DEFSYS Command

Privilege: Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG DEFSYS name operands

EXEC Command

Privilege: ALL

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG EXEC execname
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PURge Command

Privilege: Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG PURge sdfname [spoolid] [ASSOCiates | SPACE] [CLass c]

Query Command

AUTHORIZE, BACKUP, and VSEG queries are granted for specific SDF names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE;
CLEANUP is authorized by ALL privileges, and sdfname by being authorized for any AUTOVSEG functions.

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query AUTHorize [userid]

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query BACKup [sdftype] sdfname

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query CLEANup [ftype]... [QUIet]

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query sdfqueue Query_SDF_operands

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query VSEG_operands

REDEFine Command

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG REDEFine name [AS newname] [SENDFILE]

RELOAD Command

Requires SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RELOAD

RESTART Command

Requires SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RESTART

RESTore Command

Granted for specific NSS/DCSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE, or for other SDFs via ALL privilege.

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RESTore [type] sdfname [AS newname] [ASSOCiates | SPACE]

SET Command

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG SET VSEG_operands

AUTOVSEG SHOW Command

Privilege: All users unless specifically prohibited
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CP SMsg AUTOVSEG SHOW [[sdftype [filename]]  | SYSTEM]

STOP Command

Privilege: ALL

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG STOP

UNAUTHorize Command

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG UNAUTHorize userid dcss1 [dcssn]...

VSEG QUERY AUDIT Command

VSEG Query AUDIT

VSEG QUERY AUTOFIT Command

VSEG Query AUTOFIT {* | basename}

VSEG QUERY REQuests Command

VSEG Query REQuests [* | userid | ALL]

VSEG QUERY SEGNAME Command

VSEG Query [SEGNAME] {"Entry Type"} {reqname | *} [USER {* | userid}]

 

Entry Type:

  SYSTEM

| SAVESYS

| *

VSEG QUERY VERSION Command

VSEG Query VERsion

VSEG SET Command

VSEG SET [SEGNAME] {"Entry Type"} sntname reqname ["Parms"]

 

Entry Type:

  SYStem

| SAVESYS

 

Parms:

[USER {* | userid}]
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[ACIgroup group]

[ACCount account]

[NOTIFY]

[XA | 370]

VSEG SET OFF Command

VSEG SET [SEGNAME] OFF {* | reqname} ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

  [USER * | userid]

| ACIgroup group

| ACCOUNT account

VSEG SET AUDIT Command

VSEG SET AUDIT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ON [userid]

| OFF

| {CHANGES | USAGE | ALL} [userid]

| USERid userid

VSEG SET AUTOFIT Command

VSEG SET AUTOFIT basename WITH name1 [name2 ... name16]

VSEG SET AUTOFIT OFF Command

VSEG SET AUTOFIT basename OFF

SDF Backup and Restore Commands

The following commands provide interactive System Data File backup and restore functions. All require Class D privilege.

SPDISK Command

SPDISK QUERY     user   spid   [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK SCAN                    [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK NEXTFILE  user   [spid] [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK BACKUP    user   spid   [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK RESTORE   user   qid    [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK PURGE     user   spid   [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK NEXTUSER  [user]        [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK MAP       user   spid   [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[AS x]

[MRENAME x y]
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[SRENAME x y]

[APPEND]

[REPLACE]

[CPQUERY]

[SHORT]

[NOINFO]

[NOPSEUDO]

[NOSYSTEM]

[DISK | TAPE [tapenumber] | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TYPE]

[STEM stem]

[VARIABLE var]

[XAFORMAT | SPFORMAT | HPO | SPTAPE]

[NO2NDTM]

[CLASS c]

[CTYPE ttt]

[QUEUE qqq]

[AFTER tod]

[BEFORE tod]

[CLOSED]

[AVAILABL]

[NOTOPEN]

[OPEN]

[NOTCLOSE]

SSXBCK Command

SSXBCK type fid [( [count] ["Options"] ]

 

Options:

[NOTIFY userid]

[MODE m]

[LOGGING [1 | 0]] 

[SPACE]

[OWNER owner]

SSXRST Command

SSXRST fn ft [fm] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[NOTIFY userid]

[LOGGING [1 | 0]] 

[SPACE]

[AS name]

[MRENAME oldname newname]

[SRENAME oldname newname]

UNPURGER Service Virtual Machine Commands

The UNPURGER service virtual machine handles user-purged spool files. UNPURGER can either truly purge the files,
back them up to minidisk, or transfer them to another user ID.

All UNPURGER commands require SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW privileges.
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UNPURGER BACKUP Command

SMSG UNPURGER BACKUP {START date time | FINISH}

UNPURGER cmscommand Command

CP SMsg UNPURGER cmscommand

UNPURGER LIST Command

CP SMsg UNPURGER LIST [userid] [type]

UNPURGER RELOAD Command

CP SMsg UNPURGER RELOAD

UNPURGER RESTART Command

CP SMsg UNPURGER RESTART

UNPURGER RESTORE Command

CP SMsg UNPURGER RESTORE [userid] [id | key] [("Options"]

 

Options:

  FOR userid 

| QUEUE queue 

| xxx

| [WARN | NOWARN]

CONSOLES Service Virtual Machine Commands

All CONSOLES commands require SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW privileges.

CONSOLES cmscommand Command

CP SMsg CONSOLES cmscommand

CONSOLE LIST Command

CP SMsg CONSOLES LIST [userid] [type]

CONSOLES RELOAD Command

CP SMsg CONSOLES RELOAD
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CONSOLES RESTART Command

CP SMsg CONSOLES RESTART

CONSOLES SCAVENGE Command

CP SMsg CONSOLES SCAVENGE

CONSOLES SEND Command

CP SMsg CONSOLES SEND [userid] [type]

CONSOLES SHOW Command
CP SMsg CONSOLES SHOW

CONSOLES STOP Command
CP SMsg CONSOLES STOP

VM:Tape Commands
VM:Tape has the following commands:

ALLOCATE Command

Authorization: ALLOCATE. MOUNTFOR also required for attaching to a user ID other than your own.

ALLOCate [vaddr] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[DEN densityname] | [mediatype] [recordingformat]

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT type]

[FOR userid]

[PRIOrity number]

[QUEue | NOQUEue]

[REAd | WRIte]

[WAit | NOWAit]

ARM Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

ARM REDUCE {STEP [ON|OFF|OFF] | raddr [ON|OFF]}

ASSIGN Command

Assign a New Owner or Manager

Authorization: TAPELIBR
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ASSIGN volser USER userid [manager | svmuserid]

Have VM:Tape Manage a Tape

Authorization: ASSIGN

ASSIGN volser DSN  dsname

AUTOPICK Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

AUTOPICK {START | STOP | QUERY} [POOL poolname | NOPOOL]

BLP Command

Authorization: BLPUSE, OPERATOR

BLP raddr

CANCEL Command

Authorization: NONE to cancel a request on your own user ID. OPERATOR to cancel a request for another user ID.

CANcel [vaddr | ALL] [userid]

CATALOG Command

Authorization: NONE

Changing Volume Information

CATalog volser {"Parm1" | "Parm2"} [(ANYTAPE]

 

Parm1:

   CYCLE number

|  EXPDT date

|  LDATE number

|  PERM

|  RETPD days

Parm2:

  DROP {NEXTVOL | VOLUME}

| NEXTVOL nxtvol

| fieldname value
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Changing Data Set Information

CATalog volser {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

 

Parms:

  BLKCOUNT number

| DROP DSN

| DSN dsname [(gdg)]

| JOBNAME name

 

Options:

[ANYTAPE]

[FILESEQ number]

CHANGE Command

Authorizations: NONE to change own mount request. OPERATOR to change another user ID's mount request.
REALUNIT to change ordering or status of drives in eligible drive list.

Change vaddr userid {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  POOL poolname

| LOCation location

| RDEVice raddr

| Drivelist [NOREORDR] drive1 [ACTIVE | EXEMPT] [[NOREORDR] driven [ACTIVE | EXEMPT]] ...

CMS Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

CMS {command | CP command | EXEC name}

DISARM Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

DISARM {raddr1 [raddrn]... | LOCation location1 [locationn]...}

DRAIN Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Drain {raddrs | LOCation location}
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EDIT Command

Authorization: TAPELIBR

The syntax for the interactive EDIT command varies depending on whether you are editing volume records or data set
records. The syntax for editing volume records is:

EDIT volser

The syntax for editing data set records is:

EDIT volser  fileseqnumber

EJECT Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Eject volsers

END Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

END

HSC Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

HSC {HALT | START | QUERY}

LIST Command

Listing Scratch Tapes

Authorization: TAPELIBR, OPERATOR

List SCRATCH [mediatype] [poolname]  [("Options"]

 

Options:

[LOCation location]

[DETail number | NODetail]

[NOPOOL]

Listing Saved Tapes

Authorization: NONE

List {volser | DSN dsname [(gdg)]} [("Options"]

 

Options:
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[BIN | CHAIN | DSN | NODSN | LONG | SHORT | UNFMT]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days]

[FILE filename | PRINT | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TERM]

[LOCation location]

[OWNEDBY]

[SEQuence]

 

Additional option when specifying saved tapes by volser:

[NONVM]

LMS Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

LMS {HALT | START | QUERY | CMD lmscommand}

MIA Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

MIA {HALT | START | QUERY | CMD miacommand}

MOUNT Command

Authorization: NONE

Mount  volser [vaddr] [DSN dsname [( gdg )]]  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[CYCLE number | EXPDT  date | LDATE days | PERM | RETpd days]

[DEN densityname |  [mediatype]  [recordingformat]] 

[FILESEQ number]

[FOR userid]

[FOREIGN]

[ANYTAPE]

[OWNedby userid]

[LABel  [NL | SL | NSL | AL | BLP]] 

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT  type]

[fieldname value]

[PRIOrity number]

[QUEue | NOQUEue]

[REAd | WRIte | RIng | NORIng]

[SETup | NOSETup]

[WAit | NOWAit]

 

QREPLY Command

QREPLY
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QUERY Command

Authorization: NONE

QUERY [Requests | Library | LOCation [location]]  [(STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

REFRESH Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

REFRESH [POINTER [(NOSYNC] | POOL]

REJECT Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

REJECT volser [PERM]

REPLY Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Reply number information

RESUME Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

RESUME [FORCE]

RMS Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

RMS {HALT | START | QUERY}

SCRATCH Command

Authorization: TAPELIBR

SCRATCH [grace] [( Disk [filemode] | [PRint |NOPrint]] 

SDC Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

SDC {DISPLAY volser [sysname] | UNLOCK volser sysname}
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SET Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

SET LOCations location1 [locationn]...

SETUP Command

Authorization: SETUPOPR

SETUP  {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  START 

| STOP 

| Query [ALL | Pulled | Waiting] [( "Query Options"]

| CANcel volser1 [volsern]... [(BATCH name]

| PULled volser1 [volsern]... [(BATCH name]

| RELease [volser1 [volser

n]... [(BATCH name]}

 

Query Options:

[BATCH name]

[DISK | TYPE | [LIFO | FIFO]] 

STAM DO Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM DO

STAM DU Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM DU name {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  number 

| AVL [sysid] 

| MTP [sysid]

STAM RELEASE Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM RELEASE sysid  [CLEAR]
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STAM SETP Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM SETP {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CYCLE frequency

| DUCOUNT number

| DURLSE [YES | NO]

| VARYSYS sysid

STAM START Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM START

STAM STOPALL Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM STOPALL

STAM STOP Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM STOP

STAM VARY Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

STAM VARY names {"Parms"} [sysid | ALL]

 

Parms:

  ONLINE 

| OFFLINE 

| AVL 

| NOTAVL 

| DED 

| NOTDED

START Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Start {"Parms"}

 

Parms:
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  raddrs 

| LOCation location

SUSPEND Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

This command takes no operands. Enter SUSPEND .

TAPEINIT Command

Authorizations: TAPELIBR, BLPUSE, and ANYTAPE

TAPEINIT {SCRATCH | PRODUCT} tapes [( “Options”]

 

Options:

[CATonly]

[DENsity name]

[NEW]

[DSN dsname] 

[EXPDT date] 

[USER userid]

Note: The options DSN, EXPDT, and USER are valid only for PRODUCT Tapes.

TCPLISTN Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

This command has no operands. Enter TCPLISTN .

TMSRINIT Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

This command has no operands. Enter TMSRINIT .

VMTBIN Command

Authorization: NONE

VMTBIN LIST [binnumber] [ownerid]  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[DISK | PRINT | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TYPE]

[USERID userid]
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Product Documentation
Broadcom VM Products Documentation

Mainframe VM Product Manager 1.2
VM:Operator 3.1
VM:Account 1.7
VM:Schedule 2.0
VM:Archiver 2.4
VM:Backup 3.6
VM:Secure - 3.2 (with security management)
VM:Backup HiDRO Component 2.8
VM:Secure - 3.2 (without security management)
VM:Batch 1.4
VM:Sort 1.4
VM:Spool 1.8
Dynam/T 3.0
VM:Spool VSEG Plus Component 1.7
Explore PM for z/VM 5.0
VM:Tape 2.0
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http://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/ca-dynam-t-tape-management-for-z-vm/3-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/ca-vm-spool-v-seg-plus-component/1-7.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/ca-explore-performance-management-for-z-vm/5-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/ca-vm-tape-for-z-vm/2-0.html
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This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
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ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
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